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Introduction

INTRODUCI ION

This documenWt is one of two* that reproduce the papers pgiven at a
cUnf,.•rence on underwater ambient-noise held at the SACLANI ASW Research
Celntre do rin n the per'iod U -14 May 1982, ]he parLic pants were f rom ni ne
NATO nations and 2 NAILO Commands, [he objective of the cunterunce was to
provide a mlechani sm for the NA10 nat ions to cumpare notes or, research
re IaLed to Lindo '(.nsea amb ient no i se and to hel 1p ebtab I i hli a co(2lf0n bas i s for
future research. Lhirty eight papers were presented on arabienLt noise and
related topics, which included

Needs of the ASW operational community
- The role of acoustic propagation

Sources of noise
- Measurement results
- Noise model !i ng
- Applications in signal processing

For presentation at the conference the papers were grouped into sessions
according to the contents given to the organizers in the -abstracts.
However, because of the limited information available in their abstracts
some papers were inappropriately categorized. The categories chosen for
publication are therefore as follows:

I Backgr'ound
II Mechanisms

III Low-Frequency Phenomena
IV Measurements and Measurement Techniques
V Processing Techniques

Vi Modelling: development and use
VII Acoustic Propagation effects

The specific role of certain of the papers presented requires a few lines
of explanation, as follows: 4

WAGSTAFF , R. and II1'UY, 0. . eds. Undt,rwat.er amr)bi;nL njois (: Classified
papers presentLed aL. a con ference held at S)ACILANTCIIN, 11-14 May 1982,
SA(.I,AN'I'CfN CP-31 , NATO CONIID'EHNT 'AI. La Spez ia I La Iy SACIANT ASW
Research CenLre, 1982.

•'WAGSTAFF , R. and BILUY, O.Z, edis .underwater ambijn)t noise. Unticlassif ted
paperis p re..selnted at. a con ference held at SACILANT'(EN, 11-14 May 1982,
SACLANTCEIN CP-(32. La Spe!zjia, ILaly, SACILANT ASW Resear'h Cerit.re(, 1982.
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I It l'l; kJIu 0.. I on

a Ili )o I e•. • ! 0 .._ .. ) -1,1 r .; _.i oil!

LDr Donald Robss l IJoucint'o, 1[no. Wis inv i Led l to ji-lt:,eiit. I aptpo ii' the u1Ile
ul prot. ja L i0loll, hl.LC,.Ati l , tn Ci, lller'en, ' l rt;l I /. l ,I- ., d a I vi Ir y ctliV i l.eqad that
on0 I le ts. have aI bij I d V C dlLQ1n.i. I id %,t L dci n!] 0 1 ACtti.,I. iC ltjilla,.t 11,i1 in 11 rtdaUr
to umucIrs toi iili i (-n I i t , I l.uue .tt' mnIyiI a Iuu15 t. iC propacladt i Ln
iliechi.nilllb LhatL p ldy d dohll! an1,1t roIe in ,ililb i LL no ise, such w.S Lhi? ell tleCt
Of LWt.ia.y l t'i' i lC t b i ll i 1 l .)hu' dcjih. i¶ll 1l,, iiW.tl ntt, 1) 1l noisA diid 1A0W i us1l01e
t-?lilh ceili 1)oallu IL tlhit H 0 1 '0 iii t.Iit, ',(1 AlR chlalun ., I. WI i Iu i t. miiay not. be
IlICobsd'ry C) Ic )L alt It l.u derl i V0 and bo lV1 tUhn Ctll;At i t 1n> th 1t. it, Vt, ' W [hIt-'- U
Illehc liIaIi ýon., iII t. i f Un b .1sa y u L r I I iZc Uila i iflltl'tort.,il;. ind to Lito, AltI v Lu
tutln 'll O tihe I i ra Itl '. I Io I Inulr (IC.- d ta i I wheUIn I teeded. Ihi papj r Ie'lt IP Lu
pruv id e 5 sLch all olICdef 1' la d i ntj

b ) _ .Y.W2_aL..lr_22c_ŽŽ !LlY

Because s i gn a I - p r'oces Si ruJ toc hn i (cjLIUs des I. ned 10or ASW p Irp .,sU 5 iiti,•I, o1)Q 'a to
aga i nst a backg rouind ot anib erIL 1101is, the ui'gaii ers encouraged the

parti c ipat ion of signal Itli'ocessul's in the con'f erence, I he s lynal-
processing re5searche' 0t tLn assumes thatl tihe aibie ent. no i se can be
character i zed in a iven way, such Iis hav i cli a g.laUSs i an di ,L' ibu t 01o1.
1hese as suInpti oils nIay lot .)e Co rec t and may be respoins ib le ltr the
ultimIate fai Ilr of the sigtna1-procuss inci tL.±ch I que. It ' is up t.o the
arab i ent-no i s5e coliiuLil1 i Ity tu pr'OV i die the s I gna I - pl'oce, S I ng c onfl1liLI ni t.y Wi th the
characteristics of Lhe loi ti, Ii eIl and Ioi s5 models ill 1ar U, ie f UlI to
them. 11h1i, uf curn'ae, calnolt be done Un less there is co5llIon iC3t ion
between thle two ComLtIIIIiniLi Us onl whatL i b needed , Wllat. can be done , and whati.
is the des i red tourmaL. liiu apo i'5 prestoelned at the con t.•erei'nceal help tobridge this gap.

c) jet ional Research

It was the beli of of the conference orguli I ZeL'5 , and was a gLe mLra 1
impression at; the end at the cuolnerence, that the ambient-no i .,e coIlllioi lty
has not succeeded very well in getting its products to the IASW operational
comllnunity in a farmia t Lhat is use oful to Lheni. the ASW uper'ataors are really
interested in address i ng I b bteS that the aiib ion L- no i se Coliun i ty is not
equipped to tackle, sLich as the optillILItn depi oynlient of ASW assets. Ihe
ambient-noise prodUc. s a re a smaiIiIU bUit iimpportant partL of the total
solution. However, albieLt-noi ,e 'results are ju.st raw data to theill and it
requi res a lot of effort and a high level of expertise Lu use tlhel
correctly. I le role oar the operational research people is to bridge this
gap. This can be done effect ively only when they receive thile necessary
inputs from the ambient-noise comunillIlty. IHe anibient-noise comllimulnity can
respond with the requIired inipoto in a useftull foarilat (which ii ghlt include
noise models) only if there is undersLandinng between the two COlilllil ities oat
what is needed and what is o0" can be made avail ab 1e. lhe invited paper by
E. Goudriaan of SACLANIC[N gives ill example of how some ambient-noise
products are useu0 to help addr'ess an illmportant issue facing the operational
ASW conIii1l.ni ty.

SACLANTCEN CP-32 2



SU]MMARY 01 1111 COHALNCL

by

Al thouigh there was no 1in~~ten. on to pnodlice a1n i o-dep~l i sunImry (it the
ConltevemlLO ,puflmi I d u)i ni on "Ieomoid 1. o uulpm)'t U19e i(1, 01d %1 soLIIIll'k y Wl o1IlI

a t th Ie ge I)c I'dr I i III1) v eb I, uI I 3d t1a m! (I by In Iiiiy ot Th AL I e j r-ic i pa I)i it.M the (211( (01
the Conference.

One of the most I important i mpreSs5 ions11 re 5 I Li ngl~ from the con f erence was
that the ambient-noiso resear'ch common .Ili ty, as a wholec, tall s to sat i ty the
needs of the ASW operational community, ihe proUduc~t that Ultimately get
to the latter often do not applIy to the bsi tuati on 5 in1 wh b t Lhey a re
interes ted, or are not inl formats, thlt. areý useful tO thorn, It was5 quite

evi deint that the research commu11Lnity dloes not uinderitand Lhe dec isi ons that
the operatioanal communi ty must make, how they make them, nor whly they have
made a certain decision. Researchers need La be more fami Y- with th

4 constrai nts that operators must work within and must prow du products inl
formats that are use ful to them and can helIp them to do Ll~igir job, It may
be that ambient na iso is not what operator5 need, but same Other parameter
that has the ambilent nloi IAs bni'led withi H it. l

Some of the issules that operators mu1.st address are: where shoul d each ASW
astbe placed, Is there a pretered orientatUion or tactic to IN~Max111LL

detection and tracking, what will be the detection ranges? Noe opt imuim
deploymentL of multiple ASW units of similar and differcmnt typos Is also
Important, It i s obvious that know iny the amb i ent no iso al one wi 1 I not.
solve these p roblIems.

It is only one component of the puIZZle that Must UlItimate ly be puLt togJether
by someone - perhaps the OperatilonalI research poopl -c and ji veln to the
Qperat iona 1 community. However, it is uip to the amlb lent-- 00 i peon' Ic to
provide ambient-noise data in meaninlulýJl formats. thib is most l ike ly to
be achieved by presenting the dat~a as funIc-tions5 01 SuIcI sy5Ltern paraml toyis
as beamwi dth, bandwidth, and integration time.

Somewhat related to this problem is the impress ion that the ambienlt-no iso
niodels are inl general iot. as comprehensive as they should be. Ihi s is not
in terms of the physics i n the models, but inl terms~ of the Systems
considerations. Provided that the correct i iput data are ava ilIabl e
current amibien t-noi se modelIs are capab 1 e o f calI cuaI at i nq the noisbe i e Id( i
a detailI and accuracy that tar exceeds our cur11rent1 abi iIi t~y to me asuve i t.
Unf ortunate ly, knowi ng the n, i se f ielId to th isý deta iI l nd ICCurTaCy (1005 not
guarantee that the user wi i]I be ablIe Im trans l ate th i b 1,now Iledge i OtLU a
correct description of system performanlce. InI most caseb the improved
resolution increases the difficu~lty Of usinlg the' Model reSultsb

The ambient-nol so modelIs need to be morLe usr-or'ienlted thanl they are at
present. This means that the sonar system must be inIcI L~ded inl the madelI
and the output given in a formaL that is system oriented. Ill 501110 cdses
the manner in which the Fystem and the signal processinq operate mlay have

SACLANTCLN CP-32 3



Summary

to be simulated by the model. Iven this may nut be going fOr enough for
some application,,,, IL may be ineLe•sary to carry the result! to the point of
signal- to-noise ratio.

I hlieu were ,tme itter eýt i.nj di SULL iS Ulri abutA "nmedbu'eilneilts" versus
"experiments L. ..'Measuremeint" is def i ned as cu I lecti nj amb i ent-noi se data

to add Lu the Lx sL i ng data base. "Lxpe•r;mienfts" are def ined as
investiyaJld i•oo. :udiidi.:•ed Lu study partiý, ular phenomena such as down-slope
enhancement, depLh depeilde(cQ, r noli se-btrippinq. Ihe (qeneral feeling was
that experimulnts help undurstdnid the nouie, which in tLUri hu1l1b in better
nmude II inq aild P'ldiL iUn.

Future work should concentrate on the multiple-dimension aspects of the
noise, such as its properties in frequency/azimuth space. For example, an
important area of research would be line clutter in frequency and azimuth,
which is a common problem for high-resolution passive systems.

A final impresslon of many conference attendees was that the papers
presented Indicated that much of the work being done is state-of-the-art or
beyond, although some is less well advanced. A forum such as this, which
displays the work being done, tends to give a quantum jump to those who are
not aware of current developments and allows cross-fertilization among
those who are. It also allows participants to see where the research
community has reached and how future research might be redirected to make a
more meaningful contribution to the whole. Several individuals recommended
that a similar conference be held in a year or two to see how far we have
been able to advance and to establish another baseline in the future.
There were even some who volunteered to organize it at their laboratory.

SACLANTCEN CP-32 4
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ROSS: Role of propagation

ROLE OF PROPA(:ArIoN IN AMBIENT NOISE

h y

Dona ld k Io . 8
VONANCO, INC,

San Di .o, C.alifornia, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

To be useful for modern ASW systems design and analyses, descriptions of
ambient noise fields must go beyond average omnidirectional spectra and in-
clude horizontal and vertical patterns, fluctuations with time, dependen-
cies on depth, and variations with season as well as geographic location.
This paper sunmarizes present understanding of ambient noise characteris-
tics, stresaing the role of propagation, To aid our basic understanding,
the spectrum is divided into three distinct frequency regimes and observed
results are then explained in terms of the different types of propagation
that control each regime. The vertical-angle arrival structure is used as
the framework for the discussion,

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to summarize present understanding of the
various characteristics of underwater ambient noise, stressing the role of
propagation. The several surveys by Wenz and others (1-4) published over
the past 20 years deal mainly with mean spectra as functions of such para-
meters as sea state, wind speed and shipping density, In addition to the
surveys, the literature includes numorous reports from research on such
subjects as horizontal directionality, vertical directionality, long-term
and short-term fluctuations of ambient noise and the dependence of these on
water and receiver depths as wt-ll as on locality and season of the year.

Several large computer models have been developed to calculate ambient
noise (DANES, RANDI, FANM, SIAM, etc.), Those models all recognize the
importance of propagation, in that they assume a distribution of sources
and use a propagation model to calculate the contribution from each source.
The idea is good; the results often fall short. When the expected and
measured characteristics disagree, there is no way of knowing whether the
problem is with the source distribution, source spectrum or propagation
calculation. The writer suspects that sometimes the problem is that some
of the dominant sources were not included in the model, or an important i
propagation path may have been omitted (5).

SACLANTCEN CP-321-
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ROSS: Role of propagation

The status of our knowledge of ambient noise can be described by the state-
ment: While we cannot prodict it reliably, we can usually understand what
we mcLsur, r l. Th, object of this paper is to summarize that understanding
and to illustrnt, its application.

1, OF'iwRCI, 01 A,' M I I NT NOISE

The source. of 'ib •nt noki are wel 1 known. lThy inclUdU:
Bli i ,l• cair (wh;, I !,, cortain fiih, •hI ri•llp, etc.),
Meteorolugical (wind, waves, rain, ice.,), and
Commercial (ships, off-shore oil actLvities).

Of these, biological sources and noise from ice and rain ate outside the
scope of this paper. We will deal primarily with three sources: wind/
waves, shipping, and off-shore oil exploration. These sources are des-
cribed briefly in the following paragraphs.

Wind/Waves

Meteorological factors control the condition of the sea surface, including
waves, swell and breakers. NoiHL is produced over the entire frequency
range from under I lIz to over 100 kilofz. At very low frequencies, the
sources are probably pressures generated by large-scale wave motions and by
turbulent pressure fluctuations of the winds on the sea surface (6-8).
Above about 50 114, the dominant mechnnism is usually splashes from breaking
waves. Splashes produce noise by the impact of water drops on the ocean
surface and by the oscilintion and collapse. of the numerous bubbles that
are created by the breaking waves (9,10), Ambient spectra from splashes
are relatively flat up to abotut 500 Itz, and decrease at higher frequencies
at close to 6 dB per octavo. The intensity is a function of the fraction
of the sea surface covered by breakers and therefore of wind strength,
fetch, and sometimes water depth.

in most ocean areas, mcL'teorological sources are dominant below about 5 to
10 ILz klnd again above about 200 l1z, with shipping controlling between these
frequencies. Tn some areas that are relativoly remote from shipping, such
as the Southwust Pacific, wind dominance is usually found over the entire
frequency spectrum (11),

While local wind speed is the dominant factor controlling wind/wave noise
for frequencies above about 500 1Hz, this is not the case for lower fre-
quencies, for which noise from distant areas may dominate when local winds
are relatively calm. Thtm, wind-dominated spectra are more variable at the
lower frequencies, and information on both propagation and wide-ocean
meteorological conditions is needed to calculate levels.

Figure 1 characterizes wind/wave noise in terms of sea conditions; however,
this is an oversimplification. As discussed later in this paper, propaga-
tion affects ambient levels, It follows that there are predictable varia-
tions from the mean curves that correspond to different propagation condi-
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Surface Ships

The dominant sources of surface-ship radiated noise are propeller cavita- 2
tion, propulsion machinery and propeller singing (12). It is estimated
that 80 to 85% of the noise power radiated into the water by surface ships
comes from propeller cavitation. There ore two types of radiation from
.avitating prupellers: low-frequency tona ls and a broad continuum (12,13).

The tonals are radiated at up to the firHt ten harmonics of the blade fre-
quency and are usually dominant for frvquencies below about 40 to 50 Hz.
The continuum controls the spectrum above nbout 50 Itz, generally peaking
between 50 and 150 It&. Above 150 liz, the spectrum decreases with frequency
at about 6 dB per octave. Both the tonals and the continuum are modulated
at the shaft rotational frequency, ,ond Lhe continuum is even more strongly
modulated at the blade frequency (12),

Three types of power plants art, now commonly used in ocean-going merchant
ships: geared #team turbines, direct-drive, slow-speed diesels, and geared
medium-speed diesels. of these, direct-drive, slow-speed diesels are the
most common, about two-thirds of the ships at sea. Above 10 Hz the tonals
generated by these engines are invariably swamped by those from propeller
cavitation, Steam turbines account for about one-fourth of the ships at
sea, and these often produce one or two strong tonals between 30 And 110 liz
that may stand out from the cavitation spectrum by as much as 20 dBl.
Tonale from geared, medium-spend diesels dominate the spectra of the ships
employing them, particularly between about 30 and 300 Hz. However, less
than 5% of ships at sea use this propulsion mode.

Mean surface ship spectra have been generated from surveys of merchant ship
noise measurements (12), However, these surveys are mostly of data from
older ship types and/or ships operating at below normal cruise speeds and
are of only limited value. ThL' several mcaling formulas developed from the
surveys, using ship speed, Length, tonnagu and horsepower as scaling fac-
tors, each give a somewhat different eotimnte of the norse from a modern,
high-speed container ship, or from a supertanker. The formulas art, useful
only to predict gross trends.

While the nature of surface-ship radiated noise is wcll understood, insuf-
ficient information exists to predict the i oiso from a specific ship. Not
only is noise a function of ship speed and propoller characteristics, it
also depends on load and most probbly on the state of the sea, In addi-
tion, the time lapse since the most recent hull scraping and the physical
condition of the propeller are also important. It does not seem possible
to know the noise characteristics of each of the more than 30,000 sea-
going ships in any detail.

Since the noise radiated is o function primarily of ship size and speed,
it follows that the ships with the highest propulsion powers are probably
the noisiest. For the deep oceans, this moans that the shipping contribu-
tion to ambient noise is probably controlled by the thousand or so largest
and/or fastest ships. When lacking better information, the writer uses
the formula: Sll,

L' 186 + 15 log

Ct-
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to estimate the total overall noise radiated by an individual surface ship,
He finds that most measured surface-ship spectra are in fairly good agree-
ment with this formula. Generally the total power radiated below 100 Hz
exceeds that radiated above 100 He by about 6 dB. (SHP is the shaft horse
power corresponding to the ship's speed.)

The importance of merchint shipping as a source of low-frequency ambient
noise has increased significantly since the end of World War I1. Not only
has the number of ships at sea more than doubled, but, even more important,
propulsion powers have increased dramatically, As shown in Fig, 2, typical
noise levels have increased by the order of 10 dB in many parts of the
world, This trend is not expected to continue, at least in the immediate
future, since ocean trade is hampered by high oil prices and depressed eco-
nomic conditions,

Off-Shore Oil Exploration

In recent years, a new, major low-frequency source has raised ambient
levels below 100 iz, occasionally by as much as 20 dB. The source is the
explosion-like pulses used during seismic surveying. During seismic sur-
veying, air guns or other pulse sources are fired once every 6 to 10
seconds, Each pulse produces a total energy source level of about 210
dBuPa-sec, At a repetition rate of one every 10 seconds, this corresponds
to a mean source pressure level of about 200 dBiPa. This compares to
185 dB)APa for a typical modern merchant ship. In other words, one seismic
profiler is equivalent to about 30 large merchant ships, The significance
of off-shore oil exploration as a noise source is enhanced by the fact that
locations for such activity are often optimum for propagation of the sound
to distant receivers, as will be discussed later.

2. PROPAGATION CONSIDERATIONS

An important characteristic of the sources just described is that they are
all located at or near the sea surface. This means that any discussion of
the influence of propagation on ambient noise is concerned only with those
paths originating in the vicinity of the surface.

Surface Decoupling Effect

The sea surface is a pressure-release surface, As a result, the basic
pressure radiation pattern from near-surface sources is a sine function
having its maximum straight down and a null in the horizontal (9,14). if
the sea surface were flat and therefore a perfect pressure-release reflec-
tor, the null would be very deep due to perfect cancellation of the direct
and surface-reflected paths. However, the sea is usually rough, and the
sine pattern approaches a minimum rather than going to zero. One limita-
tion on our ability to model ambient noise is incomplete knowledge of the
surface decoupling effect for near-grazing angles for a rough surface.

For grazing angles greater than about 50, the decoupling effect for sources
close to the surface may be estimated from

£4 - 20 - 16 log (Fhe) dB
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where h is source depth in metors, F is frequwncy in kilollertz and e is the
ray angle in degrees. Clearly til effect io more pronounced for low fre-
quencies than for high ones.

Vertical Arrival Structure

It is instructive to use Lihl vertic'al .Itructtiro of tho urrivalti at tihe
measurement location to exp ahi th, variou.; chlaracteristic ! of a mbi enti
noise, Instead of starting, wii-h a qeirface distribhution of sources and in-
tegrating their contributions, wv 1',ciis on th,, receiver and examine th,
contributions to the total nise pow,,r arrivi ug in each vvrtical secutor.
The sources that contribute noise power to * veat',ical Ls.Lctor are those Io-
cated where the outgoing ray bundle intersects the sea surface. It is
important to realize that the same ray bundle may intersect the surface in
several places. Figure 3 illustrates this point for shallow water. Noise
received at each angle comes from distributed surface sources located in
each of the zones where the ray paths intersect the surface. In deep water
these may be RSR zones connected to each other by purely refractive paths.

Role of Attenuation

If the sources were uniformly distributud over tile ocean surface, then the
sound intensity received from each zone would be proportional to the zonal
area and inversely proportional to the transmission ratio from that zone.
Talham (15) considered bottom-bounce pathn and concluded that i-he increase
of the intercepted area with distance cancels the spreading loss. Williams
(16) analyzed RSR propagation and found examples of distant zones contri-
buting relatively more noise than cloeat onee. It follows from these
analyses that all tones must be considered out to distances for which the
frequency-dependent absorption loss becomes dominant, In other words, were
it not for the attenuation component of the propagation loss, sources over
the entire ocean surface would contribute to the amb.ienL noise. Attenua-
tion limits this area.

Frequency Regimes

The frequency dependence otf attenuation prowides th, framework for dividing
the spectrum into two or three distinct frequentcy regimes. rThe high fre-
quency regime is defined as that for which t-he att:enuation ii ao gruat that
only the closest intersection with the tiea surface contributes significant-
ly. In shallow waters, this regime occurs abovr about 10 kllz, However, in
deep oceans, for which the distances between surface reflections of signi-
ficant rays are usually at least 30 kil, the high frequency regime applies
down to about 1 kHz,

For all frequencies below these limits, more than one surface area will
contribute significant noise power to at leost soeoi of the individual ver-
tical arrival ray bundles. in fact, for a uniform distribution of noise
sources, the power in each ray bundle will he related to tile number of
surface intersections for which the absorption loss is negligible.

For deep water, the low frequency regime divides into two parts. Belo,
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about 150 liz, the absorption loss may be so low that this factor no longer
controls the ocean area contributing to the ambient. Sources located as
far away as the edges of the ocean basin may make significant contributiona
(5). Thus, there are basically three frequency regimes to be considered
in analyzing deep water ambient noise:

Below 150 Hz Whole ocean basin
150 - 1001 Hz Numerous surface zones may contribute

Above I l[iz Local surface dominates

Re at [onship of Vertical Structure to Dl-pth Dpo

Recently Cavanagh and Renner (17) examined the relationship between the
vertical distribution of ambient noise and the depth dependence of the
total (omnidirectional) intensity. Through a relatively straightforward
application of Snell's law they found that an isotropic vertical noise
pattern implies levels independent of depth, while a highly structured
vcrticaA. paLtern is consistent with significant variations with depth. In
fact, each depth function is related to a specific pattern of the vertical
arrival structure. Since the vertical arrival structure is influenced by
the velocity profiles and bathymotry at the source locations as well as at
the receiver, it follows that these also play a role in the depth depend-
ence of the ambient.

Regional and Seasonal Dependencies

It has long been recognized that the shipping-controlled ambient spectrum
is dependent on location and, to some degree, on season. These dependen-
cies have been attributed to such factors as proximity to heavy shipping
lanes, and secondarily to propagation. The dependence on location and on
season of the ambient for a given wind speed in the wind-dominated band
from 200 to 500 l1z is more subtle, and it has been recognized only fairly
recently (18). This dependence is due to the dependence of propagation
from surface sources on place and season, We will demonstrate our under-
standing of these dependencies in the next section.

3. DEEP-OCEAN, WIND-GENERATED AMBIENT NOISE

The effects of propagation on ambient noise can be illustrated by consider-
ing the characteristics of wind/wave noise for various deep-ocean situa-
tions. With the current understanding one can now explain regional and
seasonal dependencies of levels, as well as depth dependencies of both
levels and directionality patterns, and one can predict when distant storms
should dominate relative to local weather conditions.

Deep-Water Vertical Arrival Structure

We start our analysis by assuming a classical deep-water sound-speed pro-
file exhibiting a deep sound channel and having its highest sound speed at
a hard bottom (Fig. 4). Figure 5 shows the arrival structure for a hydro-
phone located in the channel at depth Zo, for which the local sound speed
is Co. Four distinct angular arrival sectors are shown. Arrivals at
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angles less than the surface-grazing angle do not intersect the sea surface
at all. It follows that, unless mechaniums exist to transform ray angles,
very little noise should be contributed at these angles. The limiting angle
for the surface-grazing ray is given hy:

El Cl 08,
8 (t 1 ( C ý 1 )

The extent of the RSR aoctr ir I H C'olt r7- 11(d1 by th, It t t oi-•graz ing ry -Y ,,
given by:

O " c o o 16 Vi

Rays leaving, or arriving, in the sector between 0.sr and 0BG intersect the

sea surface numerous Limes and do not ite|uract with the bottom. For fre-
quencies for which the absorption loss is low, these RSR arrivals are a
major source of the total noise because of the large number of zones that
contribute.
For a hard bottom there ia a critical angle below which bottom reflection
losses are relatively small, Rays sariking the bottom between grazing and
the critical angle arrive at the receiver in the sector bounded by the
bottom grazing angle and an angle given by:

CB ( CB CI)

where CBB is the sound speed in the hard bottom just below the water column

and CB is the speed In the w-ter just above the bottom. TThin path is

especially important for bottomed and near-bottom r,•eivers (15,N9).

While arrival paths more stoup than (4CB may intursect the surface Sany

times, they intersect the bottom at angles for which the bottom loss is so
high that noise from distant zones Is evw.roly attenuated. We may therefore
treat the noise arriving at these angles ns originating only at the sea sur-
face in the inmediate vicinity or the receiver. In the following discussion
we will refer to this noise as being that from the local area, to distin-
guish it from noise originating in more remot, areas arriving by paths In-
volving at least one surface reflection.

The present description of ambient arrivl palliths is confirmed by data from
the VLAM array in the Atlantic as analyzed by Kinnison and his coworkers
(20). In the band from 250 to 500 liz, their data taken with the array near
the channel axis display two distinct peaks corresponding to the positive
and negative RBR arrival angle&, a deep null for smaller angles, and a
broad maximum for the overhead direction. Below 250 Itz, there is a
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tendency for the null to disappear. Fox (19) measured noise vertical direc-
tivity with an array just above the bottom, finding patterns as a function
of frequency and sea state that also agree qualitatively with our analysis,
DNta from other experiments For frequencies above I ktls (21,22) show only
tho, broad overhead maximum, as would le expected since absorption wipes out
both the 1,8R and lBB components.

No mnatLer wh•it propagation pat1s ot-o involved, one would expect that th0,
rato of increase of ambient levels with wind speed would depend only on the
rate of increase of the noise radiated by the surface, However, measure-
ments made under different cir;te,;tancns and/or at different locations
reveal dlstinctly different , (IS), In si,tuations where the propaga-
tion ia such that only close-b> .. rces are important, the rate of increase
is given approximately by 28 log WS, In other cases, where paths to more
distant aroas contribute significantly, the coefficient is close to 20,
Apparently what happens im that increases of the surface roughness cause
increased scattering losses at each reflectioci and thereby reduce the
relative contributions of distant zrones, This e~ffct Is illustrated In
Fig. 6 which is based on Fox's date (19). While the didtant contribution
increases with sea state, its rate of increase is sinaller than the local
componentt,

It follows that measured rates of increaae of noise with sea state are de-
pe.ndent on both the rate of increase of the source and the rate of decrease
of the contributing surface area.

Depth Dependence

For frequencies above about 500 liz for which the RSR contribution is not
large and the vertical distribution is relatively smooth, ambient levels
are. virtually independent of depth. This result agrees with data for 500
and 800 Kz reported by Morris (23) for wind speeds ef at least 10 knots.
Of course, at very high frequencies absorption loss between the surface and
the rceiverwill reduce levels measured at depths of several kilometrs (24).

For the frequency band below about 500 Hz arrivals by RSR and/or bottom-
grazing paths may contribute significantly. lit this case, the depth depen-
dence should show a small peak near the critical depth. With any further
increase of receiver depth, the RSR contribution will be eliminated and the
level will decrease to that produced by the direct surface radiation and
bottom reflection paths. It follows that for depths between the critical
depth and the bottom the reflectivity of the loqal bottom for near-grazing
angles will be a critical factor. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate depth depen-
doncies found in the Pacific as a function of frequency and sea state.

Regional and Seasonal Effects

From the above discussion we now understand why wind-generated ambient
noise in the frequency band from 200 to 500 Us, varies both geographically
and seasonally. The key is the dependence of the surface sound speed on
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season and location. Returning to Fig. r, we note that the lower the sur-
eace sound speed relativk, to that 4it tlho bottornl, Llh Larger thu 14SH contri-
bution. It followS that thu Hd~lre, 8e11 ; Lntt will produce hi ghcer IeVe'ls in
northern latitudes, and that Iov, 1L in winte'r will bl, highe r than thoit, in
summer# In areas and/or durin): .a-A oSii for which thl sturfact, ,ounid Hp,,d
exceeds the bottom sound sped, uiIl pltihf wi l Will t 1 xi0 t tilld auinhit e t ]evkel 14
will ba relatively low, i t's f lou d li the w,.ir1 PA:ir-O,. Vt'l I; B;Oii wLjt 01
Guam (18) In Auch I -aroua th it? do lpt'n celo of :11hieli 1'V ,,I , r on wind ,,pcod
will be greator than normail.

EffUcIt of Range-Dupendont PnvironmeiLn

Our discussion thus L'ar has assumed range-indepondent bnthyrnetry and sound
speud profiles. However, below about 250 liz variat:ions of thesu with dis-
tance from the receiver can be important. I-or the, deep (uestate4 for which
bottom depth@ generally oxceed the cr1 tical dupth, tho hi gst efflc is
the dependence of surface temperature on geographi cal loontion, eCapocially
on latitude. It can readily be shown that neur-grazinrg rays starting irom
the surface in cool water no longer interact with the aurface as thoy pro-
ceed into regions having higher surface t0'etl)Uraturuw. Thus, sonli 1614 paths
in cool climates become RR paths in warmer arenA. .Ilince these pnLlrh avoid
surface losses, they propag ne with less los, Noiaes fros these cooler
surface regions arrive .at angles closuFr to grazing thnn S s , An a rnsult

of this phenomenon, measurements with horizontUal arrays in tho dcp sound
channel invariably salow higher levols in th. direct ton Of cooler sut-faco
temperatures.

In the Pacific, the surfnee iOt'horHttat, aluo•4t parallol wi•hL the latitude
lines . Measurements made with horizont.al arrays show a puristtant bi as
toward the north. The bins is pIarticularly strong in tho winter sinco
higher sea states are also found to 0t1 north at: this time of year. The
writer has examined ambient noise data 1'rot the Pactfic ocean and has con-
cluded that whenever local winds are rul.itiV0wy C1lm dutLin) tei, wintor
season distant storms are likely to domi nato for rrOe-lutn 'u io below about
250 Hi.

4. NOISE FROM DIs'rAN'T tI.11PPING

The role of propagation in determininI.,, ambient noise chtractoristicu is
strongest in the shipping notic band, [.e., from 10 to 150 Ilz. In this
band, measurements of vertical arrivwl structurte (19,20,25,26) invariably
show a strong horizontnl component. For recCivers in the deup nound
channel, the near-horizontal energy ini Lit, dominant component for froquen-
ciao below about 70 Hz and is an important contributor as high is 150 liz,
From our earlier discussion of verticil arrival structure it is apparent
that some mechanism must exist whereby patths from surfece soutrces are
transformed from RSR and bottom-reflecting typeR into purely refractive
ones having angles close to the horizontal in the' deep sound channel

Coastal Enhancement Effect

A mechanism whereby sounds from surface or uetar-murfoC, sources can be
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propagated to a receiver by low-loss, deep-channel, near-horizontal
refractive paths was originally postulated by the writer in the mid 1950's,
lio observed that long-range detection results and ambient noise horizontal
directlonality measurements implied exceptionally low transmission loss
from sources near the edge of the continental shelf, The mechanism is
angle transformntion by reflections from the outwardly sloping bottom. One
or two ruil'ctiuns ulrom a moderat, slope will change the vertical angles of
rays leaving n tirface source between ho and l8S to rays propagating with
ef[fecttiv angles under 6,. T1'ij transformation is illustrated by Fig. 9,
wihi[•h is a typicalI ray triec, for a , ource in shallow water propagating out
into a duep basin. Figure 10 suhows a typical transmission loss curve for a
shallow source and a deep receiver, showing a greater than 10 dB peak when
the source is located at the edge of the basin.

Originally the effect was clled the "megaphone effect," Today it is
usually referred to as the "coastal enhancement effect" (14,26) or some-
times as "SOFAR propagation" (5), A dramatic example of this effect was
found by Northrop et al (27) who discovered that sounds from small explo-
sives dropped in continental coastal waters could be picked up on deep-
channel receivers tit distances as great as 10,000 km, even though signals from
ohots in deep waters at closer distances were undetectable, Figure 11,
which comes from their paper, illustrates this result,

The magnitude of the enhancement depends to a large extent on the distance
to tha shallow shelf, The mean transmission loss for the enhancement zone
is usually close to that for pure refractive propagation and can be aeti-
mated from

TL w 63 + 10 log H + a R,

where R is distance in kilometers and the attenuation is that for pure
volume absorption. The enhancement is the difference between this trans-
mission loss and that for sources in deep water at close to the same dis-
taince,

The importance of the coastal enhancement effect for low-frequency ambient
noise stems from the fact that there are places where shipping lanes con-
verge over shallow sloping bottoms. Examples include the Straits of
libralto-r, the southwestern approaches to the English Channel, certain

passages betiween islands, and the vicinity of numerous busy ports such as
New York, Norfolk and San Francisco, Noisos front these areas often domi-
nate low-frequency ambient spectra for receivers located in the deep sound
channel; yet, with the exception of Wagstaff's RANDI model, ambient noise
models have ignored this effect, As noted by Wagstaff (5), models that
ignore this important contribution are bound to produce erroneous results,

Horizontal Directietaality

Not only does the coastal enhancement effect explain the vertical arrival
structure measured with arrays in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans (20,25,
26), but also it is required to explain persistent peaks that are found
when using horizontal arrays in these areas, Figure 12 is a typical pat-
tern measured in the Northwest Pacific. The figure shows a broad maximum
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toward the north, due to the colder surface temperatures, and a naro
peak in the direction of San Francisco. sindilar measturemlentN With arrays
in the North Atlantic have shown persistent peak8 which in each case cor-
respond to a location wheru nhipping is conceintrated in Shallow water near
an outwardly directed slope. Tho gunorcil nort-hern btflH is also observed.*

In some places tile biaa toward sourcvs to thc nort-h in no strong thut it
hins been suggested that thm di ffuri-iicoin LictwouIn ainib jant spectra at two
1lat itudes be used no a iso aAu ro ofU t r-.iflihq'Aii oil I ol ("18), '0h18 Compairing
the spectra at two such locati onn 'ioO) killpit It'v(i1 ii t. 0h0 Houthorn 'I
location were found to be lower uL all i Irk-Cucnic ju. Thi. di.ffiervncv bc-
tween the two spectra is greater above. 80 11z due to tile increased absorp-
tion lose and is a measure of this loe

Degtli Dependencies

Both magnitude and directivity patternsa of low-frequency ambientts from
shipping vary with depth. As illustrtotd by thki curves for 50 and 150 11z
in F~ig, 7, levels are hlrhent near the channel aixis and docrease somewhat
with depth. They drop signi~ficantly below thle critical deapth. As reported
by Anderson (25) , the corresponding vertical arrival structure shows a
broad peak at the channel axis, ecnomnpassing both th'u RSR and refractive
components, The peak becomos narrower and Lteas intense with increase in

depth.

The horisontal directionali i:y pattern is a ino1 delpth senls[t iye The semi-I
permanent horizontal dlrrocti~onal icy pattern prevIous131 l desribled is riost
noticeable in the deep chuannel. t.9 0h0 cri~tcaL depth ia approached, thir;
pattern disappears and is replaced by i woro transient one reprosenting tile
contributions of relatively nearby shi ppi~ng. Th ias Hoar .odr u3

also disappears nt depths below the tiound chianne I,
The writer is not aware or either ho4zonta 1 or vo'rti[ca di.rectivity mniet-
uremento for receivers in the surfCtC snutId channerl. llowevcr, from our
understanding of the role of propu¶,i-i,,tion , wo woul~d ,Xpuct: theý. latterlns Lo
be s imi~lar to those found ror rvCL'(iVUVH 11C~I r tho cn t ia LI dipt)h.

Geographic and Seasonal Depodencies

It is clear that geographic mid seasonal dvpendencies of propagation Can
have as important ctffects on Nil pping-doniinatud ambiunt noise levels as do
geographic and seasonal variationn of shipping densities~. For receiverii ill
the sound channel, the RSR contribution for a fixed di.4tributi-on of surface
sources will increase markodly in the wi titer wbutin the surface suund speed
is lowest. In fact, the sensonal differences may lie as mnuch Its 10 dB for
some areas where RSR paths exist in the winter but alre n(OeXistent in the
summer,

There are some ocean areas for which the combination of warm; surface temn-
peratures and inoufficlenL water depth oliminates the possibility of RSR
paths throughout moot of the ynar. In thcese Hituationoi, rerrac ted paths
from coastal enhancatnent zones account for almost the entire ambient noise
front shipping.
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noise from Offshore Oil Exploration

The coastal enhancomont offect also magnifies the importance of offshore
oil exploratory activities. Seismic profiling in shallow waters near the
edge of a continental shelf is in the optimum location to radiate soui I
into the deep sound channel. This sound can be received by hydrophones
even thousands of kilometers distant. At the longer distances the discrete
pulse naLuro, of the sound di ppears because of the span of travel tLimes
for the various contribiu.ory paths.

5. SUMMARY

The idea that ambient noise is primarily a function of the distribution and
characteristics of its sources has been replaced by recognition that pro-
pagation plays an equal role. Dependencies of ambient spectra and direc-
tional patterns on depth, locaticn and season are now understood in terms
of changes of propagation as well as of source distributions. The role of
propagation is most important for the low frequencies, for which distant
sources are often t1je dominant contributors. RSR paths are important for
frequencies below about 1. kHz, and conatal-enhancemont refractive paths
below 150 IN,
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ACOUSTIC SOURCE CHARACTERISTICS OF MERCHANT SHIPS

by

John C. Heine I,
Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.

Cambridge, Me., USA

ABSTRACT

Merchant ships are sources of broadband acoustic noise which can Interfere
with and confuse ocean surveillance. The purpose of this discussion is to
review: the status of research on and measurements of merchant ship acous-
tic characteristics;and known and conjectured properties of merchant ship
acoustic signatures. Sources of continuous and discrete, or tonal, radiation
are discussed, Including ship propellers and internal machinery. Mechanisms
which can cause tonal bandwidth are identified. These concepts are illustra-
ted through a discussion of some results obtained from a detailed measure-
ment of a bulk carrier. ii
INTRODUCTION

Low frequency ambient noise, that in the 20-200 Hz region, is dominated in
most deep water locations by acoustic radiation from merchant shipping.
Noise from merchant ships has both continuous and discrete components, and
each of these components has a different impact on the performance of under..
sea surveillance systems. The continuous components provide the background
against which these systems must make detections. The tonal components
provide clutter and limit classification decisions and the capability for
providing localization and tracking information.

Clearly, therefore, any attempt at modeling or predicting performance of
acoustic surveillance systems must include descriptions of merchant ship
noise radiation. The objectives of this discussion are to first briefly re-
port on the status of merchant ship noise signature descriptions and model-
Ing; secondly to describe the mechanisms which cause these observed charac-
taristics; and finally to illustrate the parameters of importance and the
status of our ability to predict these parameters by considering, for a
specific ship, narrowband, broadband and directional characteristics.
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The underlying rationale for studying merchant ship acoustic radiation is to
develop enough understanding to enable predictions of noise characteristics
for system performa e studies. Historically, measurements of merchant ships'
characteristics predate 1948 and have continued to the present. [l-l0]* The
largest data base consists of a set of measurements on over one hundred ships
at the Fort Story range reported on by BUN in 1966. [1] The most recent
measurements this author has observed are those of icebreakers, [8-10] where
the need to describr, source characteristics was motivated by a requirement
to predict the Impact of icebreaker aconLstic radiation on arctic mammals,
a major issue i n Lhe proces s of apIroval of "Meqja" projects.

Two approaches have been used for the genaralization of measurement experi-
ence to the description of source characteristics for the merchant fleet.
The first [l) provides only a frequency averaged description of scurce level.
No information Is provided about narrowband components. Variations of peak
spectrum levels for ships of different designs are estimated on the basis
of gross ship parameters such as length, speed and horsepower. The second
approach [11, 12] provides a statistical description of both tonal and con-
tinuous radiation. Predictions of fleet characteristics are based on pro-
bability distributionsof somewhat more detailed ship properties such as peak
cavitation volume, propeller diameter and cavitation inception speed.

As of this time, only the first of these approaches has had any widespread
application. Current noise models (e.g., ASEPS and DANES) in fact include
only ensemble averages, over the merchant fleet, of frequency smoothed charac-
teristics. Techniques are available for describing higher order statistics
[13-15), however these techniques have net been implemented in any model used
for fleet applications, Should there be a need for higher order descriptions
of noise (e.g., variance of beamformer noise output), these more detailed
descriptions ol source characteristic will have to be considered as input.

Improved understanding of merchant ship radiation requires a substantial
commitment, Our experience with such an effort is based on a program, initi-
ated in 1976, by NAVELEX 320 to study merchant ship source characteristics.
This program focussed on describing radiation due to cavitation arnd to the
low frequency main propulsion diesels employed by a large fraction of the
merchant fleet, Subsequently, the NORDA/SEAS program also recognized the
need for d description of merchant ship source characteristics [16) and Joined
the NAVELEX 320 effort (then managed by the Naval Research Laboratory) in
an effort which culminated in the most detailed measurement of a merchant
ship to date. This measurement, performed in deep water under carefully
controlled conditions by a team of investigators including NRL, DTNSRDC, NORDA,
and BrIN, include a large number of coordinated acoustic radiation measure-

rNumbers in bra-cets represent references presented at the end of the paper.
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ments, at a variety of ranges and depression and aspect angles, coordinated
with on-board measurements of the vibration of major ship panels and of
machinery characteristics.
In general the merchant ship noise program may be characterized as having
led to advances in the description of machinery and cavitation related noise
levels and diroctivity and, as an ancillary benefit, to the development of
improved measurement techniques for characterization of merchant ship acous-
tic radiation, where improved in this sense is equated with substantially
reduced cosl., over chartering a ship and making measurements at a calibrated
acoustic range.

The potential for improvements in understanding the physics of the underly-
ing processes leading to acoustic radiation unfortunately has not been achieved
in this program, however, because reduced interest on the part of the Navy
has led to the program being essentially unfunded for the last two years.
As implied above, other measurements of surface vessels are continuing (I
have not even mentioned to this point the continuing measurements of U.S.
Naval surface vessels at AUTEC) but no systematic effort is currently being
made to consolidate, evaluate and employ the resulting information. Thus,
source model development should be described as being "on hold" until suf-
ficient motivation can be established within the U.S. Navy.

MERCHANT SHIP ACOUSTIC SOURCE CHARACTERISTICS

Overview of Characteristics and Mechanisms

Let us consider separately the acoustic radiation characteristics and the
mechanisms which cause them. Measurements of merchant ship radiation (e.g.,
Fig. 4) show that the acoustic source spectrum of typical merchant ship has
both tonal or narrowband, and continuous (in frequency) radiation components.
Continuous noise is dominatated by cavitation [17] and narrowband noise can
be due to either cavitation or to internal machinery.

The basic characteristics of interest i describing this radiation are:

- The spectral shape of the broadband cavitation noise

- The levels of line components

- The directivitý of the acoustic radiation in both depression
and aspect angles

The bandwidth of narrowband components.
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Cavitation occurs when the pressure on the suction side of a propeller is
reduced below the vapor pressure. In fact cavitation is a penalty paid
to generate the lifting forces needed to propel the ship, and merchant
ship propellers are designed to withstand it during normal operating con-
ditions. To see why cavitation occurs consider Fig. 1. Water flows around
the ship and into the plane of the propeller plane. This field is not uni-
form. As a propeller blade passes through the in-flow field, it generates
lift which varies with shaft angle. Lift variations (Fig. 2) occur because
the resultant in-flow velocity changes the effective angle of attack of
the blade and the varying angle of attack changes the pressure field on theblade. At some shaft angle this pressure falls below the vapor pressure
and a cavitation bubble spontaneously forms. As the blade continues to ro-
tate over a cycle (Fig. 3), the volume of cavitation changes with the bladeshaft angle. This modulation of the bubble volume creates narrowband com-
ponents at the blade passage rate (the number of blades times shaft rotation
rate) and harmonics, When the cavity bubble collapses, broadband noise is
created,

Other sources of narrowband radiation are machinery. In order of likelihood
of observation, lines can be associated with main propulsion diesel engines
(harmonics of shaft rate*), auxillary diesels, and other on-board rotating
machinery (e.g., pumps), A detailed examination of representative merchant
ship spectra has shown that the observability of machinery induced lines is
unpredictable, almost certainly because the presence of a line is highly de-
pendent on the details of operation of the machine and on the structure on
which a given machine is fastened. The author's experience is that the num-
ber of lines observed in typical spectra which are machinery related is suf-
ficiently small as to suggest that attempts to predict fleet characteristics
be postponed until the more dominant, cavitation related mechanisms are bet-
ter understood.

Cavitation lines have two basic properties: level and bandwidth. Generally,
the level of cavitation lines depends on the cavitation volume time history
as shown in Fig. 3, and on the number of propeller blades. (The total
radiation is an incoherent sum of the radiation from all blades.) A descrip-
tion of bandwidth must account for two "bandwidth producing" mechanisms: Fre-
quency stability and amplitude modulation. Frequency stability depends on
propeller loading fluctuations caused by the motion of the ship in the sea-
way as controlled by the on-board main propulsion governor. Bandwidth de-
pends on variations in the cyclical cavitation volume versus time history [8I]
which in turn depends on temporal variations in the spatial in-flow field at
propeller plane.
* Another source of radiation at shaft rotation rate is a single propeller
blade with anomolous lift and hence cavitation characteristics, The relativeimportance of diesel engine induced radiation to that from a single blade, has
not been investigated.
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Finally, the directivity of the acoustic radiation of merchant ships due to

the cavitation process is influenced in the vertical plane by the free-surface
and exhibits the Lloyd-Mirror induced dipole directivity expected for any
point source beneath a pressure release surface. Aspect related directivity,
except in fore and aft directions which may be influenced by sound grazing
the hull (forward) and by intrained air in the propeller wake (aft) can be
expected, for the low frequencies of concern here to be negligible, simply
because the wavelength of sound is large compared to the sie of the pro-
peller cavitation bubble.

Let us consider properties of cavitation in more detail.

Cavitation Properties

Cavitation properties will be illustrated by measurements obtained from a
600 foot long bulk carrier with a design speed of 16 kts. These measurements
were taken at a number of depression and aspect angles under conditions where
propagation from the ship to the measurement hydrophones was dominated by
the direct path. An example of the source level spectrum (spherical spread-
ing has been removed) is shown in Fig. 4 for frequencies less than 200 Hz
[191. This spectrum was developed from a measurement at a depression angle
of 29 degrees. For the purposes of this discussion we will simplify this
spectrum to show only a continuous portion (Fig. 5) and the narrowband com-
ponents due to cavitation (Fig, 6).

In both of these spectra the Lloyd-Mirror effect is a key factor and is ob-
servable in both spectra as a 6 dI3 per octave reduction in level with decreas-
ing frequency. To see why this occurs recall that for a source depth of d,
and a vertical trace wave number k sin 4, where k is the acoustic wave number,
and (1, is the depression angle measured at the surface, the directivity induced
in a monopole source by the free surface can be given by the equation.

I(p) = 410 sin'![kd sinqp] (1)

For low frequencies, the argument kd sin~t, 1. Then (1) can be approximated
by

I -z4 1 (kd sinf)l;

and, since k - f.

I Io f•'d sinqp .
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Thus, for a fixed measurement geometrywe expect the received intensity at
low frequencies to Increase with f 2 (6 dB per octave). Further, for fixed
frequency, the Intensity Increases as the square of the depression angle
6 dB per doubling of the depression angle) for small depression angles

< 1 radian).

Typical directivity measurements, made in depression angle and aspect for
blade rate lines at 9,3 and 37 Hz, are shown in Fig. 7. These results con-
firm that vertical directivity is indeed dominated by Lloyd-Mirror at low
depression angles (Fig. 7a) and can be adequately described as an acoustic
dipole. A more complete examination of these results [19] has shown that the
vertial directivity Is consistent with a source depth of 16 feet. Horizon-
tal directivity does show some bow and stern aspect dependence, It is, how-
ever, reasonably horizontally Isotropic at angles between + 65* re broadside.

Now let us consider how these data match predictions,

Broadband Cavitation Level Properties

In reference 11, the broadband cavitation spectrum was defined in terms of
the frequency of the cavitation peak; the source level at that frequency
and of a spectrum shape which decreased at frequencies greater that the peak
frequency at a rate of 6 dB per octave. These parameters correspond in Fig.
5, to the, break point observable at 120 Hz, to the level of 167 dB observed at
that point and to the fall-off in frequency with level observed and noted
on Fig. 5 to be at a rate of 15 dB per octave. The level and frequency can
be predicted from:

f- 120 [U/V 0 7 1 c < 4 (2)

where Us * ship speed (16 kts)

Vc * the cavitation Inception speed (6 kts)*

and from
U

Lp, 10 log [D s- 1)2] + 25 log [TPK Vc D]
*'B 91 +1 lo 0 BU cc

-17 log fp (3)

* Numbers •n()Tare values specific to the bulk carrier (19)measureinent
outline above.

CI
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where 0 - the propeller diamter (17 ft)
B - the number of blades (4) and
TPK - turns per knot (8,75).

Equations 2 and 3 yield values for f and L of 60 Hz and 164 dB//lPa/lHz.
Note that the location of the peak f~equenc9 Is one octave away from the mea-
sured frequency, and that the level predicted for the observed peak is three
dO lower than the observed level. These results have the right magnitudes.
The major deviatiun of the observed properties from predicted properties
is that the high frequency fall-off of the broadband spectrum is larger by
ti substantial amnount (9dB per octave). This deviation is unexplained, but
is not an isolated observation [6) for merchant ships.

Narrowband Cavitation Level Properties

Using methods outlined in reference 12, the level and envelope of blade rate
related lines can be predicted for a measurement taken at a specified depres-
sion angle.

Specifically:

I : 140 + 20 log [f' H Vmax sin •J (4)

where f-- frequency of the blade rate fundamental (9,3 Hz at 16 kts)
H - the depth of the cavitation bubble (4.9 meters, or 16 feet)
4- the depression angle (e.g., 300)
Vmax 0 the maximum volume of the cavitation, which may be estimated

from the relation.

V m .00012 D'

where D w the propeller diameter in meters (5,25 meters),

Equations 4 and 5 lead to a prediction that the blade rate fundamental level
at 301 is 170 dB. From Fig. 6 the actual measured level was 164 dB//IjPa.
Again, this prediction appears to be in the correct range.

Further consideration of the envelope of line levels in a free field from a
nonopol, source with a periodic amplitude modulation suggests that to first
order we can anticipate an envelope spectrum which is approximately flat,
The argument for this property is as follows: The power radiated from a
monopole source with a constant volume amplitude increases as frequency to
the fourth power. We anticipate that the volume vs time history of a cavi-
tation bubble is (excluding time varying effects in the velocity in-flow
field) periodic, where the rate of repetition for each blade is the shaft
rotation rate. For many pulse shapes, the amplitude of the Fourier compon-
ents of the repeated pulse falls off as frequency squared. The intensities
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of the harmonics should therefore fall off as frequency to the fourth, just
balancing the Increasing level associated with the increased efficiency of
the monopole source, The resulting flat spectrum is however modified at low
frequencies by the Lloyd-Mirror effect discussed earlier and at high frequen-
cies by deviatlIons of the actual volume vs time history from a simple shape.
Including the former effect, at low frequencies the observed blade rate re-
lated levels should increase at 6 dA per octave until the argument kd siny in (I
is equal to .1/2. For' a source depth of 16 feet (4.9 meters) this frequency
is 75 Hz. Refoi,?nce to Fig, 6 shows that the characteristics of the cavi-
tation line envelope follow the Lloyd-Mirror envelope (dashed line) and
thus have rougIhly uniform frev Field levels over the first 10 harmonics, aspredicted.

Narrowband Cavitation Bandwidth Properties

Considering that typical processing systems employed in undersea surveillance
applications are based on narrowband analysis which includes significant co-
h•rent and incoherent averaging times, bandwidth observed at the output of
these systems can be due to either amplitude modulation, the traditional con-
cept, or to frequency modulation.-frequency instability at the source,
Mechanisms causing amplitude or frequency modulation may be summarized as
follows:

Variation, in Turbulent In-Flow Field: Turbulence causes changes in lift which
modulate the cavitation volume vs time process. This is constant bandwidth
effect over the observed set of harmonics (the modulation spectrum is ef-
fectively convolved with the 1l0Le spectrum of the source).

Gross Ship Motion: Ship motion introduces amplitude modulation through vary-
ing the depth of the cavitat• on bubble, and hence through a time varying
Lloyd-Mirror effect. It also introduces frequency modulation through

a. Doppler variations due to changes in vertical and horn-
zontal ship speed in the seaway, and

b. Variations in propeller looding which, with governor re-
sponse change the shaft speed and hence the blade rota-
tion rate.

Propagation Effects: Interaction of sound with the moving sea surface in-
troduces a doppler smear in propagating energy.

The concept that frequency modulation effects, introduced by thrust variations
due to gross ship motion in a seaway, may be an important factor in deter-
mining observed bandwidth was quantitatively evaluated by measurements made
on bulk carriers. In the remni nder of this paper I want to present same re-
sults obtained from those measurements.

S* C
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Shaft frequency stability measurements were obtained for the bulk carrier
by placing a magnetic pickup in close proxim!ty to the main propulsion diesel
engine starting gear. At normal cruising speed (16 kts, 140 rpm) the gear
tooth passage frequency was 117 Hz. Slow variations in this frequency were
observed using a frequency discriminator, The deviation voltage was then
plotted as a function of time and recorded for further analysis. Simultan-
eous measurements of ship heave, made using a low frequency accelerometer
were also plotted. Fig, 8 shows typical rpm and heave time series for a sea
state 0-1, the only sea state experience during the measurement sequence.
An examination of these two time series suggests an apparent correlation.

Detailed analysis, of these waveforms was carried out to assess: the probabil-
ity of observing a give frequency deviation (defined as the difference between
the observed instantaneous frequency and the average frequency) (Fig. 9); the
spectra of frequency modulation (Fig IOA) and of ship heave (Fig. 1 OB) and
the coherence between rpm fluctuations and observed heave acceleration (Fig.
10C). For this low sea state, we observe from Fig. 9 that the frequency modu-lation had a 68% probability of lying within a .54% bandwidth, It is not
clear whether this level of frequency deviation indicates a reaction to hy-drodynamic acting on the propeller forces or is a basic property of the
governor controlling engine rpm, However, it would certainly appear reason-
able that this range of frequency deviation is the minimum that this ship
would experience, particularly since hydrodynamic forces acting on the propeller
should increase dramatically as the sea state increases, Note from Figs.
1OA and l'OB the spectra of both the ship heave and the rpm frequency devia-
tion have their major energy at 0.16 Hz, indicating a basic fluctuation
period of about 7 seconds, This is consistent with typical periods observedin Fig. 8. Finally, the apparent correlation of rpm and heave noted earlier
is confirmed by a measured .68 coherence of their time series, This coher-ence is significant in a statistical sense because the signal to noise ratio
of both signals exceeded 15 dB and the number of degrees of freedom in the
determination of coherence exceeded 100.
A key issue is whether or not the bandwidth of cavitation line radiation
was dominated by this frequency modulation. The bandwidth of several blade
rate harmonics was measured during these oxperiments using a hull mounted
accelerometer In close proximity to the propeller. Bandwidths (approximate
3 dB down points) were on the order of .5 to 1% of center frequency. This isconsistent with the bandwidth of frequency deviation, and suggests though
does not prove, that the frequency modulation effect may dominate observed
bandwidth at low sea states. Since frequency modulation is correlated with
ship response in the seaway, this results also suggests that if sea state
-Increases, the observed bandwidth may also increase. It further suggests
that amplitude modulation may be essentially insignificant under most real
ship operating conditions, The form of these results is
presented for clarity in Fig, 11 under the assumption that the contributions
to observed bandwidths are equal at one Hertz under operating conditions
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at sea state zero.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Significant progress has been made in describing the radiated acoustic pro-
perties of merchant ships. Estimates can now be made for a number of signi-
ficant characteristics of source spectra, including:

1. Peak broadband cavitation level

2. Frequency at which the peak level occurs

3. The envelope characteristics of cavitation modulation
induced narrowband spectra.

Frequency modulation caused by the response of the ship to the seaway has
been shown to be a major source of bandwidth for undersea surveillance sys-
tems.

Prediction methodologies, if used In conjunction with distributions of en-
gineering properties of merchant ships can yield descriptions of merchants
ship source level characteristics with significantly more detail than the
-ensemble averaged, frequency smoothed spectra currently in use in noise
prediction models.

Further advancs• in characterization of noise spectra, which can only be
made under the auspices of the program dedicated to such development, must
await a rekindling of interest within the U.S. Navy in the development of
advanced noise prediction models.
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HEINE: Characteristics of merchant ships

FIG 1: PROPELLER BEHIND STERN OF SHIP
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HEINE: Characteristics of merchant ships

FIG. 4: SOURCE POWER SPECTRUM LEVEL OF A 600 ft BULK
CARRIER MEASURED AT A DEPRESSION ANGLE OF 294
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HEINE: Characteristics of merchant ships

FIG 6: BLADE RATE HARMONIC LINE LEVELS OF A BULK
CARRIER OBSERVED AT A DEPRESSION ANGLE OF 2911
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HEINE: Characteristics of merchant ships

FIG 9: PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION FOR
PERCENT SHAFT ROTATION RATE DEVIATION
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HEINE: Characteristics of merchant ships

FIG 11: POSSIBLE MERCHANT SHIP LINE
BANDWIDTH CHARACTERISTICS
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STRASBERG: Flow-noise interference

FLOW NOISE INTERFERENCE IN MEASUREMENTS OF
INFRASONIC AMBIENT NOISE

by

M. Strasberg-
David Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center

Bethesda, MD ZOUB4, USA

ABSTRACT

Estimates are presented of the local noise generated at infrasonic frequen-
cies by turbulent water flowing in the vicinity of hydrophones used for
measurements of ambient noise in the sea, Three situations are discussed:
a hydrophone held between the surface and the bottom with water streaming
past it; a hydrophone resting on the bottom with a turbulent boundary-
layer flow above it; and a neutrally buoyant hydrophone floating with the
mean speed of the current. The estimates are compared with published data
on infrasonic ambient noise, and it is shown that some of the data may be
contaminated by flow-noise interference.

INTRODUCTION

Measurements of ambient noise in the sea can be disturbed by local non-
acoustic pressure fluctuations developed by turbulent water flowing in the
vicinity of the measurement hydrophones, especially at infrasonic frequen-
cies. The possibility that local turbulent flow may generate noise which
interferes with the true ambient noise arrivinq from distant sources has,
been recognized for some tIine; e.g. , by bardyshev et al [l], among othuel.
The purpose of the present paper is to describe quantitative estimiates Of
the flow noise level for the frequency range 0.1 to 10 Hz, and to camper,
these eb ;mates with reported ambient noise levels so as to indicate the
extent of the interference problem.

Four hydrophone arrangements will be discussed which are shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 1. A common arrangement is to suspend a negatively-buoyant
hydrophone at some depth below the surface from a cable attached to a sur..
face float. An alternate arrangement uses a submerged, positively-buoyant
hydrophone floating at a predetermined depth while tethered to a bottom
anchor. In both cases, some relative motion between the hydrophone and the
water around it is almost always present, In the former case, relative
motion results from the difference between the drift of the surface float
and the naturally occurring current in the water at the hydrophone depth.
In the latter case, the current is the only source of relative motion, A
third arrangement uses a hydrophone resting on the bottom, and a fourth
uses a neutrally buoyant hydrophone floating freely at a predetermined
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depth and moving with the local current. In the latter two configurations,
there is substantially no mean flow around the hydrophone, but naturally
occurring turbulence in the water results in pressure fluctuations which
are transmitted to the hydrophone.

The noise associated with each of these configurations is discussed in the
sections which follow, The estimates of absolute noise level are only
rough approximations, unfortunately, for several reasons. Firstly, the
theoretical analyses involve simplifying assumptions and approximations.
Secondly, values of some of the physical quantities required for the esti-
mates aru niut generally available with any degree of certainty. Indeed,
the lack of precise data on the physical quantities makes improvements to
the theory of little consequence at this time, The most that can be
accomplished with existing date is to indicate those circumstances where
there is a significant possibility that reported levels of ambient noise
are contamined by fluw-induced noise interference,

1. HYDROPHONE IN THE FLOW

The first two configurations, where water flows directly around the hydro-
phone surface, have been discussed in detail in an earlier paper L23. Only
a brief summary of the results of that paper will be given here, with the
level estimates extended down to 0.1 Hz.

Flow around the hydrophone can generate pressure fluctuations in two ways,
Firstly, the flow develops local turbulence in the boundary layer directly
on the hydrophone and in the wake behind it, and this turbulence generates
local pressure fluctuations sensed by the hydrophone. Secondly, any pre-
existing turbulence in the water flowing past the hydrophone results in
additional pressure fluctuations.

In the earlier paper, it was shown how the pressure fluctuations generated
on a hydrophone by locally developed turbulence can be estimated from
measurements in air of the wind noise sensed by a microphone inside a wind
screen having the same shape as the hydrophone. Although air and water
have very different compressibilities, both fluids behave in an essentially
incompressible manner at the low subsonic flow speeds and low frequencies
of interest here (the frequencies of interest correspond to acoustic
wavelenyths much larger Lhan the dimensions of the wind screen and
hydrophone). The difference in the density of air and water, and differ-
ences in physical dimensions, are accounted for by expressing the data in
non-dimensional form, as is conironplace in hydrodynamics.

Some old data on wind noise inside a cylindrical wind screen [3] leads to
the following approximate relation for the spectrum of the wind-generated
noise, expressed in dimensionless form:

f S Mf- ----. , 3xl (1)
p; U"
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where S (f) is the 4,pectrai density of the fluctuatint pressure at cyclic
frequency f, p is the fluid denrity, U the i'elatiwv velocity of water
floving past the cylinder, and 0 the cylinder diameter. Spectral density
is defined in this paper so that its inteqral on positive cyclic Frequen Cy
equals the total mean square, e.tq.,

-" S i) df(

Equation (1) is based on daLi cuvi(A' on1ly Li I i ted L011 Inj' II tO I! v• P h ,
viz. 0.1 . (fD/U) 5, but tlls l'ij ilnclldt, i'nd of Lhe present ra•nK ()f
interest, For example, if f - 5 Hz, D - 2 Inches (5 cm), and U 1 1/2 knot
(25 cm/sec), then (fD/U) - 1.

Equation (1) applies to any fluid, air or water, provided the appropriate
density is used and provided the variables are limited to the range Just
discussed, The equation can be converted into the Following nuinerical
formula relatinU the spectrum level of the pressure fluctuations to the
other variables expressed in comnmooly used Units:

L 144 + 20 log + 70 log U- 30 log P.- 40 log f , (2)

where L Is the pressure spectrum level In d1 re 1 iill for a 1-l1z band, U
veloci~ty in knots, D cylinder di ameter in cmi, f f'requenLcy in lZ, and p i.L
fluid density in gtn7Cm (log 6L *: 0 for water). In this frrmula, and tho(se
which follow, underlined symbols are used for quantities reqtuiring the
specified units in equations which are not dimensionally homogeneous,. Thi.
formula was derived in the earlier paper and displayei there as i. ( 0),
with D in different units.

Equation (2) indicates that this type of flow noise is very dependent oni
speed; the spectrum level increases "1 db3 for oach doubl l n of speed aL a
fixed frequency. The level decrease,; 12 dU per frequency doubl1e ,ind (I IM
per diameter double.

Another componunt of fluctuating pressure will be (jeneraLed by interaction
of the hydrophone with any tUrbul enciu. alIready present In the water. Ak
discussed in the earlier paper [2], turbulent current. ordinarily occur in
the sea with rats velocity fluctuations typiically ranging from 0.05 to
I cm/sec superimposed on mean flow vwlocitie', fromt b to 50 cm/sec (0.1 to
1 knot). When a turbulent current flows past a hydrophone, the smallI
variations in flow velocity result in fluctuations in the hydrodynamic.
pressure on the hydrophone surface which are sensod by the hydrophone cis
noise,

A simple, approximnate analysis of thUi no"i, e-generatl t in gnec han i m" I hud CI!,
that the spectra of the pressure, and velociAty fluctuations are approxim-,tinly
related by

s1,(f) ,cu Sc(f) ,
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where S (f) is the spectral density of the fluctuating pressure, Su(f) the
one-dimninsional spectral density of the turbulent velocity component in the
direction of the mean flow, U the mean flow velocity, and C is a constant
whose value depends on the size and shape of the hydrophone and also, in
general, on the frequency. Equation (3) was derived in the earlier paper
for a cylindrical housing (for which C 1 1) and displayed there as Eq. (5),

Equation (3) can he converted in a numerical formula

Lp(f) = 12b + 20 log C + 20 log L. + 10 log U + Lu(ki) , (4)

where, as before, L. is the spectrurm level of the pressure flucuations in
dB re 1 PPa for a ý-Hz band, p fluid density in gm/cms, U mean flow
velocity in knots, Lju(k ) is the spectrum level of the turbulent velocity
component in the direction of the mean flow, re 1 cm/sec for a 1 rad/cm
band of wave number, and wave number is related to frequency by k, I 21tf/U.

The constant C in the above equations will be indppendent of frequency or
hydrophone dimensions if both quantities are small enough. For high fre-
quencles, or large hydrophones, the turbulence-induced pressure fluctua-
tions tend to have opposing phases and partially cancel on different por-
tions of the hydrophone surface, and thus the excitation of the hydrophone
is attenuated. The small-attenuation condition is limited to values of the
variables defined approximately by

(fL/U) < 1/2 , (5)

where L is the largest dimension of the sensitive region of the hydrophone.
For lower frequencies, or smaller dimensions, the constant C depends only
on the shape of the hydrophone; C - 1 for a cylindrical hydrophone and 1/2
for a spherical one.

To use Eq. (4) for quantitative estimates of the turbulence-hydrophone
interaction noise, the spectrum of the naturally occurring turbulence in
the sea must be known. Unfortunately, there is a paucity of data on
turbulence spectra for the small wave numbers of interest here (0,01 to
10 rad/cm). To obtain an order of magnitude estimate, a spectrum reported
by Grant et al [4) was used. This spectrum was measured off the Canadian
Pacific Coast at a depth of 89 m, Two intersecting straight lines were used
to represent the data points of Grant's Fig. 11, one for wave numbers below
0,2 rad/cm and the other for higher wave numbers. With the values given by
the lower-wave number line substituted for Su(kl) in Eq. (4), the estimate
for pressure spectrum level becomes

Lp(f) 117 + 27 Log U 17 log f (6a)
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For higher wave numbers, corresponding to (F/U) 1.6 Hz/knot, the estl-
mated spectrum level becomes

L (f) 119 + 3? U - 27 log f , (6b)
-p

Both numerical formulas require the same units is Eq. (4). They are da.
both limited to frequencies and dimenslons given by Eq. (5), viz.,
fL < U.

No other data has been found for turbulence levels in the wave-number range
of interest, so it is not possible to determine whether Grant's turbulence
levels, or the estimates made using them, have any universal applicability.
Nevertheless, whenever the speeds and frequencies are such that the esti-
mates given by Eq. (6) are higher than those of Eq. (2), there should be
concern with the possibility of noise due to hydrophone-turbulence inter-
action.

2. HYDROPHONE ON THE BOTTOM

No matter how large the current in the ocean, thu flow velocity decreases
to zero at the bottom, because of the finite viscosity of the water.
Accordingly, there will never be any substantial flow directly around a
small or flat hydrophone resting on the bottom. Nevertheless, water flow-.
ing above the bottom will develop a turbulent boundary layer which will
generate fluctuating pressures sensed by a bottom hydrophone,

The pressure fluctuations at the boundary of turbulent boundary layers have
been studied extensively for the past 20 years. The experimental data fall
into two categories: measurements made in laboratory facilities, mainly wind
tunnels, and measurements made outdoors in the naturally occurring boundary
layer developed by winds over open spaces. Although these measurements
have been made in air, the data should be applicable to water if the dato
are expressed in non-dimensional form, as discussed in the previous scLir,-

For the present, the estimate will be based on measurements reported by
Elliot [6] of pressure fluctuations above the water surface of a tidal
flat, The straight line through the data points on Elliot's Fig. 5(a)
leads to the following numerical formula for the spectrum level of the
boundary-layer pressure fluctuations on the sea bottom:

L *100 + 57 log " 17 log f , (7)

where U is the so-called free stream velocity, i.e., the velocity at a
large dlstance above the bottom. All quantities have the units previously
specified for Eq. (4). The formula is based on data covering the range55xlO" cm"I < (f/U) < 2x10" cn"'
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Equation (7) implies a spectrum level independent of the size of the
hydrophone. This is indeed the case for a very small hydrophone at suf-
ficiently low frequencies. Wheni the hydrophone is large and the frequen-
vies high enough, however, the pressure fluctuations have opposliig phases
onl different portions of the hydrophone surface and tend to partially
cancel. The attenuation of' tho pressure fluctuations due to this cancel-
lation has been d1scussed in several papers. The calculations of White [6],
for examiple, indI catý that the attenuation of a hydrophone having uniform
stonsi tiv ity over, .I circu lar ruenion of diameter D will be 3 dB when
(fD/U,•) 1 1/4, and 1U d13 when (fu/U,) 0.6. For a flow speed of 1 knot
and a frequency of 1 lHz, for example, the attenuation will be 3 dB if the
diameter is 12 cm, and 10 dB if 30 cm.

3, HYDROPHONE MOVING WITH THE CURRENT

When a submerged, neutrally buoyant hydrophone is allowed to float freely
along with the local current, the mean velocity between the hydrophone and
the water is substantially zero, Under these circumstances, the noise
generating mechanisms described in the previous sections are absent, and
the only pressure fluctuations sensed by the hydrophone are those that occur
naturally in the sea, in the absence of the hydrophone. Wenz [7] dis-
cusses naturally occurring pressure fluctuations, but his estimates are not
entirely relevant to the freely-floating hydrophore, for reasons to become
apparent in the discussion which follows.

No experiniental data on the pressure fluctuations in a turbulent region
have been found for circumstances like those existing in the open sea.
Theoretical relations between fluctuating pressure and velocity have been
derived by Batchelor [8], and by others, for turbulence which is at least
locally homogeneous amid isotropic. These conditions are approximately
satisfied i:, the open sea. It is thus possible, in principle, to calculate
the spectrum of the pressure fluctuations by numerical integration of an
integral such as Batchalor's Eq. (5.13), using experimentally determined
turbulent velocity spectra in the Integrand. Such a detailed calculation
does not seem to be worthwhile, however, because of the uncertainty in
the universal applicability of the available velocity spectra. Instead
of a detailed calculation, an approximate relation between turbulent
velocity and pressure spectra seems more appropriate for the order of
magnitude estimates beinq attempted here.

An approximate relation between the two spectra can be derived for isotropic
and homogeneous turbulence by noting that if the correlation function
Ru(r) of the turbulent velocities at two points separated by distance r
varies with r in .atcordance with the Gaussian function

R (r) - V exp('a.'r")

then, as a consequence of Batchelor's Eq. (5.5), the correlation of the
fluctuating pressure at two points has the same Gaussian dependence on r,
viz.,
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R (r) our exp(-2a~r"
p r

but with the exponent increased by the factor P. In these relations, the
correlations are for the velocity component Ur which is directed ,ilonij
the line betw,".-?.i the two points, and the ci reumllef x (--) Indicates eil l m.
value. Since the turbulence is; assumed Lu h.i lbotroptc, ur and thiu rr•,rrul
tions are independent of direction,

The spectral densities of the fluctuat-inq pressur- and velucity ire u.ul
to the Fourier transforms of their correlation functions. Since Gausslan
functions are their own Fourier transforms, the spectral densities are olso
Gaussian functions. Accordingly, the velocity and pressure spectral densi..
ties are, respectively,

Su(kr W d/a i'r exp[-(Kr/2a)'] •~

and

S (kr) (1/v'2) r Ur S (k lr 2) (8)

where k is the magnitude of the three components of the wavenumber, Both
spectral densities have the same functional dependence on wave number k, .
except that values of pressure spectrum are .;hifted to a wave number Iow(,r
by a factor V2., Note that Eq. (8) relates pressure and velocity spectra.

To use this relation for estimates, the bold qeneralization is now made that
it is approximately valid for all forms of correlotion function. Somewhat Im
as an aside, it is noted that Eq. (8) appeorod in my earlier paper [2],
without the factor V2, In that paper, I staLed that the equation "had no,)
theoretical foundation." There does, indeed, seem to be a basis for thie.
equation, although somne may consider thu brisJs Lu hu trenuous.

Equation (8) expresses the slpecLrd in tierm.s of wave-number components, i.*,
in terms of the spatial iluctuatiuns of the lpressur'- and velocity. HOw.-
ever, a hydrophone moving with the mean flow will not sense these spa(.ia!
fluctuations at all. The hydrophone only senses temporal functiors.
Accordingly, what is required is a relation between spatial and LevlIoral
fluctuations in a coordinate system moving with the mean flow.

To obtain such a relation, an ergutic-like hypothesis is made, that the
spatial statistics of the isotropic turbulence have the same functional
form as the temporal statistics. With such an hypothesis, spaLial wave
number and temporal frequency are related to each other by a scalp. factor,
and the spectral density SW(f) of the pressure fluctuations, on frequenIcy,
is related to the spectral density on wave number, by

S'(f) (2i,/Us) S P(kr)
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where Us is the as yet unknown space-time scale factor, with dimensions of
a velocity, such that kr : (2vrf/Us). Equation (8) then becomes

sY(f) (iv2) ,'u r-s S u(k /2) , (9)

The unknown space-time scaling factor Us may be expressed as drn unknown
flactiOln s of the mean velocity U of the current, viz., Us 7- ;U. With Lhis
substitution, Eq. (9) may be converted into the following numuricul furmula
for the spectrum level of the pressure fluctuations at frequency f:

L •(f) = 90 + 20 log a + 20 log 0.r - 10 log s - 10 log U + Lu(k /1,'2) (10)

;-pr

Here L is in dB re 1 PPa In a 1-Hz band; • fluid density in gm/cm; Ur the
rins velocity of one component of the turbul ence in cm/sec; U the current
velocity, in knots; Lu(k ) the spectrum level of one component of the
turbulent velocity, in dl re 1 cm/sec in a 1-rad/cm band of wave number;
and wave number and frequency are related by kr = (21tf/sU).

To obtain an estimate of the spectrum level, values must be assigned to the
rms velocity Ur, the spectrum of the turbulence Lu, and the scale factor s.
For the turbulence spectrum, the data in Fig. 11 of Grant et al [4] is
used again. The rms velocity Ur is also obtained from Grant's Fig. 11 by
integrating the spectrum over frequency to give Ur C 0.7 cm/sec,

The space-time factor s is entirely unknown. The only available informa-
tion on this quantity comes from measurements made in wind-tunnel boundary
layers of a type of fluctuating-pressure correlation called a "moving-frame
correlation" by Fisher and Davies [9] or a "space-time correlation" by
Willmarth and Woodridge [10). These wind-tunnel data can be interpreted
to indicate that the scale factor is equal to about 0.1. Whether this
result applies to ocean turbulence is not known; but in the absence of
anything better, it is assumed that s = 0.1 in Eq. (10). With this value
for s, and Grant's values for the turbulence, Eq. (10) becomes

Lp = 67 + 17 log U - 27 log f , (11)

where the same units are used as before.

It should be noted that the levels estimated by Eq. (11) are much lower
than Wanz's estimates [7] of turbulent pressure fluctuations, shown in his
Fig. 11. One reason for the difference is that Eq. (11) applies to a
hydrophone moving with the current and sensing only temporal fluctuations.
Wenz presumably assumed that the current was moving relative to the hydro-
phone, so the hydrophone was scanning through the spatial pattern of
fluctuations. If a hydrophone scans through a spatial pattern at speed U,
it will sense fluctuations at a frequency f related to the spatial wave
number k by k = (2rf/U). In contrast, if only temporal fluctuations are
sensed, the wavenumber will depend on the space-time scaling velocity Us
instead of U, so k - 21f/Us. If Us = 0.1 U, as was assumed to obtain
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culd ait the higholest Irrequeticy ',t~vt htilitlttl iolv i lti I. W111 1~ m '11

sonurces . The ''Werte" ciiV ' i .J '~!P

paiper [2]. All Iliese iiýwuxv;uiu tlijn lW. pc Ii> I, l I ti 11it
thle, rangec Of the (,tsllitiLted i ttriet l't'I o vi.L I VI ý I tol' I-v l t titt ¾ itivr II'
knot. Whether, or riot s14 1) CITUrnriil ', (mX IS I 'll titil'itl(I t IW 1iii'l ti 't' 01. 'itt'iI 1101' 1 (1i'.

F i ju re 4 shows estimratedi 'poctr'uii 1level.'. Ili Hit, htentli(lv - lovii WU'e'tli
fluctLuation1S LtSC heYe dy ItYdVumiphitite h'ill til itht L'tut~ttt, 111tut I itiiptie'.
these est1 ra t~es with I evel s Y'pu'told yhV Nii. I I 1 I 11 1 u'l I Itt wu i"tt'
measured with a hy(lt'ojhowi! on lie0[)) lLt.0tt1. titlilt' lull>( ott. lbimt I,,,,

and 1200 Ili. His hydrophitti wtt; tplt' id in leii li'1 l 11lii, n iitilo
ated wit hlcb n o ve r Vt a citOti 1'e' det nh ir I /ti t'i il d itt'liwit .

stra ight l Ines i it thle Hqlr ¶iU'L iItIi ii A Hiit, i-. hitt ed 1: 1 ow til) it 1,i tI. IcI
given by L1g. ( 7) for, curriýni' i1 /1 1:1 tiid I ktiwt f(ii 11Pott/i). i
da~hed Curves peel trig of f it1h., (,;Htt~'IIti~, i ~t it.'PH illimt.('iI
attenituatlon due to Nichre I';' 11oou1nuin k"tIt Ici tli:'I 111thI I it. Mi; hi Le
a ssumi1ng that tho .peri'oi'at im.iu li it ill" 1 1 h I li'I Iitn1 ItilV ini .
a rea of un i foriti sewn., I tv i I', I
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STRASBERG: Flow-noise interference

Nichols' measured levels are somewhat higher than the estimated boundary-
layer noise. Accordingly, it is not likely that flnw noise interference
occurred, unless the current exceeded 1 knot.

The pressure fluctuations sensed by a hydrophone moving with the current,
ds estimated by Eq. (10), are too small to be of concern. These levels set
a lower limit for the flow-noise level during ambient noise weasurements
in the sea.

These usLiwates of flow-induced noise are based on what are admilt,'rlly
oversimplified theoretical analyses of the phenomena, combined with data
on turbulence levels whose universal applicability is not verified. Never-
theless, the estimates are presented despite these uncertAIM11-4- tc indi-
cate that the existence of flow-noise interference in infrasonic ambient
noise measurements cannot be dismissed without further consideration,
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S.RASBURG: Flow-noise interference
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MENT$, AL.L FOR A CURRENT OF .112 knot (25 cm/sec) . The upper
net of lines, labelled "hydrophone in currant", are for the two
arrangements shown in Fig. I on the left. The lower two I inrw,;
are for the two arrangements on the riqht of FIg. 1
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STRASBERG: F low-noibe interference
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SEVALDSEN: Seismic and hydroacoustic noise in fjord

LOW PMEQUENCY SE1ISMIC AND HYDROACOUSTIC NOISE NMEASURE-
MENTS IN A FJORD

by

Norwegian Defence Research Estabi liinhmet,
Div 11, Ilorten, 14orway

ABSTRACT

Low frequency ambient noise signals from an ocean bottom seismometer (oBS)
put on the sea floor of a Norwegian fjord have been studied. nhe snot u1-
ment contains 3 seiumometers and one hydrophone, and signaln from al] i
sensors are analyzed, Measurements have been done over several locil
areas which have been found to be reasonably well strati•tied. Depth and
bottom parameters like sediment type and -thickness and subbottom type
vary from place , place, Noise characteristics in terms of power spe,'.,'"i
densities, ampli, "'- statistics and directionality are treated with ein-
rhasis on variations with time and changes in environmental parametere.
The statistical processes involved are highly variable and may not in
general be considered stationary. Noise spectrum levels have been found to
be higher than res3orted from open waters, Human activity in and nround
the closed fjord area must be the main cause of this increased noibe.

INTRODUCTION

Under the NDRE marine cviomtic progrwii churactaj:i;t.io s of , ,-
quency ambient seismic noise iihould be studied amonp other aspcLs (Wi'
underwater seismic propagation. Limitations to the study are ],ir.,ely
termined by our equipment - one Ocean Bottom Seismometer (OBS) station of
the Saclantcen type (ref 1). Thus spatial coherence of the noise field
has been excluded, and the range of frequency is limited to (I - 1.00) P"i.

We think that the most important factors to influence seismic bnckjrovlld
noise at sea are

- seismicity (microseisms, small earth quakes)

- nearby ship traff'.1

- distante shipping

- environmental factors (water depth, wind, waves ice)
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SEVALOSEN: Seismic and hydroacoustic noise In fjord

- open or closed area

in closed areas
- land traffic
- nearby factories (ship yards, other)

- bottom parameters (hard or soft bottom)

Most of the factors libted represent sourceo uf nfinc. Only bcttom para-
oetero and type of area (open or closed) have to do with the ,eioisnio pru-

pagation properties of the sea floor.

Our seismic program covers studies of seismic propagation in several areas
ort various bottom composition in open and closed waters.

This paper presents data from one particular area only, a fjord near the
lab. The emphasis of the study has been on the effects of environmental
factors, on bottom properties, and on human activity in the area (on sea
and land).

1 MODELS AND SIMULATION

Our test area is located in the Oslo fjord near Horton, Norway (Fig 3).
Data have been collected at 5 different locations for short periods of
time during a cruise in November/December 1981. Measurements have also
been done over longer time periods at one particular location (inside area
no 2, see Fig i), where the OBS was put down for the winter,

To be able to model seismic propagation in an area it is necessary that the
subbottom be reasonably well stratified. Obviously the fjord is not
really stratified. There are, however, local areas numbered 1 to 5 which
can be considered stratified. The extent of these areas is small, around
5 km at most, .

What characterizes the sea floor of the fjord is a very hard subbottom.
The areas 1 to 5 are not at all equal as can be seen from Table 1, but alL
of them exhibit thils hard acoustic basement with shear speeds much higlier
than sound speed in water. The geoacoustic models shown in Table I ,.pr(-•
sent in an approximate wiy the subbottom layering of area I to 5. Only
layer thickness and bulk velocities are shown. Drunpini: constantu und don-
uities are not included in the table. These model parameters have been
used for simulations of propagation conditions on our Fast Field Prorain
(FFP) model. Results from area 2 are presented in Fig 2.

Simulation results from all 5 areas are quite similar in that they are all
dominated by the very hard subbottom. The phase velocity of mode ý, the
Scholte or Stonley wave at the basement interface is higher than the speed
of sound in water, Mode * dominates the propagation at the lowest end of
the spectrum and also at intermediate frequencies.
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SEVALOSEN: Seismic and hydroacoustic noise in fjord

AREA 1 AREA 2 AREA 3 AREA /I AREA 5
O/M

1485 1485 1485 1485
.1600 1.0
2000 450
'///////

5600 2900
100--M

1• 1600 150 .]700 (I_

1700 300

U _________5600 290n
1600 150 _ S1600 150 1900 400

> 1700 300 q170 300

01000 300
"z R 190 400
w 2100 600

0- ~2100 600//II
C-)

IIIIIII 5700 3000
5600 2900 2100 600 300-.M

/1//I///
5700 3000 nrIPTH

TABLE 1 GEOACOUSTIC MODELS FROM THE OSLO FJORDAREA
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SEVALDSEN: Seismic and hydroacoustic noise in fjord

Areas no 2, 3 and 4 show a low speed seismic wave propagating in the un-
consolidated sediment layer, It is not of much importance but contributes
to the propagation in the frequency range 2 - 3 Hz (area 2 and 3). Depen-
ding on water depth and thickness of sediments the number of water modea
inside the frequency band of interest will vary.

:1 MEIASUREMENTS

T['1wi: O(lS equipment used for data Collectioii hau been devilloped at
Saclantcen, La Spezia, Italy, and has been thoroughly described eluewhere
(ref 1). Here we only mention that the OBS incorporates 4 sensors, 3 sei-
mometers and one hydrophone, The system is devided in 3 parts as shown in
Fig 3, a sensor unit connected to a surface radio buoy by coaxial cable
and a receiving unit which del.ivers digital data to the computer and to
the monitoring and recording equipment.

The seismometers limit the useful frequency band to 1 - 100 Hz, A 200 I11.
LP-filter limits the hydrophone signal frequency band, Sampling frequency
of the system is 600 Hz pr channel, i e 2400 Hz in total. Dynamic signnal
range is 120 dH.

Data collection was done in the following way: In each of the five local
areas involved a particular position for the OBS was selected, The US )
was then lowered to the sea floor and we were ready for the measurements,
The purpose of the experiments was twofold, propagation and noise studies,
Propagation sound sources were explosives fired on the bottom or at mid-
water depth at various distances from the OBS, Our research vessel,
"H U Sverdrup", was used both as source- and receiving platform, Each uhaot.;
was recorded on digital tape, and the records were made long (li minute)
to include ambient noise. Also longer (10 minute or more) noise sarples
were taken at various times during the experiments. At the end of this -'
series of measurements the OTIS was put down for the winter on the bottom
at a location near the lab, The location is shown on the map (Fig 1).
The surface end of the cable was taken on shore and the receiving unit wan
placed in the lab and connected to a computer. D)uring the winter 1.98,- we
have recorded ambient and ship noise several. timeni. Collection of dat(1,
will be continued this summer and fall in other areas with differcnt typeol
of bottom. We will be making measurements both in the North Sea, in tho
Barent Sea and on the Continental Shelf outside North Norway.

3 ANALYSIS

Be-fore the analysis starts the data in inspected visually to detect and
remove bad data records, Bad data carn arise from movements of the 0HIS due
to cable drag or drag in the recovery line caused by strong winds or
currents, Also bad coupling to the bottom may cause visible OBS signal
dic tortion,

Th. factors meniioned, however, have turned out to be of minor importancce

[,.
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SEVALDSEN: Seismic and hydroacoustic noise in fjord

compared to lose of ayncronization in the digital data link from the OBB to
the receiving unit. Short duration syncronizatlon lossen are likely to
occur when the radio distance becomen large.

The preprocessing includes low pass filtritlhý. to 50 liv and decimation to
100 Hz to reduce the amount of daLa, A notch filter removes the DC'-
components from the signals, We also rotute the coordinat" I•yatem of' the
OBS into radial and transverse horizont.a! nignal components relative to the
direction of the explonions.

The analysis itself in divided in 2 parts

a) Assessment of data quality

b) Analysis and characterlzatlon of the noise proo.eas

However, for convenience we present the results of the atnlysni In terms of
statistics and spectrum analysis products,

Assessment of data quality involves checkingi the character of the noile
process at the time of measurements. We check the stationarity of tho
noise signal (amplitude distribution) by n Kolmogorov-SmOrnov two-swnple
stationarity test (Ref 2). Linear trends we look for by Kenda].18 rnk
correlaLion test, short transients by the Mean Squn-re Suc.w-esive [)ff'erenae
test and Bpearmans rank correlation coeff'icient to used to olheck eroýntal.k
between the sensors (Ref 3), Croo-talk ean be a measure of bad O1AB coup-
ling to -the bottom.

The way we characterlze the noise process is by

- statistical lomzeintu

- frequency distribution (histogrwti) and dintribut-ion fun!1ionn

- tent on normality

- power spectra and croos epeOCtra

- directionality in terms of azimutha.I power dit;tribution

R' .EBULTS

First we show an example oft an e1•plosi.ve chnre nigninl. (Fig 14). We observe
the response of the shot and also the bokgr'ound nois: when the v.ffect of
the explosion has died out, As can le oeen smow, low f•r.,qeim•y interface
waves (Scholte waven) are not, exited on tiny of theo i channell. 'lhiL c0n-
firms the simulation results discussed in part 2. We also oboerve that the
dominant shot signal frequencies are considerably li1gh4er than those of the
noise.
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)J 'i'Two nosl oe xawnploe comtripred

Wt. oomnitre two part i c'uA r c.'nn!ii, i low rio ie niiturtit.3on from hi o'clock in
th it-. iiht. arid. u buny morning, lhour C riL Q)) w it li h pnim u J)lli or' tlhroxui', the
a1'ea. da'lta nrott ml''IVcO UPUR ', ONOL W irltterpl' 1 ion,iO111 U11' te XIL111111A:L Cl~.
U.) 1LI111trut,ljtZ thet. Pro~coutil hI 11:1rd 11( l 'W i c of)II ' tJi lt'e 1irtrt ifii t] OR Of' the
rnO Ilie i111'r'eniL'i( WO Illt'e n1tt~id.V iIi,. kIioii lil'tjII 01" ; IjItLII nt' - roccrl:. of

:I11 ' r ('it F : tl 1 01 * 'Ill 1 :I rq I ,j t I'OiJ 2 "hil 1-! I~ o I ['' I l' I hl I Irk l tlV two

01.LICL'.L I ar qI !* di 1t I!lt. 111' -'u . 1-11f, .; i t (nul lA' 11: 1I' ?111, J t,
di~ ftVerent too. The reuul~ti ure 'reciented in tcermn of' ttatioti~cB and ulpec-
tVrltI 111ilynijo Producto, lathl tyl~vr Of' 111`Llyo~rA have been app1lied to the

The emphashi of the startitiotril antilyain lin been onl otationaritt of the
pvacesezie involvad. A igt.nural2 itiuprcooion in that the fl02 uie PrOVOeeeB C-1111
rJl, bie consiidered statiornary. flowever, the piclurp 1.8 rather cont'uried
b~ecaurie there in ai lot of' variability, flompim&;heW the. Atat~i nfJCR distri-
'huti on ehatnjge ai Tot i'renn one record to tht. next., hift i~t also halopeno that,
tho changes are negligibtle, Iin the low nc'1ae chine shown in Fie~ 6, the,
procean could be considered mtationary nt a '.,% aignificatice level for the
vortical geophone component, The X and Y -oinponentn are more doubtfl'u),
but -the changes from one record to the next twe fairl~y small.* Or the colt-
ýtrary, the hydrophone airnal is def'Lniltely not iintatinar'y.

Any Lihip traffic in.2 tho arca ncent to citue inc retined unWn.intat rotiar.t111 'Ih
can Lie ieen from Fiti, 7 whl oh d~illplRYLI pxJOCen!1Iwd rioh nae level iinli
from tho case with ship t~raff~ic in the area. Th(e I MPOrtLLlt~ di 1'lerence bo-

* tween the proccsieene Involved (Figi 6 and ') in tliv higher' dogree of~ vua'll-
* ~ ~ 1 111 ty ftromn rec orci to record In the t4111. p notni no (2ni

i'l-eq uotiey dlniiri but;ion ii 111VI-1 1)(1n cn 3.luitri.Lad and~ nre altno iihown 1~Ii Pg 6; and
I tint:. i naririty tent.*

It, htin been uhmuked how wei I our('prl1tL (11AI'll.1 ho fittedl tx it 1irjm'ni'
di tv jt.r i hlon . WIN o11olorvr' that I rt11le of theo 1 1.1 lt-orIf'CIiIh(ý :J(('I1t t.0 hILV' IL

nitlnt .11 ~ ape , ut the rurve fi t,. IL Ili 4' k tO C~ ft-t 1--PIl L 1111 1,111:1 I'Ve
quenoy dl.i tributiionti tire not g'Paucu;1.an. * 'hi vur ia),lt .1y of' the pr, e ii 01"'; it;
re rlected in Mhe fact thiat. -in a oequency of recortio !ame reeorrir' call be
(201l1 4.derud g'ausn iattl an~d ot.horoi riefi ni te).y 110t.. hoerc' rixe di ff'rellnci I)(--
tween low no ilee and hip1 1h no ic Oait.:,n, biit. in o l ir 4.rernd i founid P or
I itinafloc, Inf Vi g 6 (Aie u ieoonrd X-recol'd 1:1 tilt-, Onlly one c Itearly gauniur a

(9 probrab 11iity ) Thfe i'eerii.Iniuro 7 aro 1.l r.'l ow -')o % . Conipniri n now wi 1.1
Figl' we ri nit that' both Y- roc'nrd nnod tilt, 2 eýoond X- roor'e d ari t' i r I 'i w I tIl
a prcbab il I 1I f~Irom '(o % tc) 1i . 'IhU T'Vot. Ot' thlt rovordin arr' Ii t'(riy cii.-

S everal nItati iiti ' al 1.et;on the rtate. hiave bi-un ia' Iformod. * Haul.~t nil".
uhl~low in Lable 2 aind i.

.ikewnent in itn mertihulrr ul' iII;.Ytnoml .ry of' the f'rn'qlltroy dJilut. 01i UJ,3. O 'i ic ol
Kurt.on iiit LIJ a J10tinmath ilr abut11 hoCW nO'rcrWC (1oill it,' 'ut!i e or ftou/wi df
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1, RECORD: X Y Z H

MAX 0.012 0,n12 0,018 0.012
STANDARD DEV 0,003 0,004 0,009 0.005
SKEWNESS 0.266 0,100 -0.347 -0,165
KURTOSIS -0.051 -0.117 -0,639 -0,1407

x -0,009 -0,0142 0.017
SPEARMAN Y 0.005 -0,052

z 0,499
KENDALL -0,051 0.016 0,009 -0,297
MRSD 0.067 0,061 0.272 0,374

2, RECORD: X Y Z H

MAX 0,011 0,008 0,020 0,020
STANDARD DEV 0,004 0,003 0.009 0,009
SKEWNESS -0,040 -0,504 -0,320 -0,110
KURTOSIS -0.201 1.273 -0,614 -0.780

x 0,037 *456 0,003
SPEARMAN Y -0.055 -0,091

z 0.219
KENDALL -0,003 -0,054 -0,005 0,075
MSSD 0,042 0.092 0.252 0,115

TABLE 2 SI.=1STICAL TESTS

RUN 19: REC I & 2
AREA : 2
TIME : 4,15 AM 3 MARCH 82
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1, RECORD: X Y Z H

MAX 0,060 0,065 0,060 0.045
STANDARD DEV 0.022 0.022 0,023 0,023
SKEWNESS 0.071 -0,004 -0,220 0,206
KURTOSIS -0.567 -0,271 -0.251 -1,088

x -0,101 o,.176 -0,0211
SPEARMAN Y -0,014 -0,230

z -0.034
KENDALL -0.002 0,006 0.023 -0.034
MSSD 0,708 0,755 0,195 0,025

2. RECORD: X Y Z H

MAX 0.055 0,050 0,092 0,047
STANDARD DEV 0.013 0.016 0.026 0.032
SKEWNESS 0,050 0,024 0.091 -0,139
KORTOSIS -0.335 -0.264 0.374 -1.518

X *'~%..%*,%2 91 0.065 -0,001
SPEARMAN Y - . -0,002 -0,022

z "•-0,046
KENDALL -0.001 0,005 0,090 -0.712
MSSD 0.596 0,742 0,1117 0,012

TABLE 3 STATISTICAL TE sTS

RUN 3: REC 1 & 2
AREA: 2
TIME : 9,45 AM 2 MARCH 82
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SEVALDSEN: Seismic and hydroaLoustic noise in flord

(negative Kburtosis) a given d(1trIbutionr i-i relative to a normal distri-
bution,

More important than tliens , iti ;1t.1tc"l . momflut! it. ,re .he mI-an ;rluriare succes-
sive difference tent (M3,3i ),'. Kendall 'S i.L1i CorrO'.nt.[ n, uOfiC]ielnt (C(T)
and Spearman's rank corr•.ittion matri'x (Hc '), m-ls-l) detrieet Coel'ta[il short
duration tranoienta, Kendall't RC( lo uned to look !'or l111efir Lrold's
while pe.arman11s RCM in U!•(d t.) mca1Mire t)hc t; iro<, ,t.t", cll , ,rre .at;Ion -
tween the oensors,

booking now at tables i and i we find 1,1m.

- in the low noise case transientn may have been nresent in both Z
records and in the first H record whbih also show a sniall negative
linear trend in the data. There abio is nearly 50 % correlation be-
tween the first Z and It records.

- In the high noILe oase there oeem to have been ureoent strong "t.ran-
sients, in both X and Y .igna.li, both roeordu, A oftrong. negative
linear trend is found in the second 1i record, and there is rome
association between X and Y, second record, and Y and I1, first
record.

Looking at the signals (Fig 5), we .find that at least son•c- of the tent re-
sults from the tables are verified viuuallA, It io clear that the observed
associations between sensor signhali reflect Charaet,•LinticS of the signals
rather than cross-coupling between the nennors or bad coupling of the OBS
to the sea floor. This is because the correlation 'chanires so much from
one record to the next.

We now turn to the frequency analysio part of Lihe proaeYr13i.ng, For Fach
sequence of signal records we vroduce

- power spectra for all channeln

- cross spectra (module and phase) bctwieer serizorn

- magnitude squares coherence functions

- azimuthal power diutributlon

In the context of noise analysis the crosL; spectra and coherence between
channels turn out to be of little interet and are not ohown here, Power
mpectra of the horizontal signal components are compared in Fij, 8. A].Lo
shown are the azimuthal power distribution for the two ca~es. In F;g 9 we
compare the vertical geophone signals and the hydrophone nijgia½n, Pori-
zontal power spectral densities differ conaiderably in the two casesn Tfbw
low noise spectra show a small fall-off with increasing frequency while
the ship noise spectra have their power maximum Ln 'the 20 - V. Hz rangy.
In this frequency band the average ship noise powei levelS are some 20 (11,
above the low noise spectriun levels.

SACLANTCEN CP-32 4-9
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SEVALDSEN: Seismic and hydroacoustic noise in fjord

Lt should be noted that the fall-off with frequency which we observe for
the low noise case is much less in terms of dB pr decade than reported by
other workers in the field (Iief 4). The azimuthal power distribotion is
-omputed for all frequenciees 0 - 40 Hz. It. te.ln un from where in the
horizontal plane the major part of' the energy comesi in. As can be seen
neither the low noi :;e oigntJl-, nor thone from the canFe with ship traffic in

h, Ile Uirl'cL eQCmII to hIPVU tilly pre f- rred d0i r11 t. on. (2ru would expQctt, howe c r,
t111t :li p :i ali n • fro one :Wra re't, w 1 ), d h, di 1,,c t i r1l.], The 11 a k of dir-

, (.)tI,. 1. it.iy may LU(1 uiie d ,' tby lo,,r . ,vt,-Oij'r ini, tr m,, tuo wide- frt.qucvroy1.:1 lh , k) I. t, tle' ::il.111Ll '; N.K'Ly :•, 111(. Pf'r')ITI '., Vt 'I' L I I 0h~ [ '. fl• U, Lf- ULr"

S3ignal upectra from the vertical geophones and the hydrophones differ much
less than the horizontal spectral densities. Still the ship noise spuctra
are higher than the low noise ones. More impreosiv, however, are the strong
frequency lines pi'esent in both cases. We will come back to these line
components when we rnudy noise characteristic• from the fall measurements
(alI areas 1 - 5, jig 1).

4.2 Noi..e from 5 d areas

Geoacoustic models of the five areas (Fig a) are shown in Table 1, En-

vironmentau. conditions at the time of measurements (late fall 81) were for

Area 1: Calm weather

Area 2: Some wind, no swell

Area 2 (winter): Camn weather, part of the area covered with drif-
ting ice

Area 3: Calm weather

Area 4: Wind, !3ome swell

Area 5: Strong wind, swell

Nearby ship traffic has been plotted during the measuremernts and is ex-
cluded from this part of the analysis.

Spectra are calculated on records of size 1024 sampleu, sampling fre-
quency 100 Hz, with averaging over 6 records with 50 % overlap. Due to
the general unstationarity of the noise generating processes the power
spectral density curves vary with time during any particular series of
measurements. From each area we have chosen to display spectra which we
have found to be typical for that measurement series and situation. One
particular run is selected and power spectra for all 4 sensors are displayed.
We also show azimuthal power 4istribution (APD) frdm the run being analyzed
rius 1 or 2 other runs.

Area 1 i3 treated in Fig 10. The spectra do not fall off smoothly with
frequency as one might expect if distant sources only contributed to the

SACLANTCEN CP-32 4-10
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SEVALOSEN: Seiumic and hydroacoustic noise in fjord

(ambient)noise process, A steep slope (-:'7 dlB/oct) from 1. to 4 Hz is re-
ported to be a common feature of marine 'rei'mic back(ground noise in open
waters (Ref 4). The noise spectra from Arv,,L 1 hiave broad local maxima
around 6, 12 and 2L4 }z.

Spectra from Area 2 are Tfl'l i ;Tnnothtr t.lmri fonit from Ithe vroviou:r area
(Fig ii). Still we oboerv,ý in t'l, X tiuld :N' ilLis M1l 'rnrtý2ned npc.,tra
level in the frequei iy rangeo from 11 Lo H II;-. P•t' IF0tVt to t1 l 1 11smooth QU.I'vC I

from Area 9 (Fig 1?.). D! i;re!'.• ri•,nrJ i o 'frw it.t inomri.nt I . lii :o( rpon ntýn
observed in the X and H[ n1 i itt : lie otui'rvthl in i:n from Ar,.a ' :S;.t,m, 'o r':-
present the minimum or true ,i.k roiinl I v I'!,:1 i. *( i to tIiŽ '.hor 1tl 4
measurements. The incireased noine level in the range 4 - 8 Hz observed in
the data from Area 2, 4 and in particular from Area 5 (Figs 11, 13 and 14)
most likely is caused by wind and waves.

So to the line components -n the spectra of (mainly) bhe Z and H sensor
signals. The same spectral components neem to be present in data from all.
areas except probably Area 4, it is not likely that they belong to the
background noise. We believe that they ore artifacts generated or picked
up inside the OBS sensor unit. It is not clear why the spectra from Area 4
are different. Because the OBS sensor unit is still on the sea floor of
Area 2 it has not been possible to check the assumption of artifacts being
generated in the OBS. In some cases 'spectrum lines from other sources
(ships, land activity) may be confused and masked by these artificial lines
(Areas I and 5).

Having excluded what we believe is artifacts we return to the ambient noise,

We have observed that signals from all ') areas seem to have the same basic
background noise spectra. In some areas the noise spectrum levels are con-
siderably higher over parts of the frequency btt ,overed. This increase
in noise level must be caused by some local. sour,:, ii,

The spectra differing moat from the background curves are from Area 1 (Figý
10). This area is quite different. from the other test areas in terms of
bottom composition (see Table 1). An oi! rerinery is oituated on land near
our test area. Such a refinery with all the varioua; tyTpes of activity
associtated with it can be a considerable source of setimi' noise. We
believe that the activity at the refinery combined with the special bottom
characteristics of Area 1 can account for the increased spectrum levels
around 6, 12 and 24 Hz and also for a .iider frequency band than in most of
the other areas.

The azimuthal power distribution (APD) indicates weekly a preferred direc-
tion of noise propagation from the location of the refinery (Run 8). At a
later point of time the preferred direction seems to have shifted away from
land towards the opening of the fjord (Run 18).
Area 5 (Fig I4) also have noise spectra quite different from the background

found in Area 3 (Fig 12). The roughest weather conditions we encountered
there, and this has caused increased noise levels particularly near 5 11T
hut also at 10 Hz (hydrophone) and 22 Hiz, It seems that the rough sea can
account for the irzressed noise spectrum levels in Area 5.

K SACLANTCEN CP"32 4-11
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The higher noise level in the frequency range 4 - liz observed in signarls
from Area 2 and 4 (Fig 11 and 13) relative to Area 3 (,ig 12) are also be-
lieved to be caused by wind and waves. Note that the spectrum peak causedby sea rouplhnes;s in ehi fted down in frequen'y in the Area 5 ''are * b3s mont
be duoe to lbe lower freonueni-y inuraeev wave :pect rum toiteraLted iu ring the
r ouihe r weather.

The s.hape of the background spectra (Figi I) is characterized by a maximtum at
I - 2i H. a slope or maximum 2A dR/octave on the hig, slide and also a steep
slope below I - 2 Hz. This low-end slope in partly due to the seismometer
response curve-, partly due to a real decrease in spectrum level. 'Thin can be
'ieen from most of the hydrophone spectra.

Max'.muin noise epeotruni levels from open waters are generally below 0 dB rc.
(l(-)2,/l1z) (Rauch and ,elhmalfeld, Ref h) , The peak levels at 1 - P 1Iz ob-
served by us (Area 1. - 5) Ure (W9 - 15) dB re (I(4-)'/lz) ror geophone sig-
nals and (0 - 10) dH re (l(iaY/Hz) for hydrophone signals. The higher
levels round in the Oslo f!ord compared with open waters must be due to the
proximity of the shore. Differences in propagation conditions between open
and closed waters are thought to be an important factor, Also human activity
on land and sea and wind/wave action contribute to the increased noise,

oing back to the winter measurements (Fig 8 and 9) with the 013S close to
shore, we find a seak noise level at 1 - 2 Hz close to W4 dB below the levels
from Area I - 5. This appl.ies both to the low noise and ship noise cases.
Ship noise causes increased levels at higher frequencies as pointed out in
secti-on 4,1. Spectra from Area 1 - 5 fall of'f much more rtapidly with in-
creasingx, frequency than do the winter spectra. Nois.e from drifting ice
covering prt of' the fjord dunring, the winter measurements may account for
this difference at the high end of the frequency band. The big differences
between peak noise levels from fall and winter could have as one cause
ohranges in propagation conditions wtith snow, frozen earth and driftinrg ie .
hlowever, it in more likely that the propagatýon conditions associated with
the particular measurement site are causing the oibserved differences, in
noise levels, The 013S winter location close to shore is definitely outside
the (presumably stratified) Area 2. Propagation condiditonS cannot bh' Cx-
nected to be the same as in Area 2, Results from this location are not con-
sidered typical for the fiord area..

h. 4 Noipe direct ionali ty

Nois;e directionality is presented in terms of Az•imutha]. Power Distribution
(APD).

First we should point out that the directionality found from the APD plits
are rather weak. Generally there in only a slight increase in power level
in the preferred direction relative to the normal (transverse) direct ion.
The variability of the procesnes is reflected 11.ino in the.' APP p1ot-,. Q0o ie.
often we 11 f1 ehanrtes in nreferred di rec tin ss from one record to another.

SACLANTCEN CP-32 4-12
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We have already observed in section 4.1 rather surprisingly that there was
no significant difference between the Low noi.e anud high noise case.

From Area 1 we have observed a weak preferred dirotioon from lthe oil r,-
finery site (Run 8), but later (Pun t18) a .himre lowards ihe openinn of the
fjord has taken place: Thinn ,hould rotle nti. elrmnt+- it) the ro;I e generatinr,
process.

Area 2 Run 13 and 27 both ,!i e the rtte 'preoterre1 diriet-ion - I , Ial o5' the
fjord. The only changve in the itoi8, pt(c','Im VI V l, iii thei ^ Ait• i., it a r:r! I
intorea,,e in direct otiulii. ,i

From Area 3 we obaegve a change in preferred direction Prom Run 1i to Run 1O
of approximately 60 . The first and weakest points towards land where
there is a big wood products factory. The second and stronger preferred
direction points towards the fjord entrance. In a majority of the cases
reported distant shipping in some part of the fjord may have caused an in-
crease in noise which is observable in API) plots.

Area 5 is different. Here the APD plots point towards the neaoest Shore
(Run 5 and 14). We recall that the sea wait rough durlng.• thse measurements,;.
Waves hitting the nearby shore must be the noise sources. In tihe time
period between Run 5 and Run li the wi.nd increased and it: direction also
changed to become more along the fjord. Run 18 is from the next day when
wind and sea had calmed down considerably.

4.5 Statistics of the fall measurumentn

The general impression of great varilbili ty with t time veIw i i U130 for t.hl.'
fall measurements. The quiet situation (Area 3) in terms of unstil t,onrait.y
is not signlficantly different from the rough rea situation from Area 5.
The processes during measurements in Area )seem to have 1'een c.locer to
stationarity than in other arefLs. Variabilil-y from record to record iýt
clearly less than observed in other 'anet;. We uloti't know why ti,'i is; a *

5 CONCLUSION

We have found that the noise- generating: proarte. tire hig•hly vanriable and
in general cannot be consild, Led stati onary. A test, ,tn the observed anpli-
tude distribution has shown that the diutribution genterally is not normal.
The noise quite often i.s dornminated by ]oCsal ,nourenU the most. important" of
which is ship traffic in the area. UnrstationarMity seem to increa';e with
ship traffic. Al1o factories, land traffic and rougth seas will influence
the seismic and hydroacoustic noise in the. area. A certain directionality
in the noise propagation is found. Following ther nourceu of' no:ine it is
also variable, but seem to he of mitinor i nporti•izee. lehind the noitk J.en.--
rated by local sources we fi nd a background noisý-e spectruam with maximum at
1 - 2 Hz,a steep slope of up to ,P4 dB/octave towards hi glh frequetnies and
a maximum level of near 15 d13 above rr-Perence ]eve l (dayt i[t!t, i'il).
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Our background noise spectra exhibit some differences compared with spectra
from open waters (Ref 4). The peak levels are (i0 - 20) dB higher and the
sloping towards higher frequencies are more gradual than reported by others.
We believe that the differences in snectral level and shape are caused part-
ly by human activity and wind/waves ,artly by the special propagation con-
ditions of thin closed fjord area. It is not likely that background noise
spectra should be the same in open and closed watersi. Winter measurements
from a location close to shore give rise to spectra which are rather dif-
ferent from those presented above. Some of the observed differences3 can be
,recounted for by noise from drifting ice in the area. However, the mo..nt. in-
nortant oau:;e is believed to he dUfferences in propaFation conditions betIween
this particular location and the Areas 1 - 5 which have been found to be
reasonably well stratified. The differences in bottom characteristics found
among the Areas 1 - 5 do not seem to be important in the context of noise
generation and propagation.
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SEISMIC AND HYDROACOUSTIC SENSING OF INFRASONIC NOISE

IN COASFAL WATERS

by

Bernd Schmalte Idt dnd DieQLer Reach
SACLANI ASW Rusea, ch Centre

La 3pCzia, lt.aly

ABSTRACT

Three-component ocean-bottom seismometers with radio links have been
deployed in coastal waters to investigate natural and man-made noise at
extremely low frequencies. Seismograms from one or up to three sensor
stations are analyzed In terms of amplitude and cross,,-spectra at
frequencies between 1 and 18 Hz. Examples of area dependence and wind
dependence are given, and the underlying propagation nechaniism Is
investigated. Finally ship-radiated noise Is used to demunstraLr 'it..
directional selectivity of those sensor units,

INTRODUCTION

Seismic and hydroacoustic noise-measuremernts in the frequency range
from I to 18 Hz have been performed in shallow-water areas Bocause it iti
at the high-frequency end of microseismic field work and the low-frequency
end of underwater acoustic noise measurements, this transition range ii,
characterized by a lack of field data aid hy some uncert.ainties coricernIi'
the underlying propagation phenomena. The dominating source phenomena m-,.,
be considered to be movements of the earth's crust arid the superimpodect
man-made activities (industry and Lratfic). For the underwater acousticij;i
this infrasonic regime is highly interebti'Iq in that it covers a haid thaL
may be to some extent below the acoustic cut-off trequency (it many shailow-
water areas.

Spectra from the few pub li shed qeophone or hydrophone records on the sea
floor in deep <1,2,3> and shallow water ,.4> reveal a relatively hiph
variability in intensity but have also in cOmmon two pronounced feJat.1,res:
towards the lower limit of the frequency band the noise level increas'es
drastically with decreasing frequency while the rest uf the band ;1lows a
relatively uniform distribution with almost no frequency dependence.

1 FIELD WORK

To make these amblent-noise measuremeIitu and to perform particular
propagation studies, a (digital) ,cedn-boLtomi 5 seismometer (OBS) was
developed at SACLANTCEN ubing a new type of active and lightweight I 117
geophone (velocity sensor). The triaxial sel ismic ;ensor ,.t. It, completed
by a variable-depth hydrophone niount.Pd nuts ide tlh. ORB or 1lo 3 0tintj ,lo,,,o
It. The technical features of this, ý;cns(,r packaile - it-, rdfiw- onk a•id tie
on-board preprocessing factltie. -- are (described in d.lt.ail ini .f *b
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is believed that the OBS is one of the most advanced tools in seismic
research at present <7>. Figure I demonstrates how the complete system is
deployed in shallow-water areas.

Figure 2 shows the nine positions off the Italian coast where up to three
BS stations have been installed on the continental shelf at depths from 15

to 45 m. Seven of these positions are situated within a few miles of the
shore line and the other two are located close to small islands far from
the coast. At six of these positions (1, 5-9) the upper seafloor is
charaz:Lerized by rplatively soft sediment laver, (clay and silt) at. the
other three (2,3,4) by harder layers consisting (f consulidated sediments.

Propagation measurements were made at each position for several days. The
noise samples presented in this paper were recorded between those
measurements at intervals of 3 to 24 hours, Almost all noise records were
taken unuer very good weather conditions (sea-state 0 to 1).

Before presenting the results the applied analysis method is described.

2 ANALYSIS 1ECHNIQUE

This paper presents amplitude spectra, coherence, and phase spectra. The
underlying mathematics for these spectral estimates io well reported in the
literature (direct method of overlapping FFT technique <8,9>). We
therefore restrict ourselves to a broad sketch of the main features.

Two digitized time series x(nAt), y(nAt) are segmented into N adjacent (or
overlapping) sections of length T. After subtracting the mean value and
weighting each section by cos-window, a discrete Fourier transformation is
applied, yielding the Fourier coefficients:

Xi' Yi (i = , . , N)

A stable estimatl fur, the linear (or amplitude spectrum A is obtained by
accumulating the magni tudes I X; w) X(w) I for all segments

N
A w = I/N I XI XiIw

(Amplitude spectra rather than power spectra have been chosen to cope with
the limited dynamic range of the computer).

Estimates for the magjnitude squared coherence, p2, and phase, t, between
the series x and y are derived from the smoothed cross-spectrum Cxy

C (w)--- ~. (w) Yý(w):. ixyN 1 w xy
SCxLy(W) -CP-32 5-2
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as follows:

coherence

C xyP xy = p P 0<Pxy i
x y

P P smoothed power spectra
x Qy

ahase

arctan - - - i < < nOxy

Lxy

The parameters have been chosen to suit our special case. The length of
one segment (T) was set at 6.8 s, which Is long enough to allow spectr"al
reliability down to 1 Hz or even below (important for the hydrophone). It
possible a complete set of N = 8 to 11 adjacent segments (with additional
50% overlap) has been analysed; however, occasionally some sections had to
be skipped due to signal contaminations of mechanical or electronicalorigin.

According to the number of independent segments (8 to 11) the total
analysis interval has a length of 55 s to 75 s and the variance of the
spectra corresponds to 22 to 31 degrees of freedom <10>. The pertinent. 80%
confidence interval is indicated in the spectra as a vertical bar,

The total analysis interval (about I min) seems to be sufficient, as ,,
exporlienced a remarkable stationarity of the spectra. The differencs(f
between a spectrum analysed for a 4-minute interval and that for a 1-minute
interval stemming from the same record are less 1.hdn to be expected by thr.
variance of the spectra itself.

In al! seismic spectra, value.,. below I Liz have been suppressed Lwcawwj:, Lhi.
response curve of the geophones drops off by -18 dB/oct buelw tihat.
frequency.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Area Dependence

Figure 3 compares two amplitude spectra from a position with a relatively
soft sea floor with a third one from a harder bottom. In the range from I
to 5 Hz the data from a sea floor with unconsol idated sediment layering on
top show a steep decay ot the levels of the order of -30 to -35 dB/ocL,
while those from a consolidated bottom ire subject to a more moderat, decay
of about -20 dB/oct, Between 5 and 18 Hz we notice different, but. ainumst
constant, noise levels for both bottom-types,.
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Previous propagation measurehments arid modelling studies concerning the
transmission of infrasound have already demonstrated that a soft sea-floor
usually acts as a relative sharp filter in favouring low frequencies. This
is due to the more regular layering (dispersion) and the higher absorption
coefficients (attenuation). For frequencies above 4 to 5 Hz the
bottom-type seems to influence merely the magnitude of the noise-level but
not the frequency characteristic.

3.2 Wind Dependence
Having treated the influence of the bottom-type we now discuss a typical
phenomenon that affects the sea surface.

Figure 4 presents examples of the influence of local wind conditions on the
noise-levels sensed by the bottom-mounted hydrophone and the vertical
geophone. It shows spectra both with no wind (T, and T3 ) and with moderatewind of 15 kn in between (T2 ). The hydrophone spectrum (Fig, 4a) from
sample T2 reveals an irregular level increase of up to 10 dB in the range
from 5 to 14 Hz and a more or less constant increase of about 10 dB for all
higher frequencies. This latter trend was crosschecked up to 75 Hz. On
the other hand, the corresponding spectrum from the vertical geophone
(Fig, 4b) is almost identical with those of the no-wind cases (Tj and T.)
for all frequencies above 5 Hz,

Below 5 Hz this surface-generated noise does not systematically affect the
recorded levels: both sensors seem to follow consistently the rise of the
wind (Tk) but only to a small extent do they follow its decay (Ta). The
fact that the noise levels at extremely low frequencies remain high even
after the wind has dropped, which is most evident on the hydrophone
channel, Indicates that this regime is much less influenced by the local
wind. Therefore more remote effects, together with propagation phenomena,
have to be taken into account. ihe transmission aspects are investigated
in the following section.

3.3 Propagation Features

Using our experience in shallow-water infrasonics we have compared
ambient-noise records with explosion-generated signals from the same
soft-bottom area, For this purpose charges of 360 g TNT were fired on the
sea floor at a depth of 16 m and a distance of about 1.2 n.mi.

Figure 5, which is a plot of two amplit:ude spectra sensed by the vertical
geophone, reveals that only In the range from 1.5 to 5 Hz is there a
systematic level]increase of about 10 Ao 15 dB as a consequence of the
shot. This surprisingly small change in the spectrum is due to two facts:
the relatively low energy of such a small charge at very low frequencies
and the very pronounced selectivity of a soft bottom, as explained before,
The geoacoustlc energy in that frequency r'giine is transmitted in the form
of seismic interface waves propagating along the sea-floor, as a careful
study of the shot-generated wave field .,G has proved. These waves are
always trapped by the acoustically most significant interface separating
the water layer- (including liquid-like sediments) from the solid bottom arid
characterized by some very particular features:
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a) There is a well-defined correlation between the verticaJl particle
velocity at the water/bottom interface and the ac(.ompanying
pressure variation immediately above it i

b) The particle orbits or hobluoraphs tire a lwa-.s prugrddo or ret'oqiradu
circumscribed ellipses in the rr;, i a1l/vertical iplant, (wi tb iesiec.
to propagation direction alnd g idil(I iolgt, r'fac(.).

We therefore cross-check the s freatur ., by linpaM'rilh 1lll1 i •) t.-,.t i' ,. d-tiLa
with signalJ s from explosions. f iure ( 10 ,(a relirudulLces the :'ohern (.ic1itr'jict lrun
and the phase- spectrum between vert ical UQolIhoor nild hy(IbI-pbhite11 (11011i10i,
for an ambient-noise record. We notice a very high coherence in the
interval from 1.5 to 3 Hz and a stable phase-shift of about 800 from 1.5 to
4 Hz. Figure 6b shows the corresponding rebults for an explosion. In this
case a coherence of exactly I extends up to 4 Hz and the stable pha.p-shift
of about 80* up to 5 Hz. Thus the underlyingi transmission charact"eristics
for both phenomena are indeed the same.

Due to the above-mentioned regular particle motion, the radial deflectlonr
indicates the propagation directimn: moreover, the phaýse- shift bet .,,en
radial and vertical component Is stable. Figure / plots the adiinuLmIil
power distribution, coherence, and phase between these velocity comipunerplt.-
for the same shot. The power pattern shown in 1i1g. 7a has been c:ilculaLird
for the interval between 1,2 and 4. b. llz and is almost identical with the
ideal dipole characteristics of a uinidirectional geophone. lIhi.s prov.,
that only a small fraction of the total so ismI c. energy is heinrg ckai'rried Lhv
the so-called Love-waves, with pureIly trTansverse parti clo deflecLi uris. ' hw
pertinent coherence and phase-sit It in Fig. /b conf irm the described
regular particle motion,

Figure 8 plots the corresponding r ei iLiI .: for tiht, uniderIyI n i l .lac In (mornLiit l
noise, The omnidirectional power di tributi on of I ig(. 8a deliOlistrt•ot• thldt
the noise is generated by waves coin i nq in from aIll di rect i on,,.
Accordingly, there should rio longer be any signifnicant (cohIline nClor O t' SI IA
phase shifts between all po.,,, le 1ur 1 v ho ni m L. i and vort ical vl ot it
components, as Fig. 8b indicat.b;. noit cu•.iiwr II cmi n a lho hl, coo I Iii'ild by
processing small tinmewwinduws (some., Lecurid i r,t. lead oi oniei_ llinatI.L-) whoL me iii
the energy flux in a certa in prroligatLi on I io d .i(it, .,t.ronijly ulmi naiil,o -th,
underlying interference pattern and thus tLhe lit, i cile riotil ino , a
well-defined ellipse in the radial vert ical p-lan :,.

Thus we can state that the Infr'asonic no•i<'e io tLNh iriequnlcy rmilrgi' uli t o
about 5 Hz Is chiefly transmitted in shall ow-water areas in thf! Ioelml .)I
seismic interface wav,'s propagati nrg along the !. a t I o n m(ut i nily t it I errli I
directions.

3.4 Level-variations

Figure 9 presents a set of sei .mi ; liv lituld( ,l'[:tri" c.ilillil'i r iil(J lyl) (ilt

examples from all the position5 plOtte~d ill I i. ?. HlIP JtirYv t, nif I il. '),I
are derived from the recor&ln ot one oif Lh_ ti(iroizill .,3l (rra oihonor whIli It-
Fig. 9b reproduces the ccwrospundi ro-,,rnilt, t or the vuw .I i(,i1 ,io , l f1-i1,
same OBS. We notice that boith injioups ol civi,', .li' veY , ilt iii WI t h
regard to the strong Increase il oii.i ivi, oi, loiw ) Ill 10ini ill 1I1w h 1ui1(h
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SCHMALFELDF & RAUCH: Sensing of infrasonic noise

more moderate variation or almost constant level above this frequency. In
Fig. 9b we have superimposed the standard deviations of these curves at 2,
5, 10 and 15 Hz to indicate more clearly the trends and variations of the
collected data.

As dinuther exaimple of nan-made nui,,v, ig.. .I0i .how,, a typi cal in f ldaI, Ic
line spectrum and the resuilting directi it y pattern t or a pabsing merchant
ship. In this case the OBS was deployed at a depth of 30 m on a
sedimentary sea-floor. The ship was passing at a distance of about
0.6 nmi; it had a constant shaft-rotation of 180 rev/min and was thus
radiating at 3.0 Hz. This pronounced line occurs clearly below the
acoustic cut-off frequency of the ehallow-water duct. The ambiguity of the
directivity pattern can be removed by exploiting the additional phase
informations carried by the s.ismic interface wave as shown by the lobe
with broken lines <13>, Thus we are able not only to detect extremely
low-frequency noise radiated by ships, but also, with merely a single OBS,
to determine the ship's bearing and, with an array of OBS sensors, its
exact position.

CONCLUSIONS

The results are summarized as follows:

1) At all sites the noise level is characterized by a steep negative i
gradient (-20 to -35 dB/oct) between I Hz (or below) and about A to 5 Hz,
and a more or less constant level up to 18 Hz (and above).

2) For all experiments the measured ambient noise values varied only
within a band of ± 6 dB, depending on location.

3) The transmission 'if infrasonic energy below 4 to 5 Hz is strongly
governed by a particular wave-type: the seismic interface wave or Schulte
wave.

4) Based on this soecial propagation mechanism, ocean-bottomseiimometerf, can be used to 6etect and track sources radiating below the
acoustic cut-off frequency of the shallow-water duct.
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"LE PROGRAMME ULYSSE"

(Rdseau do boufes derivantes pour 1 'dtude statistique du bruit anibiant
sous-niari n)

par

Jean-Alain ROY
GERDSM - Le Brusc
DCAN do TOULON
(France)

1 OBJECTIF

L'dtude du bruit ambiant, comme toute Otude d'un phdnombne physique
peut sulvre doux approches

l'une tend vers l'objectif final, qul est la nioddlisation rnathd-
niatique prdcise du phdnomdne '
I l'autre, d'anbition plus modeste mais permettant de disposer
d'informatlons plus rapidement, se limite A une formulation
ernpirique basde sur des donndes expdrimentales.

Le but du programme Ulysse rentre dans la seconde catdgorie.

2 CHOIX DE LA METHODE

L'objectif fitant posd, il faut alors s~lectionner une mOthode de
travail.

Un premier 6l6ment fondamental pour ce choix est donnd par l'objec-
tif lui-m~me. Une formule empirque, basde sur des donndes expdrimentales,
est presque in~vitablement associde S une approche statistique. Le r~sul-
tat obtenu sera alors d'autant plus crddible que le nombre de mesures et
le nombre de cas de mesures seront Vlevds.

Le second 6l1rnent tr~s important pour d~finir une mdthode de travail
est lid au param~tre physique. La mesure du bruit ambiant ne sera accep-
table que si rien ne vient perturber celui-ci :le support devra donc
Wte totalement discret.

* p
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Cos bases tftant posdes, il est apparu quo le meilleur outil dtait
la boudc autononie, pour la discrdtion, ddrivante et a longue duree de
vie, pour un plus grand nonibre doenvironnoments.

11 restait A choisir un mode de r~cup~ration des mesures ; le satel-
lite a Ct0 pr~ffrt a 1 'avion car beaucoup plus tcononiique bien quo limi-
tant le d~bit dos inforniations, Parmi les divers types de satellites, on
a retenu le g~ostationnaire car V1 donne uric localisation pri~cise de la
bouft, importante pour 2 raisons :d'une part car 1 'un des objcctifs fi-
naux est do coupler des vileurs statistiques do bruit amibianit a des zones
d'autre part car la position permet. d'attoindre la connaissance do 1'r~n-
vironnement sur dos atlas (hauteur d'eau, nature du fond, existence de
courant, .)

3 SELECTION DES IMESIJRES

3.1. Le bruit

Le choix dans la mesuro so porte A deux niveaux
-A 1'acquisition co V'on peut utiliser soit do simples hydrophones

oninidirectionnels solt une antenna (verticale ou horizontale). A la sortie,
cela revient 8 choisir entre n hydrophones situds a des inmmersions dif-
f~rentes et une antonno qui dcoute dans n directions dift'frentes.

-A 1'analyse oO 11 faut d~finir uno gamme do fr~quences et choisir
entre une transmission de donndes non traittes et une analyse falte dans
la boudi. Dans ce dornier cas 11 faut ddflnir des bandes d'analyse.

En fait le choix est tr~s largement orient& par les limites, do
transmission du satellite. Dans le programme Ulysse, le satellite retenu
imposait uii traitement a bord de la boude. Pour le reste, ayant retonu
une gamma do fr~quences relativement Otendue (20 Hz - 20 kHz) et des fil-
tres tiers d'octave, le nombre de mesures de bruit ýtait limit6 a trois.
On a pr~f~rd &tudier 1lnfluence de l'imniersion avec des hydrophones om-
nidirectionnels plut~t quo 1 effet de direction avec des formations do
voles, sur aritennes.

3.2. L'environnement

Nombreux sont los facteurs, qul influencent le niveau du bruit de mor
et il ost donc indispensable de se limiter.

Certalnos remarques pr~liminaires slav~rent tr~s utiles pour la
selection des param'ltres d'envlronnernont

- 1 est bien connu qua deux facteurs sont fondamentaux :lo trafic
maritime en dessous do quelques centaines, do Hertz et los vagues
(donc le vent) au dessus do cotta limite
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- cortaines donnuos peuvent 6trc d~duites do la position ot do la
date do la, 11oSuro. Pir excemple; la hautour d'oau (no scrait-ce
quo grosslt~reo~nt 1 'btiqucttQ "potits fonds" ou 'grands fonds "),
1la proxirni tt de c~tes cu~ d'un rail 1de. trafi c miri time, 1 'xis ten-
CC d'Uiie plato f01r111 dU for'ag, la pr~sence d'une actlvitd biolo-
giquo parIItiCuli~rtT,

- deux pararnctres particul lors sont-trc's importants : la pl uie qui
pout ý tro 1la source dO brU i t domiti ante , ot lo profi 1 bathyc~1 ~rl -
nft~ri(1ut qui condi Limn ulol2 tI'aISmIi S: on dU bruit do. trafi c et doi t

btroC aoio a toute otudo de l'inifiuence dc, l'i mmersion du captour.

A partir do cos considdrations, 11 a W d~cid6 que les boudes
Ulysse soicnt capablos de MeSUrcr, en plus du bruit et de lour position

- la vitesse du vent (la direction Wa pas Ot retenue car les hydro-
phones sont onini dircctionnols)

- le profil bathythormique dans la coucho la plus i nstable (los 100
m~tres sup'iHeUr`S SOUS la surface)

- los caracttristiques do la pluic (densitd at taillo des gouttes par
exenipi e)

Un problrnie difficile s'est pos6 pour le trafic maritime. L'iddal
est dc connal tre Ile nonibre , 1la taiIIe , 1la posi tion otlIa vi tesse des
bateaux prdsontS doans le sectour. Un mninimuir serait la reproduction d'un
scope radar donnart le nonibre et los positions des bruiteurs. Rien d'em-
barquable sur uno hou~e do la taillo pr~ivuo pour Ulysse n'ayant W trouv,
on s'est contuntO d'un intercepteur radar. Une fnformation plus prdcise
sur le trafic maritime devant 6tre obtenue par envoi d'un aviori sur le
site, Ai 1 instant de la miesure,

4 CONSTITUTION DU MESSAGE TRANSMIS PAR SATELLITE
4.1. !=i~ammo Aroos - Taille limito dui message

Le choix dus satellites soest asscz rapidement oricnt0% vers ceux du
systtsme Argos cav- tout en r~pondant au besoin do la localisation des boudes,
ils pr~sontaiont 1'avantage d'Otro lids a un organisnie frangais, le CNES
(Centre National d'Etudeo, Spatiales do TOulouSe). La Laille des messages
en principe lfinit~o A 256 bits pout 6tre quadrul'16 Si on accepte do r6-
duire le nomibre do rbp~titions par le m~nie facteur, et le millier de bits
alors atteint. conviont au bcsoin.

Sans s 'Ltendre sur la description du systL~ne Argos , on pout rappeler
qu'il a 6t mis on place pour- rtpondro aux bosomns dos sciences de la terre,
de la mecr et do 1 'atinosphi~he, qu'il utilise simultan~mont deux satellites
h~liosynchrones volant a environ 850 kmn d'altitude et permnettant d'atteln-
dre onviron 3 kmn do pr~Žcision pour, la localisation des plateformes. et
enfin quo le noiubre do visibilitts journali~res est pratiquomolnt toujours
sup~riour a~ 6.
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4.2. Massaqe rea1tif flU bruit ambiant

Llenveloppe globale dtant donc do 4 fois 256 bits, il dtait tentant
dWen r~server le quart pour lenvironnernant ot remplir Ics 3 morceaux
restants avec 3 mosuras do bruit. C'est cc qul a ft~ fait.

Avec 256 bits, il Otai t hors do qU0stionI dC transmottrc 1le bruit
en bande large, aussi a-ton i iista11IO dans la bouc~a un analyscur spectral
c~blC, analysdtit en bandes ticrs d'octavu i partir de~ FFF.

Pour rester infdriour a 256 tout on gardanit de 1 ordre de 60 dB en
dynaihique sur un spectre, onl a pu retenir 24 bandes d'analyso cn ocrivant
le niveau dans chaque bande avec 10 bits at an ajoutant 3 bits au message
pour un exposant comniun aux 24 bandes.

4.3. Message relatif A lanvirunneruont

On a vu pr6c6denimant (paragraphe 3) la liste do~s pararn~tres retenus
pour acconipagner chaqueC niOSur do bruit do mler. Au soin des messages,
ils se r~partissont alnsi

-la tempbrature occupe 210 bits :10 par capteur, a raison d'un
capteur tous 1les 5 mk~res entre 0 d 100 metres d'inimersion (plus
urie rWf-rence)

- I& vitesse du vent est codde sur 10 bits
- la pluie occupe 8 bits pour la donsit6 (nontra de gouttes) et '

10 bits pour l'intensitd (dnergie)
- Vinterceptour radar prond 1 bit.

4.4. Message relatif aux servitudes

La place rastant disponilble dans chacun des 4 messages prdc~dents
est utilise-~ pour les informiations comp1dinentaires indispensables

- num&-o d'ordra do chacun des 4 messages (4x2 bits)
- date (nonibre de jours Ccou1ds), sur 10 bits
- tension de 1 alimontation principala, sur 8 bits
- tension d'alirnantation du syst~ile de repdrage raidio-goniomdtrique,
sur 4 bits

- immeorsion dos 2 hydruphones profonds (masure de pression), sur
8 bits chacun

- allure do la boude (horizontalo ou verticaie), par 1 bit r~spWt
dans chacune des 4.
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5 CONSTITUTION DE LA BOUEE

5.1. Corps de bou~e (fig_. 1)

Les batteries au lithium et 1 ensemble de 1 'Olectronique (analyse
et transmission) sont. contenus dons un caisson flottant, de forme cylin-
drlque (4 in de long, 25 cm de diami~tre),- en fibre de verre et r~sine
synth~ti que.

11 supporte dons sa partie inf~rieurc un lost ajustable (disquos
en fonte), et dans sa partie supdrieure unu sur~paisseur de flottaison
et un mbt de 2,40 m de long. Ce mat porte un -,5flecteur radar, la ballse
dd'mission Argos, celle pour le repdrage radio-goniomdtrique et les 3
capteurs d'envlronnement pour la plule, le vent, l'lnterception radar

5.2. L1.ýne sous-rnarlne (fiq.3)

Les trols hydrophones et le rdscau de thermistances sont portis par
une ligne sous-marine constitude de 3 tronnons

-la partie sup~rieure, elle-m~nie divis~e en deux morceaux : un
cable Olectrique de 40 conducteurs, (32 simples et 4 p~ires blinddes)
doub16 par une corde do nylon. Le cable 6lectrique, qul forme une boucle
plongeante jusqulau raccordement au second tron~on, porte la premibre
thermistance A 5 m~tres d'immersion. 11 mesure 18 Metres, pbse 50 kg dens
Vair et 25 kg dans lleau. La corde de nylon porte une chalne de flotteurs
afn d'amortir les mouvements de surface, Elle mesure 15 metres, pose
80 kg dans lPair et vaut 280 kg do flottablilt6.

- la partle Interm~diaire, un cable V1ectroporteur (mime nombre de
conducteurs et armature en keviar), mesurant 94 M~tres, pesant 196 kg
dans 1 air et 90 kg dans 1 eau. 11 porte les 19 thermlstances restantes
et l'hydrophone supdrieur (40 m d'immersion).

- la partie 1nfdrieure, constitude d'un cable 6lectro-porteur de
13 conducteurs (7 simiples et 3 paires blinddes) , longue de 400 metres,
pesant 380 k9 dons 1 ai r et 150 kg dens I1'eau, porte les 2 hydrophones
infbieurs (imiiiersions12O m et 500 m) et un lest-amortisseur (plaque m6-
tallique circulaire).

6 ORGANISATION DES MESURES

L'Oquipement a Ot convu pour fonctionner de 'faqon autonome pendant
12 mois, effectuant 2 mosures par 24 h (ltjne de jour, 1'eutre de nuit).

A chacune de ces mesures, la sdquence des prises de donndes est la
suivante

- mesure de bruit sur les 3 hydrophones pendant 1 seconde entre To
et To + 1 s

- niesures de pressions, temptratures, et relevd des informations de
servitudes (tensions batterie, horizontalitd, date, . )dans le
m~me crdneau
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- coute radar, vitesse du vent, plule, pendant 30 secondos entre
To - 15 s et To + 15 s.

L'analyseur spectral est alirnentd entre To - 1 s et To + 2 s.

7 EXPLOITATION DES DONNEES

Le syst~ino do transmission Argos permeot de r~cup~rer les messages
de 2 fagons

- en interrogeant un centre de distribution ('"NES de Toulouse) par
telesphone ou telex

- en recevant r~gull~rernent des bandes rnagn~tiques sur lesquelles
sont enregistr~es les, mesures sous forme nurnirlque.

Les deux m~thodes sont utilis~es
- Vinterrogation par t~l~phone, exploit~e sur mini-calculateur
HP 9845, permet de suivre rtdguli~rement le bon fonctionnement
de la bou~e, ainsi que la route sul vie.

-le bande numdrique sert de support & Ilexploitation statistique
qul fait l'objet du programmeo.

La presentation des rL~sultats est d~livrde sous de nombreuses
formes. Les principales sont

-tableaiu g~n~ral des mesures faites lors d'une prise de donn~es, (fig.6)
-spectre de brui t rel ati f t chacun des hydrophones at profilI bathy-
thermique pour une prise de donndes (fig.7)

-nivea'j mayen sur un hydrophone pour, une p~riode donnde (fig.8) 4
O volution du nlveau de bruit en fonction de la date A diffdrentes
fr~quences, corr~lativernent au vent, a la plule, et aux intercep-
tions radar (fig.9)

-profils de temp~rature et de cdl~ritd pour une prise de donndes
( fig. 10)

-courbes isothermies pour une ptriode donnee (fig.11).

De plus, il est possible d'afficher
- la liste des prises de donn~es relatives A une mesure, pour 1'en-

semble des boudes
- le trajet suivi par une boude en ddrive (fig.12).
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ARCTIC AMBIENT NOISE STATISTICAL MEASUREMENT
RESULTS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS TO SONAR

PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS
by

Roger F. Dwyer
Naval Underwater Systems Center

New London, CT 06320 U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Recent analyses of FRAO II arctic oatd have shown that under ice ambient
noise can be at times highly impulsive and non-Gaussian. The analyses
included time domain statistical measurements which were consistent with
previously reported results of experiments made within the Canadian Arctic
Archipelago, New findings of frequency domain estimates of complex skew and
kurtosis and cumulative distribution functions, measured in 2, 6, and 10 Hz
resolution cells at the output of a discrete Fourier transform, also
indicate the existence of strong non-Gaussian noise. It is known that the
ability to detect and estimate signals contaminated with non-Gaussian noise
using conventional processing is degraded compared with optimum techniques
which utilize knowledge of the noise statistics. The FRAM II data results
suggest that sonar performance can be improved in the arctic environment byoptimum signal processing methods.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the results of a statistical analysis study of FRAM II
arctic under ice ambient noise data (1). The specific data that were
analysed were recorded on the 23rd and 24th of April, 1980, from a pack ice
camp in the Arctic Ocean, located at 860 N latitude, 250 W longitude.

The measurement system consisted of a broadband omni-directional hydrophone,
suspended to a depth of 91 ni from a sonobuoy located in a lead, Under the
influence of arctic currents, wind and neighboring floes the pack ice was
slowly moving. This movement caused rifting and cracking of ice which
occurred throughout the experiments and represented a structured acoustic
noise source. Both impulsive and narrowband non-Gaussian noise were identi-
fied in the data and were probably created by tensile cracks and rubbing ice
masses. The data collected by A. R. Milne and J. H. Ganton were obtained in
the Canadian Arctic Archipelago region under stationary shore fast ice. In
this region, the mechanism for impulsvie and non-Gaussian noise is due to
tensile stresses caused by rapid reduction in air temperatures (2). Noise
from the pack ice, on the other hand, is due to the friction between inter-
acting and colliding ice floes and, probably, to tensile stresses.

In order to better understand the statistical properties of under ice ambient
ioise, we essentially repeated Milne's time domain experimental measuremmients
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(albeit with different bandwidths) and deduced similar conclusions on the
non-Gaussian nature of under ice ambient noise. Moreover by statistically
examining the discrete frequency components, we found that they were also
non-Gaussian due to ice dynamics. Specifically, the skew, kurtosis, and
cumulative distribution function (cdf) of thu data were estimated.

In the time domain, the statistics were estimated in 100, 350, and 2500 Hz
bands. At times, the statistical estimat, es In all bands deviated from
Gaussian noise significantly, and were; cunsistent with previously reported
results of experlments made within the Canadian Arctic Archi pelag o. The
estimated unergy of FRAM II data predictutd detection tlhresholds 3 to 10 dB
higher than would be expected from purely Gaussian phenomena,

Spectrum levels and spectrograms were also estimated. The spectrograms
depicted dynamic frequency components which appear, from aural information
that sounded like squeaks, to be correlated with ice dynamics. Comparisons
of broadband spectrum level estimates at different times, indicate non-
stationary frequency dumain components which also appear to be correlated
with ice dynamics. Since it was suspected that icedynamics generate narrow-
band non-Gaussian noise,statistical estimates of frequency domain components
were also measured. These frequencycdomain statistical measurements represent
new techniques for estimating environmental noise phenomena, The complex
skew, kurtosis, and cdf were measured in 1, 2, 6, and 10 Hz resolution cells
at the output of a fast Fourier transform (FFT) with processing times from
2 to 14 minutes, These new findings indicate the existence of strong non-
Gaussian noise in the frequency domain.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMFNT

The FRAM II under ice ambient noise data, to be discussed, were collected in
the spring of 1980 as part of a multi-institutional arctic research program
sponsored by the oFfice ot Naval Research. Only the single channel wideband
recordings will be discussed here. Reference 1 summarizes the data col-
lected for the other sc 4 ontific experiments.

Over 30 hours of analog duta from an omni-directinnal hydrophone suspended to
a depth of q1 m from a sonobuoy deployed in a lead were recorded. The data
were radio-linked to a receiver, filtered in a 10 to 5 kHz band and recorded
on a 4-channel Tandberg analog recorder. About 2 hours of this datasetwere
subsequently processed and a representative sampleis presented here. However,
-the FRAM If log indicates that there are periods when the ice actively less-
ened and periods of severe ice noise. Neither of these two extremes are
presented. Rather the data which falls between these two extremes are
presented. In thi.• way we believe the results more closely reflect the
average conditions prevailing during the experiments. Even so, the data
sample chosen still shows variability and nonstationarity in the measured
pa ramete rs.

The statistical results of the time domain analysis will be discussed first,
then we will present the statistical results of the frequency domain analysis.
However in order to introduce and possibly anticipate the results to follow
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we present in Fig. 1 an example of nonstationary under ice ambient noise.
After filtering through a 2500 Hz lowpass filter and thpn digitizing the
data at a 10 kHz rate, we compared its spectrum for two time periods. The
top curve in Fig. I represents the average spectrum using 100 consecutive
1024 point FFT estifiiates, whiuh is equivalent to about 10 seconds of data,
The same procedure was used for the bottom curve except that the estimates
were made 3 minutes later, The horizontal scale represents normalized
frequency which conveniently gives the FFT bin locations. To convert to
frequenrcy simply multiply by the rcsolution which is approximately 10 in
this case, Ihe Important features of Fig, 1 are the chinqe in spectrum
shape over time especially at some frequencies, suggesting nonstationary
discrete noise compoilents; and the large dc levels. We shall address the
dc level in the next figure.

TIME DOMAIN RESULTS

For the time domain analysis we estimated the first four statistical moments,
namely the mean, variance, skew, and kurtosis, and the cumulative distribu-
tion functions (cdf) in bandwidths of 100, 350, and 2500 I-li, The data were
filtered, sampled, and grouped into records of 1024 samples each, The
statistical moments were then estimated for each record. Over time intervals
consisting of hundreds of records the cdf of the energy (square of the data
samples) was estimated and shown for the most part to be non-Gaussian but
with nonstationary distribution functions over successive intervals. Figures
2 through 5 represent the time, domain results of the FRAM II data for a
particular time window, Additional FRAM II data analyses results are givenin Ref, 3.

Figure 2 shows the statistical moments for the time domain data which were
filtered through a 2500 Hz lowpass filter and then sampled at a 10 kHz rate,
Therefore each record represents a time interval of about .1 seconds giving
an overall data length of 10 minutes. The graph on the top left shows that
the mean is not zero, This bias which caused the large dc level in Fig. 1
was due to the carrier frequency of the tape recorder being slightly mis-
aligned. In subsequent processing we subtracted out this bias. Some other
important observations about this data are the variability of the variance
over time and the significant deviation from the Gaussian assumption based
on the skew and kurtosis estimates, In order to assess which frequencies
were dominating the variance in the band we processed the data in smaller
bandwidths or 100-200 Hz, 200-300 Hz, 300-400 Hz, 400-750 Hz, 750-1100 Hz,
and 1100-1450 Hz. The 300-400 Hz band will be discussed later in detail.
We found that the higher frequency bands (i.e,, 750-1100 Hz and 1100-1450 Hz)
were contributingj to the variability of the variance,

The kurtosis is especially important because it indicates deviations from the
Gaussian distribution by values being greater or less than 3. The values
greater than 3 pertain to distributions which are more peaked than the
Gaussian distribution whereas values less than 3 correspond tu dlbl, ribuLiunIs
which are less peaked. For example, a purely sinusoidal signal, with uni-
formly distributed phase, has a kurtosis of 1.5, None of the records in
Fig. 2 have kurtosis values of 1.5, although some are near 2,
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Next we will discuss the estimated energy cdf for two separate data blocks
consisting of 300 records (approximately 300,000 samples) each. The data
blocks start at the first and 1800th record,respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.

The estimated time domain energy cdf is shown in Fig. 3, Each sample was
first squared and then the cdf was estimated for the 300 records, which
represent a time interval of about 313 seconds for each block, The vertical
axis is plotted as the lo.jarithml of the excedance probability. The horizon-
tal scale is plotted as the logarithm of the enercgy normalized by the vari-
ance of the oriclinal data. In Lhe fi.gure the solid curve roprosents the
energy cdf oF a knowni Gaussian noise source thOt WdS digitized and processed
exactly as the data. -he curves b and c represent the data for the first
and second block, r.-!,,;,,tively, The significance of these plots can be
appreciated by a sin)-' example.

Suppose we want to set a threshold in an energy detector on a per- sample
basis so that the false alarm rate is .0001, From the figure, we would have
to set the threshold 3-4 dB higher for curve b, and 9-10 dB higher for curve
c, compared to what the threshold would be set at for purely Gaussian noise.
These results, of course, would change depending upon the detection inte-
gration time for any particular application,

The first four statistical moments of another data set are given in rig, 4,
This data was first filtered by a 100 Hz handpass filter centered at 350 Hz,
sampled it a 2 kHz rate and processed in records of 1024 samples each,giving
a time interval per record of approximately .5 seconds, The important
observations in rig, 4 are that the variability in the variance is greatly
reduced, compared with Fig, 2, however many records still deviate from a
Gaussian distribution based on the kurtosis estimate, We also calculated
the energy cdf for this band in sub-intervals of approximately 2,4 minutes
each, Over 14.5 minutes of data were used and we therefore obtained6 energy
cdf estimates, These estimates were nonstationary in that each estimate
deviated from a Gaussian distribution,

We conclude, therefore, at least for this data set, that the under ice
ambient noise in the time domain Is impulsive and non-Gaussian as measured
by the skew, kurtosis, and cdf estimates, and it is also non-stationary in
that the cdf estimates change over time intervals on the order or minutes.

FREQUENC _DOMAIN RESULTS

An important aspect of our study of under ice ambient noisewas an evaluation
of the statistics In the frequency domain, Usually, the statistics of
acoustic noise in the frequency domain are assumed Gaussian, As we shall
show, this is not necessarily the case in the arctic, To understand the
frequency domain properties of under ice ambient noise we processed the data
as a spectrogram (power spectrum vs time). In Fig, 5 we show the results of
a spectrogram processed with a 2 Hz resolution, The total time in the figure
is about 2.5 minutes, We udn see large but dynamic tonals in the data
occurring over the time interval, These events sounded like squeaks and
appear to be due to ice dynamics, Another different data set, not shown here,
of approximately 45 minutes in duration was analyzed by listening to its
aural character, while visually observing its spectrogram, Throughout this

I V
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data set we observed dynamic tonals with accompanying squeaks occurring
randomly over the interval and sometimes observed high level broadband noise
which sounded lIke ice rubbing.

To better appreciate the significance of this data we measured the statistics
at the output of a rFT, for each bin, for both its real and imaginary parts.
Figure 6 shows a comparison of the power spectral density (PSD) (top curve),
real skew (middle curve) and real kurtosis (bottom curve) for the under ice
data which has been processed with a 10 Hz resolution and averaged over 1000
consecutive FFT's giving a total time interval of 1.7 minutes, The data
clearly indicates non-GIaussian noise over a wide bandwidth based on the
frequency domain skew and kurtosis, However, the lower frequencies (i.e,,
below about 300 Hz) appear to be Gaussian, Under ice ambient noise data at
other time periods show low frequency components also deviating from the
Gaussian assumption based on the skew and kurtosis.

Over a relatively flat portion of the band as seen in the PSD estiiate of
rig. 6 we estimated the amplitude cdf for both real and imaginary parts using
the 1000 consecutive FFT's, The total number of bins used over the 1,7 rmin..
ute% in the estimates were approximately 200,000, The vertical axis in Fig, 7
is plotted as the logarithm of the excedance probability and the horizontal
scale represents the amplItude level normalized by the correspondingstandard
deviation, The dashed curve in the figure is the result of a known Gaussian
noise source that has been processed in exactly the same manner as the data,
The resul'ts clearly show the significant deviation in the data from a
Gaussian distribution in the frequency domain, We have also processed other
under ice ambient noise data in 6 and 2 Hz resolutions and obtained similar
results,

Thefrequency domain results for the 300-400 Hz baiid as discussed in the
previous section is shown in Fig, 8, Since the sampling rate was 2 kHz the
resolutioti For a 10?4 point FFT 1h 2 lIz. A total of 750 consecutive FFT's
were processed giving an overall time interval of 6,25 minutes. We estimated '
the PSD and the real and imaginary skew and kurtosis over the 750 consecutive
FFT's, Only the real part of the skew and kurtosis estimates are shown in
Fig. 8. The results as seen in the figure show that many frequency locations
deviate from a Gaussian distribution based on the frequency domain skew and
kurtosis estimates. In addition a 60 Hz tonal and some of its harmonics are
present In the PSI) estimate in Fig, B, The corresponding frequency domain
kurtosis estimates show values which are significantly less than 3. A theo-
retical discussion explaining these results for a signal propagation in a
medium with fading or multipath effects is given in Ref, 4, Essentially, we
found that for a purely sinusoidal radiated signal with uniformly disirihuted
phase propagated in a medium without fading or multipath effects the frequency
domain kurtosis estimate would be 1.5 under high signal-to-noise ratio condi-
tions. The kurtosis value could be greater than 1.5 depending upon the fading
environment. For non-sinusoidal radiated signals the frequency domain
kurtosis values would increase even more over the values obtained for the
sinusoidal case. We have also estimated the amplitude cdf for the real and
imaginary parts of this data and obtained similar results to the curves shown
in Fig. 7. That is, for a relatively flat portion of the PSD estimate in
Fig. 8, the estimated cdf deviaLed significantly from the Gaussian distri-
bution. The total number of bins used in the estimates for both the real and
imaginary parts were 27,000.
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Our last figure is concerned with the frequency domain envelope distribution.
These and the previous results of the FRAM II data are important for design-
ing optimum frequency domain processing methods, Figure 9 shows a plot of
the envelope distribution at the output of a FFT at three frequencies and
for three different resolutions. We considered FFT's with 10, 6, and 2 Hz
resolution and with time-resolution products (TRP) of 1000, 1000, and 750
respectively. The vertical scale in the figure represents the envelope
(normalized by its standard deviation) in dB3 and the horizontal axis is the
excedance probability, In order to better visualize the tail behavior of
the envelope distribution we included a small number of adjacent bins in the
estimate, These estimates followed approximately the curves shown in Fig. 9.
In this way we were able to extend the tail region and observe its trend,
The solid line in the figure represents a Rayleigh distribution. As can be
seen the data deviates from the Rayleigh distribution for all three cases
considered. This suggests the possibility of modeling the envelope distri-
bution of the FRAM II data in the frequency domain.

SUMMARY

We have found that the single channel PRAM II arctic data were highly non-
Gaussian in both the time and frequency domains. The time domain statistical
results were similar to the results obtained by Milne ind Ganton who per-
formed measurements in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago under shore fast ice
conditions, New results obtained in this study pertain to the statistics in
the Frequency domain, We initially processed the under ice data as a spec-
trogram and then estimated statistical parameters at the output of a FFT.
The results of the first four statistical moments and cdf estimates strongly
indicate the presence of non-Gaussian noise in the frequency domain.
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GRENNESS: Noise in Barents Sea

hCI I S 11 IC AMiPI FNT N11ISE IN THE H ARENIs SEA

by

Oivind Grenness
NDRE

Horten, NORWAY

ABSTRACT

Recorded obhervations of acoustic ambient noise in tho Western
Rarents Sea are presented. The observations were made in a
position approximately 100 km North of North Cape in Norway,
with the hydrophone on the bottom - npproximately 370 m deep.
Noise was recorded broad-band and in 15 successive third-octave
frequency bandti with center frequencies from 12,5 to 315 Hz.
Noise samples of 3 minutes duration were taken approximately
every hour, continuously throughout periods up to 18 months,
Time series and spectra are presented, At the low frequencies
very large variations are observed, and which are better corre-
lated with the wind than the high frequencies are. Also, very
low levels have been observed at the lowest frequencies, which
may be of considerable military significance. The observations
and auxiliary data have allowed wind-dependent spectra of
ambient noise to be established down to 12,5 Hz.

INTRODUCTION

The observations were made in two periods between Sentember 1059
and April 1982, the first one of 1B months duration and the se-
cond of 5. The observations were made on essentially a continu-
ous basis, every hour, 24 hours per day. The continuity of ob-
servation was at times interrupted - as a consequence of power
failures to the shore installation, or when the shore installa-
tion was operated for other purposes than these measurements.
The effect of short interruptions, typically of 2 to 4 hours du-
ration, is disregarded in the analysis.

The only interruption of consideration, and which is evident in
the time series, is the period between 12. December 1968 and
4. February 1969.
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GRENNESS: Noise In Barents Sea,

The second observation ppriod rofer to a slightly different
position, but at the same depth and in the same gurnoral area.
these obsF. rvati•jns ware recorded on board the research vessel
H II 5iJERDRIIP, monrorl npnrnxlmnatuly 2500 in iway from , radio-
t elerll1try h•joy.

71i ti- lls tre ri~ r IIn tiwo havijý rnfrms, frmrILlr~nCY r-puctra
and timi, series. Thu frr'Muoncy snrrctra nppoar to haive a simrrle
basic shape, whrrecs the time-series arc of a morn complicated
s tr iirC-e.

The data re rrcsented as Spectrum Levels - re. I ,apa/j, using
the statistical median value. In addition, the Quartile Spreading
in the cumulative distribution is presented. The statistics is
based on time intervals of one month, allowing analysis of seaso-
nal changes.

SOURCES

It is believed that the observations are dominated by a varying
contribution from the following three sources:

- distant ship traffic nd fishing activity,

- wind and surface wave action,

-. whales

However, it is known that some of the observationR were influ-
enced by local traffic noise and/or local fishing activity to
such a degree that the noise could not-be considered as the
wanted "natural ambient noise".

These observations were not accepted for the analysis discussed
here, but were discarded - and their effect upon the statistics
have been disregarded. After removal from the analysis of local,
known or identifiable source activity - some 600 observaTflW
remained for each monthly interval.

OBSERVATI9NS

The 18 month long series of median monthly spectra is shown in
Fig. 1, with each successive month staggered vertically. Traffic
noise appear to be the dominating effect, with spectrum levels
peaking around 80 dB in the frequency region between 50 and 100
Hz. With few exceptions it is observed that the levels are quite
similar from one year to the next for those months where two
years are represented. When they differ, they do so in consisten-
ce with wind observations from Fruholmen lighthouse - the nearest
weather observation station along the norwegian coast.
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GRENNESS: Noise in Barents Sea

Thp low frequency peak centered at 20 .nd 25 Hz is believed to
hev, its origin in the activity of a bia-acoustic sound source,
probably whales. This "whalp effect" is nboerved only during
the winter montho, a0lking in Fehruary und March.

Fiq. 2 Is a time !_'ories for 4 selectod frtaeiuencius: the lowest
of 1?2,5 liz, the hiqhet one - 319• H?, then 100 H? representing
thp contral wnd traffic-noisu dominated region, and 25 Hz typical
nf the "whale effect". From Fig. 2, and bett'.Er even - from Fig, 6
and 7, thn ;uasonal t ron(ls can be. observed. The ,ffrict is obvious
at 25 Hz, as a consoquurnce of the whLle ofFect. It is evident
but not quite consistent at the highest frenuency. At the lowest
frequency the seasonal effect is quite pronounced, whereas at
the central frequency of 100 Hz it is hardly observable.

Fig 3 illustrates du,,.ails of the whole sounds. The sounds are
frequency modulated, of 20 - 25 seconds duration - starting at
approximately 27 Hz and tapering off near 20 Hz. The sounds re-
peat at a fixed pulse ro-te - some pulses may be absent a few
times and reappear "almost perfectly on time". Detailed analysis
of the pulse envelope has shown that it remains constant in shape
for a considerable period of time. This pulse envelope may per-
hops serve as an "acoustical fingerprint" - identifying Ln indi-
vidual whale.

No syi'tematir whale ohservations havw been mmde in this region
at the same time as the whale sounds were recorded, but is is
known that the "lVaege whale" - also called "Minke" migrate near
this area during the winter months, on their way between the
Eastern Rerents See and the East coast of the Unites States.

Fig 5. is an example of the statistical distribution for a
selected frequency. A typical summer month - Seiptember, and i
winter month - January shows an approximately Gaussian distri-
bution in summer and a bimodal distribution in winter.

SMOOTHED VA.LUES

With the purpose to obtain a better resolution of the variations
of the values it became of interest to establish reference
spectrum - and subtract this from the actually ot3erved noise
levels, referring noise levels and spectra to this "Minimum
Reference Spectrum" (MRS)

The MRS is for this'purpose defined as the spnctrum of the lowest
observation evur made for the various froquencius. It is not an
actually observed spectrum since the levels used were not neces-
sarily observed simultaneously. It does however serve the useful
dual purpose as:
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- Tho lolwer limit of the vxa.cted values under the
mo031 favourablo condLitiols,

- [Ilt,•,,;F (F r ,Ioluv Ii I FrI)m t.h, r't u. ily fi nI, rV'U'- IUc L r ,
[Hi, ni•liri,,n snl rtrtjn - iin•ormr,, izinq nrnr, •:o . This aill
inr.rri-e 1 ii tont r .iit of ntlhorr v riatiiint ,

T nc:ltdnt 1'.l yv riu.!;tL of t'lhu,' , n in \Jv lL.!; tir .. r)1,!*; rvrd diiring
the vf-;ry ,uiut.- mn nth of 5r'p t ,mlr'r 1.M91 .

Fig. 6 is o contour reprusent.oLiun uF thu imioithly un.jiur, spuc-
t~rm levels and their time series. The values ore now referred
to the MRS defined above. The levels hnve been smoothed in order
to suppress any remaining fine structure ond emphasize the domi-
nating spectral trends end time variations. Similarly - Fig, 7
is a smoothed contour raorcituentation of' the monthly Quortile
5prendincs and their time series.

Levels at the lowest and at the highest frequencies show simi-
lar patterns in time, correlated with the pattern for the spreading
at the lowest frequencies and the pattern for the wind force on-
served at Fruholmen.

The contrast of the whaele sounds is quite pronounced, building
un gradually from October/November - peaking in February/March
end falling off rapidly during the month of April. It should be
noticed that the iiuartile spreading doos not reflect any "whale
effect".

On the basis of the noise levels at the high and the low fre-
quencies, their vnriation and correlation with the wind force
levels, it appears reasonable to divide the year into two sea-
sons: a summer season from May through September, a winter sea-
son from November through March - with April and October as tran-
sition months. It is observed that whuruii5 April of 1969 was a !vory "noisy" month - ind windy, Apf:il 0i' !F)"111 ii,:s vext~rvinuly Cluiet,

Fig. 0 give.':; curvu:s, ivuragud over illi months in each season,
showing the difference between summer and winter.

*THfE NOISE - WIND RELATIONSHIP

* Since lonq-trm simultaneous wind observations from the hydro-
phone position ,mnre not ovaliubl., the noise-wind relationship
ihad to be established by another, indirvct method. The noise
levels at different frequencies wore cross-correlated through
known - or suspected periods of variable winds at the hydro-
phone position. Such periods, as observed from wind date from
Fruholmen lighthouse, were chosen when the noise observations
showed a smooth and systematic variation over the entire fre-
quency range.
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GRENNESS; Noise in Barents Sea

This method permit a family of ambient noise spectra to be estab-
lished for different wind force levels - during such periods of
varying winds. This correlation in however too weak to be useful
in the central frequency region between 50 Find 150 Hz, where the
traffic sources dominate. K

On a few occations simultanenus observations were available when
the research vesnal was moored close to the hydrophone position.
With these auxiliary measurements, Unfortunately only during re-
latively brief periods, It becomes possible to label the observed
noise levels with tho corrosponding wind force. Fig. g shows the
relationship established in this way.

CONCLUSIONS

1, It appsarw reasonable to simplify the time varietions obsorved
to two seasons, with the months of April and October as trmn-
sition periods.

2. The summer season is characterized by very low ambient noise
levuls, especially at the lower frequencies - and by less
variation than in the winter season,

3. The winter season, especially in February and March, is chs-
racterized by intense "whale effects".

4, The spectra peak between 50 Hz and 100 Hz, ship traffic is
believed to be the major source - meaking all wind effects
except the extreme ones. The variation has a minimum between
120 Hz and 200 Hz, with a Quartile Snreading between 3 and 4
dB, regardless of season.

S. Noise levels are related to the wind, at the high frequency
end in reasoneble agrer,ment with the Knud!;un/WFenz curves.
The response to wind effects nrjpear considorobly stronger at
the low fraquoncies than at the high ones.
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TYCE: Depth dependence of noise in the North Pacific

Dili,'ril DEIAENDENCEI OF I.:'CIC I ONAI.ITY oF AMBIENT NOT.SF
IN T1E' NORTII PACIIC: I,:XPI:RIMI,:N'I•I DATA AND EQUIPMENT DESTGN

hy

I\obV It C. ']'yVC
Milrl-11' 1'hv:-it';11 i'..1hrlt 'aly

01 Lh0 1.0 SCLA' l iiJi ]L tLtut: 1 LLL e01 OcL.IflLtgrqj)Iy
UniversiLy of Caliifornia

Sau Divgo, Ca:Lfornin 92152

A IB'l{ RACT

Ambient ocean noise studies have been part of the
reasearoh program of the Marine Physical Lab (MPL,) for many
years, In recent years this work has included several stu-
dies of the depth depmndence ol' Vertioal direotionality of
low frequency ambient noise utilizing the researoh platform
FLIP, ab well as development of a capability for measurement
of depth dependence of the horizontal directionality of
ambient noise. A long vertical array of hydrophoneas has

* been used from FLIP to measure the vertical direotionality
of ambient noise in the frequency range from 10 to 400 Hz,
and in water depths of more thtan 4300 meters. The array was
positioned at sevoral depths within the water column, ran&-
ing from near the surface to near the bottom, at a site
approximately 350 miles west of San Diego. For frequencies
below abont 150 ft, the noise is concentrated in a near her-
izontal direction. In the upper part of the water column
the meanured -3dB points for the noise occur around 13 dog.
from horizontal, with noise levels more than 30dB lower out-
side this angular sector. The width of this angular sector
tends to dearease with inoreasing depth, down to about plus
or minus 4 degrees from horizontal near the bottom. Between
150 and 300 11z a transition oocurs from most of the noise
arriving from near horizontal direotions, to more of the
noise arriving from near vertical directions, with several
more dB arriving from above than below, A oapability for
measuring depth dependence of horizontal directionality of
noise !as also been in development at MPL. Using a long
horiwuntal array attached to FLIP at one end and a buoyant
anchor line crawler at the other, depth dependent measure-
ments are possible. The prosent tent array will employ 20
Motorola 68000 microprocessor controlled telemetry units to
aid in preprooeesing the inputs from 200 hydrophonse in a
1500 motor long array, including sub-array beamforming and
correction for array daformation,
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TYCE: Depth dependenice of noise In the North Pacific

INTRODUCTION

Research on the dupth and directional dependences of
ambient noise hab beon part; nf' 1.he wor-l? tit. the Marine Phyni-
eal Laboratory f or many y, rnai (Morrio, 1978, Anderson,
1979). During Hoy of 1'1t8 and April of 1979, ambient noise
experiments woru conduuct-ed by M1'I,, w0th thu aim of measuring
the depth dependotim! ()f t1hi, voWi'tiI Hdrocotion.lity of low
frequency amblint' no I.:u . ''hi,, fli.•t cxper:-I.m nt concentrated
on the .trequency tranaP,(! fIom i1 t(, Lo '0! ,ind the seccond from
50 to 30011z.

Theme experitments involved the use of a modular verti-
cal array deployed in two different configurations from Flip
while moored in 4l300m or water. Tho location for these
experiments wan a deop water Biite approximately 350 nautical
miles west of San Diego, ojejt- of obntructing bottom topog,-
raphy,

The data from theas uxperimernuta have been analysed with
the objective of' determining tho depth dependence of the
directionality of low frequency ombiont noise in this deep
waterl depth excess fnvirounmunt. Some of the results from
these analyses are prueantod in thitn paper, with more
detailed statitical annlynot of' the data continuing.

The equipment involved in ther-e experiments was
developed under the Long Range Acoustic Propagation Program,
It has been in use by MPL for many yearL as has FLIP, the
stable support platform for this array. Addition ambient
noise related equipment has also been developed at MPL in
recent years, as illustratod In figuro 1. This includes a
light weight modular, hydrophono array for horizontal and
vertical work, o remotoly controllod line crawler for array
depth control, and a long hori'orital array which is still
under development.

VERTICAL NOISE MiASUIHEMENTS

Vertical Array Instrumentation

The hydrophonro array for our' vurtioal directionality
work consists of' e2o hydroph.mn/ Lneicm try assemblies oon-
neoted by pre-out lJongth'a of 1 om diamoter double armored
coaxial cable. The anuemblien oonvist of' ceramic cylinders
suspended inside mofal uiageu, along with the telemetry pack-
ages. The telomotry for- thin array conmists of 20 FM fre-
quenoy division multiplexed ohannolo apaoed bctween 50 and
620 kHz, supporting a signal bandwidth from 5 to 2000 Hz.
The FM signals Ere trannmrm.ttud over tho suspending armored
coaxial cable doployrd fvronm th, winch aboard FLIP.

I-C
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TYCE: Depth dependence of noise In the North Pacific

Shipboard the FM telemetry signals are demodulated and sup-
plied to an analog to digital converter for logging on 9
track digital magnetic tape.

This vertical array was developed for use from FLIP,
the stable reuearoh platform developed by MPL in 1962. For
these noise experiments, FLIP was put in a three point moor-
ing, using 5500 m of synthetic mooring line and 44,000 kg of
anchor per leg. In such a configuration the platform noise
and motion is generally insignificant.

Experiments

Utilizing the modular vertical array from FLIP, deep
water noise directionality meapur-ements were made duringMays 1978 and April 1979. During 1978, under the direction
of Dr. Gerald Morris, the array was assembled with 28 m
spacing between hydrophones, and data collected for 5 to 50
Hz, with 200 Hz sampling. The array was positioned at 5
different depths spanning the water column.

During April, 1979, the array was assembled with 5 m
and 2.5 m spacing between hydrophones and data collected for
50 to 400 Hz, with 1 kHz sampling. The array was positioned
with its center at the same 5 depths as in the prior experi-
ment. These deployments are illustrated on the sound velo-
city profiles of figure 2, and the deployment histories of
figures 3 and 4,. During both experiments XBT's were taken,
wind speed was recorded, and local ship traffic monitored by
means of radar.

During the lower frequency experiment the wind varied
between 5 and 30 knots, with little apparent effect on these
5 to 50 Hz data, During the second experiment the local
wind was relatively constant over the 5 day measurment
period, holding between 20 and 28 knots, with local surface
generated noise a likely source of significant noise in this
50 to 400 Hz experiment.

Data Processing

Data from these cruises have been processed in a
variety of ways. Since the individual hydrophone data were
digitized and preserved on tape, many options are possible.
In general an array processor and fast Fourier transform
(FFT) methods were utilized to analyze the data. Individual
hydrophone data have been plotted for selected frequencies
to monitor data quality and interference from local ship
traffic. A typical single hydrophone noise spectrum from
the 10 to 50 11z data is illustrated in figure 5. Here the
spectrum below 10 Hz is thought to represent experimental
flow and strumming noise rather than ambient noise. These
data represent the average of 32, 512 point FFT's,
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representing appr'uxl1intu liy 1 1/; n.I~l tin0P:2 Of' dita.

To doturm.1tn ii'.Iaf Iitte dflr t:IJoni I.a ty, FFT f re-
quency dorrrarrir 1 fr';i I II[(¼a'1111in it' I ''lo Iji I,': ( WI II farrti, 1968) were
utilized to juIttiala' jl t~i 'i 1.i, 111,1; I ty V UI'm u :1 Pre-
quenoy, (if' di J'Irii I mvtr I I I' I':1 i In' 1i'4 ti1 ' WI cttnd frequen-
Clots, and [If' li1 vi.h C-1.: II ' P :1 '''i- k 1 oi l'unrri. rig-
uro 6 1iliualr':rihri 1i '.-1-a i 1i iii., l 1te tau fortiingr.
Hlerrr wir [ar ! ta .l i 1-1 ah!', I II. P La titll I ,oy' out.-
puto Loj LIwi. -mipii; , 1 .1.':r' ii%1. taija iurathLL t:iW WAS
buuma I'Ur'riW(d Llii'aati.i Ilt. I ' -. , l I 1, 0111 -litii, Wuigliting;
applied to thuliya rId i'0IIIr 'V I~t. iLA1 V() ['ri bLjjuf~rloMing to 0
suppress sjde) JI)obo NOLta t.11t11. I li' :.t.l It I0)1 a Cs are in faot
down 30 dl) o mfor' llir V l.:nittyil~w- it wdnaoe d~ata.* Thle 22 14z
anomaily is thoiught, to r'irpctictonf powriv I I no harnicani a noise.

Sample Rasulta

Sampleti o~f' voi. vtt to:in I im fi 't1cnil.ty, measurements
between 10 and )C0 Its, ;ii'' un' lii t'1itr 7 through 11
for the fiv0 lop Im *'I. aT11:1 ELif; li '':i i. acumuntlartionis
or 512 point, FWTC's fri tLim~i, i ru lviog viisout. 1 1/2 mninutes of
data.

Figure 6 r'opr'ocu" (,t.i na'lir' r ' henato , whore. the low
frequency nor:1.rr horn- :1,;i fvir uh I fLk 1w 1 ai~auhi nary noise,
Figure 7 rop1)r'i2:.Ilit :louiird atlhIiiat. af''fInrf;i , with the noise
Qofon eftt'ated wi.L t;111 I I. 3 th' I 'Ireg .- !it li -Ii ,,nt O aIlc 1 Ini those fig-
ures 111 is h iant i ip iiti on it -i Ii, rind unilri.riu 90 is down.

SubsCIrI1,10nl. C.1 oI'r~ I' i 'air r, ai Iri;Iri , r.tta, and
near bottomn alk fIn o 11, ti Ii I I'' hil hi, h tfor'l.Luntal noise
lobe strs,ýt~ rfji':a:-n' :t 1 ,1i~ )l t-'r f'r'crm horizontal.,

'fht'.r nialic arr r i' '.I V ii i I' lI'co, r ol a al ity is
obsorvr-.d Ir n i lh- t.iI:I1r'I' in qt.-ir' i iail..i :rii'.Iirull,';I , wf Ii theLh gra-
dual addition 11i' mora': tar r I i; -1 r ,i 1:I';wr'a Pral A' zat illustrated
byr f'igureo 12" I lt'ariicit' Il ICr, 'a v ý' iritiiion Preolution is
reduced dut! to Lthe'iri .I' a'; yp tir;'lfI,) . At 1100 Ilz the
noise f ro01i Lci UVJti Ia Ir( f 11 I1 I a i a iw l'] -y b'r'cka tot'. than that
observed f 'hrd'p'rurAriom 'tn i h; enipirpiiabla to hor-
izontal m1l -nr 1ev.v]: trirr t) (lk %.I Hi flit1 ttt.I depth depen-
denoe (fig. 14;). 0r' 11rt':r'l0i WIl i IOfaiti W1r0 oonsistaiitly
20 to 28M knri0t-I rfur'.l rigIIJre iJIa'' rt'VIiIritIity IieiaLtrfluromntB,
presumably Ihl ihi)a2 I lg[r''i iI'pot i'Wfrild tcanurated our-
face noise noronict alami[liit Io a'':I ti..dirif situ :~p~ing, noitse.

The data lIrm0cur Laid i Ltrki,/ '<li, 'I'ii. tarL.-te aduamplea of'

a large datau ojutL *'i:: i Etc liaiir!: t'V'lItively typiOel
Of timefs whoal f'.Vru't: weret Iliar t;i J:i fat . 1 w l n 1,11ii.? 'i Mile range
of FLUa rnd; it. v- I ' uTr, 11a :il a as:i )mi Mz al dfroutionali ty data
fot' al 201 ininu~ti: rolra'iiaf, f Ialift': [o: l kebind of' variability
typical ly obotaul 'Vt.ra r Iii lt I tilt.1 flft'' [lt' array was at
the sound uhb-Iinrrru I. na ' 'rii 1 ochaiiw ;liti earklier' 20
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TYCE: Depth dependence of noise in the North Pacific

minute sample where the directionality pattern is clearly
altered by the presence of local ship traffic.

Plots of noise power for selected beams during the
times of the previous two figures are shown in figures 17
and 18. For the distant ship pattern the variability
observed is similar for all the selected beams (fig. 17).
With local ship traffic, the highur angle beams show notably
more variability, as one mJght expect (fig. 18).

The sample ve.tical directionality results presented
above represent work preliminary to more detailed statisti-
cal analyses of these data sets. This is clearly necessary
in order obtain a more generalik.ed interpretation of these
data, particularly regarding the stability, stationarity,
and variability of vertical directionality. While these
data are voluminous, they do represent only a fews days of
data from a single location in the northeast Pacific ocean,
concerning phenomena which clearly should be variable and
even cyclical over much longer time scales. Only long term
measurements of directionality utatistics, with considerable
data compression, can provide a complete description of
ambient noise directionality.

NEW EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT

Lightweight Modular Array

As part of ambient noise and related research work a
number of newer capabilities have been developed at MPL.
One of these is a lightweight modular a.'ray based on the FM
frequency division multiplex telemetry of our vertical array
This array was designed to utilize existing FM demodulators,
and to be capable of deployment in vertical or horizontal
orientations.

During vertical deployments of our older array, meas-
urements have shown very little displacement from a straight
line. But for horizontal deployments this is generally not
expected to be the case. As a result array deformation
measurments are required for horizontal array work, and the
newer array incorporates circuitry for doing array naviga-
tion. This involves a transponder reply receiver in each
telemetry channel, which permits the use of our normil 12
kHz acoustic transpondsrs for array localization.

In its initial application in 1981, this array was con-
figured as a horizontal, near bottom array 500 m long v:ith
20 channels, Tho array consisted of telemetry packages and
coaxial cabling inside a loose net of synthetic Kevlar fibre
strength member. The netted Kevlar technique is one
developed by R. Swenson at NORDA (Swenson et al., 1979), and
has the advantage of modular installation of components and
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light weight both in air and in water. This particular
fibre net was about 3 am in diameter when stretoned, with a
fuzzy fairing to reduce strumming.

Residual Noise Program

Another substantial ambient noise measurement program
has been ongoing at MPL for the past few years. This pro-
gram has the aim of measuring horizontal directionality of
ambient noise with enough resolution to observe the
predicted occasional holes in the ship noise pattern. The
objective here is not simply to observe the characteristics
of ship related noise at high resolution, but to meacure the
residual ambient noise field in the absence of ships.

The nature of this residue is difficult to predict with
certainty, but is probably a mixture of a number of sources.
Potential sources inclt.de local sea surface noise, distant
storm noise, secondary ship noise echoes from bottom topog-
raphy, ocean boundary noises such a breaking waves, and even
geological noise sources. Regardless of source, it is this
residual noise field that will eventually limit the perfor-
mance of truly high relolution sonar systems operating at
low frequencies.

Such an effort requires a very quiet support ship and a
long, well filled array. Here the objective is to have an
array with 1 deg or better resolution at frequencies below
200 Hz, with extremely good side lobe rejection. In addi-
tion a variable depth capability is desirable to permit stu-
dies of depth dependence. Since a long array is hard to
keep straight, a system for measuring array deformation and icorrecting its effects is necessary.

The approach to this problem is illustrated in figure
1. Utilizing FLIP in a mooring as a very quiet support
ship, a long horizontal array can be deployed and controlled
in depth with the aid of a remotely controlled line crawler.

Line Crawler Depth Control

Such a remotely controlled line crawler was built at
MPL and is shown in figure 19. This device was designed to
operate over a long coaxial cable, crawling down a synthetic
anchor line under remote control. This device was utilized
to deploy a short test array from FLIP '¢ev, 4,300 m of 1 cm
diameter armored ooaxial cable. This particular device was
designed to support up to 11,000 kg of buoyancy, A smaller
version of this device with separate flotation is antioi-
pated for future work. Here the aim is to straightezn an
array through application of up to 4500 kg of tension.

Array Lesign
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For operating frequencies between approximately 50 and
200 Hz a test array of 200 hydrophones spanning 1500 m was
deemed appropriate. The initiiLl concept was to connect
groups of hydrophones together into sub groups, restricting
operation to near broadside as in the oil industry, in order
to reduce data acquisition rcquirements.

Figure 20 shows the beam pattern analysis for an array
composed of 39 ovorPihpping sub arrays of 10 hydrophones,
whure the 10 hydrnphonei ;ire added without weighting and the
sub array. are added with hamming weighting. When this
array is steered 3 deg off axis the side lobes show a con-
siderable increase, as shown in figure 21. Oreater steering
angles produce greater side lobes. Array deformation, inev-
itable in a long array due to currents and buoyancy, will
also result in unacceptable beam pattern side lobes for such
a beam forming approach.

Steering end amplitude shading of sub arrays can result
in reduced side lobes and corrections for array deforma-
tions. Figure 22 shows beam pattern analysis for an array
of 39 overlapped sub arrays where both the main and sub
arrays are weighted and steered to an angle of 10 deg from
broadside. Clearly side lobes are not a problem with such
an approach.

To Ampliment such an approach, a microprocessor based
digital telemtry package has been under development at MFL.
Utilizing Motorola 68000 processors for their
multiply/divide speed, these units are intended to process
the annalog inputs from 10 hydrophones into a time shared
digital data stream. The processors are expected to provide
amplitude shrding and steering corroutions as directed from
the ukrt'aoe via a low speed data link. They are also
expected to process reception of 12 k4Iz acoustic navigation
transponder replies to permit array deformation measure-
ments.

Development and testing of these new telemetry unite is
expected to be completed during the current year. They will
then be integrated into a 1500 m long, 200 hydrophone test
array for use in ambient noise studiee from FLIP. This
array will utilize 3 cm diameter oil. filled hose sections 75
m long to house hydrophones and preamplifiers and to provide
buoyancy. Telemetry packages and hose assemblies will be
contained within faired braided Kevlar netting with a break
strength of 4114,000 kg.
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AMBIENT NOISE LEVELS IN THE NORTHEAST PACIFIC OCEAN
AS MEASURED BY AIRCRAFT-DROPPED SONOBUOYS

by

Rob•*r't, 11. 1kiur'ke
Scott Polar Research ins4titute

Cambridge, England.
Thomas H. Holt and Calvin H. Dunlap

Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, CA.

ABSTRACT

Ambient noise measurements obtained from sonobuoys air-dropped by US.Navy
P-3 aircraft during operations over the northeastern Pacific Ocean rrom
January 1978 to December 1980 have been analysed for spatial and temporal
trends. Annual, seasonal, and latitudinal means and variability were
established as well as event analysis for depth dependence and variability
at shorter time scales ranging from weeks to hours. Observations were
obtained at six frequencies (50 to 1700 Hz) and grouped in 50 latitude
bands extending from 20°N to 55°N, Mean noise levels increased by 1 to 2 dB
from 25°N to 450 N, while at mid-latitude a 5 dB seasonal variation (summer
louder) was noted. Variability in noise levels or 5 to 6 dB were observed
for each season, Fluctuations at 50 Hz were associated with the seasonal
migration of the North Pacific shipping routes, The presence of near-by
shipping was also noted to severely contaminate (although unknowingly)
reported ambient noise levels, The differences in level between deep and
shallow buoys were ascribed to upper-ocean related differences in
acoustic paths.

INTRODUCTION

When P-3 aircraft conduct ASW operations, they routinely drop ambient
noise buoys to measure the background noise level of the ocean in the area
of the operation. This term, more than any other in the sonar equation,
governs the success of their acoustic range predictions. Air crews depart
with a forecast of the ambient noise but generaliy find it necessary to
expend an SSQ-4IB or SSQ-57A sonobuoy to obtain a real-time measure of' the
noise field. Levels are read from a meter at six frequonuies ard thy valuesrecorded into a log, T'hese are later entered into a summary report and
filed at a central location such as COMTHIRDFLT.

The Environmental Acoustics Group at. the Naval Postgraduate School
recently acquired three yearo of sonobuoy ambient noiun data from

II
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throughout the northeast Pacific Ocean. 1130 observations from an area
enoompasssed by 175 0 E to 135°W and 20% to 55°N (Fig. 1) were transcribed
by hand from post-mission summary reports; 150 observations in 1978, 367 in
1979, and 613 in 1980, The large increase in the latter part of 1979 and
t~hrcl-chout 1980 was due to renewed interest by THIRDFLT tacticians in this
essentially forgotten data source.

The data were analyzed for mean and seasonal (quarterly) trends. Spatial
trends were obtained by grouping the data into 50 latitude band.ch. Mhe data
were unevenly distributed in both space and time with 65% of the
observations made during the summer and fall and 75% between 30ON and
450N.

In addition to mean trends, analysis was also conducted on the variability
of the noise field, Other analyses investigated depth dependence, noise
levels under extreme environmental conditions, effects of ocean fronts,
and the seasonal shift of shipping routes. Comparisons were made with
other date from the area and with other aonobuoy data.

DATA SOURCE

Two aonobuoys are currently in use in the fleet which can measure the
ambient noise of the ocean, the SSQ-57A and the SSQ-I1B. The SSQ-57A is a
calibrated buoy which has a frequency range of 10 to 20000 Hz and can be
set to operate at a depth of 60 or 300 ft (18 or 91 m). The SSQ-41B has a
range of 10 to 10000 Hz and depth settings of 60, 400, and 1000 ft (18, 122,
and 305 m). The SSQ-57A is nominally more accurate but both buoys have been
shown to have an acouracy of + 2 dB (NAVAIRSYSCOM, 1973),

The ambient noise meter indicates the noise level at 50, 100, 200, 440,
1000, and 1700 Hz, Signals are corrected to an ideal 1 Hz bandwidth and
visually displayed on a meter with an accuracy of + 1 dB. Maximum, mean,
and minimum values are recorded in the flight log by the operator, Several
sets of readings at each frequency are normally obtained depending on the
length of time the aircraft remains within VHF range of the buoy. Ten
minutes is a typical sample time. A degree of operator prot'iciency is
required to discern apparent anomalous readings caused by near-by
shipping, buoy motion during high sea statee, or equipment malfunction.

The predominant environmental constraint on buoy performance is loss of RF
signal dum to antenna washover in sea states greater than 4 or 5. Hence,
there is a bias in the data towards low to moderate wave conditions.

SACLANTCEN CP-32 10-2
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MEAN STATISTICS

Mean annual and seasonal spectrum levels are shown in Fig. 2. The shipping-
dependent portion of the spectrum, below 200 Hz, has a slope of
-7 db/octave and displays minimal seasonal variability. Frequencies above
200 l1z, the wind-dependent part of the spectrum, exhibit a slope of
-1 dB/octave and considerable seasonality, The fall and winter seaso:ns are
about 2 dB louder than the mean while spring and summer are 2 to 3 dB
quieter. Fig. 3 shows the seasonal spectral envelope plotted against. a
modified Wenz curve (DIRNAVOCEANMET, 1976). The sonobuoy data appear
somewhat louder at 50 and 100 Hz being aligned with the "average ship
traffic in shallow water" curve. This may reflect the difference between
past measuring systems, mostly arrays at deeper depths, or changes in
shipping densities since the Wenz curves were derived, or perhaps sonobuoy
measurements made predominantly near shipping lanes, Above 4 4 0 Hz the data
are aligned with the 1 to 2 ft wave height curve which appears appropriate
for a mean curve and for sonobuoys which generally are not deployed in
high sea states.

A plot of the mean noise level within each 50 latitude band (Fig. 4) shows
that at all frequencies there is a 2 to 3 dB increase from low (30ON) to
high (50 0 N) latitude. This trend was al]) oberved in thUe "Church" series
of measuruments in tfne Pacific, for frequencies below 200 Hz, except that
the latitudinal increase was larger, from 2 to 16 dB (Wagstaff, 1978;
Raisbeck et al.,1978).

There appear to be two distinct breaks in the slope of the curves of
Fig. 4, one between 250 and 30oN and the other between 450 and 50cN. These
are nicely associated with the positions of the Subarctic and Subtropic
Fronts which act as boundaries separating water masses with distinct
temperature, salinity, and sound speed :':.ales. The fronts undergo a
seasonal migration, moving -rt.',ward in summer, as well as a seasonal
variation in fronital strength (horizontal property gradient), winter
stronger. These seasonal changes are somewhat reflected in the seasonal
latitidinal noise level plots. However, one can not separate out the impact
due to the presence of these fronts from other possibly more dominant
features such as seasonal wind patterns, seasonal migration of shipping
routes, or seasonal changes in mixed layer depth.

Quarterly time series plots of ambient noise were constructed for each
latitude band to observe cyclic trends over the 3-year measurement period.
Fig. 5 is an example of a plot for the 400 to 45°N band. A strong annual
periodicity is observed for frequencies 200 Hz and greater, a trend noted
for all other latitude bands. This trend is obviously in response to the
annual cycle in wind forcing. In general, fall and winter levels are about
5 dE greater than summer levels. This is in agreement with the findings of
Wenz (1969). He also noted that for the more southerly latitudes maximum

L C
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noise levels occur later in spring, a condition found in our data for
latitudes below 250 N.

The shipping-dependent frequencies, 50 and 100 Hz, exhibit a weak annual
cycle whJch, unlike the wind-dependent part of the spectrum, is phase
shifted with latitude (Fig. 6). This is evidently a response to the
seasonal migration in shlppir,g roures, to be discussed later, The pattern
is more clearly seen in 1980 where more data exist but inter-arnnual
variability in storm intensity causes a non-steady pattern.

NOISE VAIIBILITY

The variability or degree of fluctuation of the noise field is often a
parameter which leads to su0oess or frustration in assessing the
performance of a sonar system. The fluctuation statistics, as expressed by
the standard deviation, for mean noise levels at 50 and 1000 Hz are shown
in Figs. 7 and 8. Both frequencies indicate a mean standard deviation of
about 5 to 6 dB with no obvious latitudinal trend, At 1000 Hz a slight
annual _.ycle is noted especially at 350 to 40°N and 450 to 50°N where
fall/winter values are about 2 dB greater than summer values. The standard
deviation also appears to be independent of frequencj as observed in
Fig. 9. This is in agreement with the findings of Bannister et al. (1979).
Fig. 9 olso indicates greater noise fluctuation for the more southerly
latitude bands, a feature attributable to the lower wind speeds of thisregion.

In addition to characterizing the mean and seasonal fluctuations, it was
possible to analyze the data for shorter-term fluctuations. During 29
individual flights, recordings were made on four or more separate buoys
over time periods of I to 8 hours. These indicated standard deviations of 2
to 3 d0, much lower than the annual or seasonal mean fluctuations
(Fig. 10). When compared with the regional grouping. of Bannister et al..
(1979), the data are aligned with their curve for local multiple-ship
dominated ar'as for which the standard deviation is virtually independent
of frequencv.

DEPTH DEPENDENCE

Within the entire data set there were 27 flights wherein both shallow
(60 ft) and deep (300 or 1000 ft) buoys were dropped. At 50, 100, and 200 Hz
the deeper buoys were louder than the shallower ones. The maximum
difference was at 50 Hz (1.8 dB) and decreased to near zero at 440 Hz. At
1000 and 1700 Hz the shallower buoys were slightly noiser, averaging about
0.75 dB greater (Fig. 11). These values and trends are quite similar to
those reported by Hammond (1975) who also employed sonobuoys in his study
conducted off Bermuda.
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The above results are consistent with peast findings which have shown that
for shipping-related noise the deeper hydrophones, which generally are
below the mixed layer, couple better with the distant-shipping noise
t~aveling within the SOFAR channel (Arase and Arase, 1967). Although no
latitudinal analysis was conducted, it should be pointed out that deep
buoys dropped in areas above 45ON are often on or near the SOFAR channel
a.is. For shallow buoys the contribution from distant shipping is
frequently "cut off", especially during iurmmer, due to the inability to
trap low-frequency signals in the relatively thin duct forrnvd by the mixed
layer. Hence, shallow buoys are more sensitive to higher frequency, wind-
dependent noise sources which are a near-surface phenomenon arriving from
near-vertical angles,

OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

T'7 summary sheet from which the data were transcribed sometimes includes
noetation concerning unusual weather events. During one such flight a rain
sqiuall was noted in the vicinity of the sonobuoy field but comments
concerning distance to the storm and storm intensity were not reported.
Noise levels during this event were 5 to 6 dB greater than the mean noise
values of this study. However, when compared with the "rain squall" line
shown on the modified Wenz curve (Fig, 12), the values were 10 to 15 dB
lower for frequencies above 400 Hz. The rain squall evidently did not pass
directly over. the sonobuoy at the time the measurements ware being
recorded. At 200 Hz there is agreement between the two curves, mostlikely
due to the increased noise level from distant shipping.

There were several occurrences when measurements were made under
conditions of relatively high sea states. Those for which wave heights in
excess of 10 ft (3 m) were noted were grouped and plotted in Fig. 12. These
values are 1 to 3 dB louder than the rain squall noise. The comparison with
the 8 to 13 ft wave height Wenz curve is remarkably good.

Inadvertantly, a ship may wander through an ASW operating area passing
close aboard to a buoy. This unwanted signol can considerably raise the
noise level at all measured frequencies (Polin, 1970), During one
evolution a large ship passed within 6 n mi (11 kin) of the ambient noise
buoy raising the noise level 5 to 10 dD above that predicted for
individual ships by the modified Wenz curve (Fig. 12). Higher frequency
harmonics, usually not seen when shipping is truely distant (removed by
attenuation), are evidently present and flood the wihd-dependent spectrum
as well.

SACLANTCEN CP-32 10-5
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SHIPPING ROUTES

It was noted earlier that a seasonal latitudinpl dependence was observed
in the shipping-dependent portion of the spectrum. This is probably in
response to the seasonal migration of shipping routes, a seasonal shift to
avoid storms. Soloman et al. (1977) have constructed an idealized envelope
of seasonal shipping patterns (Fig. 13) for the North Pacific Ocean. Below
40°N the number oF ships and shipping noise should increase during winter
over summertime values. Above 45°N shipping density and shipping noise
should inorease during summer. Between 400 and 45°N levels should be most
intense during spring and fall.

Fig, 6 (450 to 500 N) shows that indeed during the spring and summer months
there is a relative increase in the noise level at 50 Hz. Fig. 5 (400 to
450N) shows a pattern of alternating highs during fall and spring. Fig. 6
(350 to 400N) shows relative peaks during fall/winter. In none of these
figures is the seasonal pattern at 50 Hz coupled with the pattern for the
higher, predominantly wind-dependent frequencies,

The pattern displayed in the above figures is not perfect (noisy) as the
inter-annual variability in storm intensity and location is lartge, For
example, at higher latitudes (450 to 500 N) the springtime storm mativity
might be less severe permitting shipping to migrate farther north than
usual. The peak during spring 1980 (Fig. 6) may be a manifestation of this
feature.

CONCLUSION

Ambient noise as measured by routinely dropped sonobuoys has been shown to
provide an accurate assessment of the noise field under a wide variety of
environmental conditions, It is a readily available data source that can
be used to provide timely, wide-area input to ambient noise prediction
models. A renewed effort should be made to collect and incorporate such
data in operational models.
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ABSTRACT

Sidelobe suppression levels of 30 dB for a towed array are generally
considered excellent; values above that are considered exceptional or
unachievable, However, 40 to 50 dB suppression levels have been achieved
and maintained throughout most of the measurements conducted within the
last two years with SACLANTCEN's towed array and can be considered the norm
rather than the exception. The key to achieving and maintaining this high
level of performance Is to keep the system free from faults and properly
groomed. The techniques by which degraded performance is detected in
real-time are discussed and illustrated by examples from past measurements.
When the faults were repaired, the systerii rerformance returned to Its usual
high level. Similar techniques could be implemented by other researchers,
with high expectations of receiving similar performance from their
towed-array sonars,

INTRODUCTION

Sidelobe suppression levels of 30 dB for a towed array are generally
considered to be excellent and 40 dB or above are considered the exception
or unachlevable, However, experience with SACLANTCEN's towed array
demonstrates that it is possible for performance to be sufficiently high
that sidelobe suppression levels of 40 to 50 dB can be the norm rather than
the exception. This has been achieved and maintained throughout most of
the ambient-noise measurements conducted by SACLANTCEN's Ambient Noise
Group during six measurement exercises within the last two years.

There is nothing particularly special or unique about the Centre's towed
array sonar system that achieved this high-level performance. If kept in
perfect condition this sonar, like many others in use today, is capable of
achieving and maintaining such performance. The keý is to keep these
systems free from faults and properly groomed, There is nothing new in the
idea that good array grooming leads to improved performance. Achieving 40
to 50 dB sidelobe suppression continuously and the techniques that make
this feasible in real-time, however, are new. The reality of such
performance and the techniques for detecting degraded performance are
discussed and illustrated by examples of faults that occurred during
measurements,
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1 BACKGROUND

In the past two years a towed array has been used extensively at
SACLANTCEN. Six major measurement exercises hav. been Conlducted ill the
Mediterranean and inl the eastern North Atlantic to measure ambient noil e
directionality and beam-noise statistics. A schematic of the system used
for the series of measurements is shown in F Iq. 1. Descriptions of the
measurement techniques and the data analysis product.s are qiven in 1-3.' A
summary of the measurements is given In .4-..

Experience prior to this series of measurements had SLIggeSteC that it is
vital to monitor the data from towed arrays in real-time. The towed-array
sonar is a very complex system that, like any other sonar system, is
subject to electrical and mechanical faults. It is evbn mure vulnerable to
degradation than other "conventional" sonars because it is not contt'ained
to remain either linear or horizontal- deviations from either can degrade
the system performance, even though it mi Uht be electrically and
mechanically sound,

Because of the high potential for degraded performance by the towed array,
techniques were developed to measure the system's performance and to assess
the quality of the acoustic data, The techniques becamenmore versatile and
inclusive as experience was gained, This resulted in the present onboard
analysis system, which can not only monitor the performance of the sonar
system but is actually an onboard relative-phase-and-amplitude calibration
system. In addition, the quality-assessment producte generated by the
system provide clues to faults that cause degraded, performance. Once
degraded performance is discovered it is usually not long before the fault K
is found and corrected, The measurements can usually be continued with a
near-perfect system,

There wore two discoveries that greatly enhanced the capabilities ('f thetowed-array sonar analysis system. The first was that the towship could
actually be used as a broadband sound-source to check the system. When the
active rudder is idling it makes a terrible racket, up to 30 dB above the
normal towship noise. It is thus an excellent source that is always
available for a complete acoustic check of the bystem without. the usual
deployment proolems of towed sources.

The second important discovery was that the virtual beams can be used to
help judge the quality of the data and to assess the array performance
because they provide information that is not otherwise available. These
virtual beams are the beams that correspond to phase shifts or time delays
greater than those corresponding to an endfire beam. They are produced by
the FFT beamformer at all frequencies below design frequency. There are at
least three ways in which the virtual beams can receive energy.

a. Virtual beams, like real beams, have sidelobes that extend into
real space, If the sidelobe rejection of the beamformer is poor,
strong sources from acoustic space can "leak" acoustic energy into
the virtual beams.
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b, Therr could be energy propagation in the array at a speed lower
than the speed of sound in the sea. This energy would appear on
one virtual beam.

c. There is energy on the hydrophones that is not conerent from one
hydrophone to another. This energy may be of acoustic (flow
noise), electronic, or mechanical (shock, vilUition) origin.
These incuherent noises are spread among all the beams, real and
virtual. However, they are most easlly spotted in the virtual
domain because there iE norm. 1l1y less energy there to na'aK th m.

l he energy in the virtual beams can therefore ;)e inuvajuable for quality
checking and "g:ooming" the towed-array system, A more camp!ete
description of virtual beams and their use for systen, p~rformance
assessment is given in <6>.

2 APPROACH

The usual procedure for assassing the perforrr.ince of the towed-array system
is to collect time-series of beam levels from all beams produced by the FFT
beamformer, Approximately 50 spectral samples per beam per frequency
analyzed are considered adequate, Inverse FFtS are used to convey the beath
data to analogous time-series of hydrophone data for all hydrophones of the:
array, Time-series of the phase relative to thaL of an "average
hydrophone" are obtained from the hydrophone data, The following
statistics are calculated from these three types of time-series data,

, Percentile levels of 10, 25, 50 (median), 75 and 90
a Average power levels
* Geometric mean power levels (dB average)
. Standard deviation of the decibel or phase-angle time-series
0 Percentile deviation of the phase angles, which is the quarLile

spread normalized to give the same value as the standard
deviation for a gaussian distribution

6 Spearman' s rank correlation coefficients and associated
confidence levels for beams correlated with all other beams.

The above statistics are used to generate plots of:

, Beam level versus beam number or &zimuth angle
* . Hydrophon, level versus hydrophone number
* Phase angle versus hydrophone number

Spearman's rank correlation matrix

The combination of the towship noise and the virtual beams provides a very
powerful tool to debug and calibrate the whole system, The statistical
outputs used for checking data quality are:

, Hydrophone amplitude plots, which show power average, dB average,
median and dB standard deviation of hydropnone power series
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versus hydrophone number. These can be used to detect anomalous
behaviour of hydrophone channels.

Hydrophone phase plots, which show the average, median, standard
deviation and percentile deviation for the phases of the
hydrophones relative to an "average" hydrophone, after removing
the theoretical time shift for each hydrophone
Beam level plots, which show power average, dB average, median,
standard deviation and (power average - dB average) of the beam
power series versus beam number. These give a measure of the
sidelobe suppres5ion on the self noise and can be used to detect
actifacts in the beamformed outputs.
Beam polar plots, which show median beam versus beam heading for
real beams
Spearman's rank correlation matrixes, examples of which are given
as parts of Figs. 7, 10 and 1.1.

The top half gives 100 times the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient,
which measures the correlations of the beam power time series for each set
of two beams. Below the diagonal are the corresponding confidence levels,
which are zeroed when the confidence level is low, and printed only if the
confidence level is high enough that the beams are correlated.

3 THE TOWSHIP AS A NOISE SOURCE

The MARIA PAOLINA G., SACLANTCEN's research vessel, is neither particularly
quiet nor noisy in normal operation, but has an active rudder that is very
noisy when idling. The active rudder, consisting of an electric motor with
a variable-pitch screw mounted on the ship's rudder, is used to manoeuvre
"the ship at low speeds. When idling, it rotates at high speed at zero
pitch, generating cavitation and mechanical noise, The noise it creates is
at medium frequencies; that is, around 500 Hz to 2 kHz. At lower
frequencies, the source is so close to the surface that the Lloyd mirror
effect reduces its output greatly.

The noise from the towship noise does not propagate to the array through a
single path, as shown in Fig. 2 for deep and shallow water. In deep water,
the direct path is usually dominant. In shal low water this is not so and
many paths contribute significantly, the dominant one being usually the
first bottom-reflected path. The total energy received on the forward
endfire beam is greater by 15 to 12 dB in shallow water, and more beams
receive the towship noise. Figure 3 gives the noise levels on the forwaird
endfire beam for the ship in normal operation and with the active rudder
idling, both for deep and shallow water. It shows that the active rudder
can indeed be used as a good beacon to calibrate the system, as its level
is well above the range of ambient noise levels, at least at high
frequencies.

When such a single dominant beacon is available, the hydrophones all see
the same signal, and a relative calibration can be performed. The active
rudder has therefore been used as such a beacon at the beginning and end of
each measurement, and also at any other time when the system quality needed
to be checked. These array-performance tests delay the normal measurement
by 15 minutes; they do not require any change in the acquisition or
processing system.

SACLANTCEN CP-32 11-4
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4 shows the hydrophone amplitude plots for three different types of
averaging power average (upper dotted), dB average (lower dotted), and
median (solid) at, 750 Hz, for two situations.

The r i ght side corresponds to a shallow-water measurement and shows
excellent balance among Lhe successive 40 hydrophones. The absolute level
is high and the standard deviation (bottom curve) is the same lot all the
hydrophunes. Apirt from hydrophone N` 5 which has I dB more sensitivity
than the other',, the hydrophone plot looks flmonst perfecL. The high level
of the standard deviation is an ar'tiaicL due to the randorness of the
source level. The active rudder is very close to the surface and has a
daisy directivity pattern caused by the surface. This pattern rotates with
the sea surface and gives a very irregular level at the array. The left
side shows the hydrophone plots in a deep-water location at the same
frequency. Three hydrophones were malfunctioning due to bad contacts in
the connectors of the array, and the performance was seriously degraded, as
will be shown later.

In deep water, when a single path is predominant, the hydrophones can be
calibrated in phase as well as in amplitude. The phase calibration is a
bit delicate because the source is close to endfire and a phase unwrapping
must be performed before doing any statistical analysis of the phases; in
Fig, 5 the plot shows the average (dotted) and the median (continuous)
phases of each hydrophone relative to a "reference" hydrophone, The"reference" hydrophone is not a physical one, but rather an "average
hydrophone" for each acquisition. The right side shows a good array, with
phase variations of I' to 3' for the different hydrophones, This may be
due to inexact positions of the hyd,-. hones in the array, as the phase
calculation assumes them to be exac. equidistant. A 3' degree phaseerror at 750 Hz corresponds to an error in position of 2 cm. The bottomcurves show the phase standard deviation (dotted) and percentile deviation
(continuous) of the phase with a 300 offset. If the phase had a gaussian
distribution, the standard deviation and percentile deviation would be the
same. Note that the bottom curves of the graph show that the phase
dibtribution of the 50 successive measurements is not gaussian, as the
PCDEV (standard deviation estimated from percentiles) is smaller than the
standard deviation estimated by conventional methods.

The left side shows the same phase plot when hydrophones 6 and 9 had been
Interchanged by mistake. If the phase calibration is done, it will
immediately spot such an error. However, the phase calibration is possible
only when the signal is coming through a single path and is dominant on
every hydrophone with a reasonable signal-to noise-ratio. The phase
measurement shown here was for a beacon 15 dB above the omnidirectional
noise level.

When the signal from the beacon reaches the array with multipath structure,
the phase plots may not make any sense. The quality of the array can still
be assessed by using the beam level plots. Figure 6 shows the beam level
plots for two situations. Again, power, median, and dB averages are ;-
plotted together to help spot any abnormal distribution. On the right is
the beam level plot. for a near perfect array in deep water. Beam 17 is
forward endfire, which receives the direct arrival from the towship. The
bottom-bounce arrival is on bealms 29 and 30. The virtual beams, I t.o 16
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and 48 to 64 receive the towship on their sidelobes and show the
excellent sidelobe rejection of the array. The plo t on the left shows a
malfunctioning array. It corresponds to the left plot of Fig. 4 which had
three bad hydrophones. The sidelobe rejection is not as good as is the
previous example. The similar levels of virtual and real beams su.gest
that the system is seeing the towship on all bvams, and dom, not see the
ambient noise at all,

Figure 7 shows the mediao beam plots and the rank correlation mdtrixes for
two active-rudder tests, I he upper na~t.rix corresponds to the coniti nuous
curve; they show that the sidelabe rejecLion is only about 2b to 30 dB.
lbis curve curresponds to the cas;e whetr, hydr'ophurL ns 6 drid 9J had been
interchanged. After correction, the lower matrix shows no correlatinn of
the beams corresponding to real space. They really measure ambient noIse,
without being corrupted by towship noise. The virtual beams are still
correlated with the beam towards the towship, but their levels are well
below the ambient noise, as can be seen on the dotted curve, The sidelobe
rejection capability of the array at that. frequency is 45 to 50 dB.

In the example of Fig, 7, the error was found and the performance of the
array fully restored. When the array is damaged, repair would sometimes
take too much time and it is necessary to decide whether to continue. The
virtual beams can be used to evaluate the degree of the degradation, If
the performance of the array is not sufficient to ensure good data quality,
then the bad channels can be replaced by a combination of their neighbours,
providing sufficient, if not optimum performance. This is illustrated in
Fig. 8. The phone plots showed two bad channels, 14 and 37, Channel 14 was
dead due to a bad contact in one of the vibration-isolation modules in the
array. Repair would have taken at least one day of work at sea, and would
have precluded measurement at that site. The resulting beam plot appears
at the centre and shows only 20 dB of sidelobe rejection, not enough to
destroy the measurement, but marginal for the rest of the experiment, as
any closeby source would blow up the entire field. Hydrophone 14 was
therefore replaced by the average of 13 and 15, and the beam plot on the
right resulted, showing 35 dB sidelobe suppression, adequate for continued
measurement.

In shallow water, the phase Is difficult to measure directly, because the
towship noise reaches the array through many paths arid the ph'ase plots are
often scrambled. An indirect estimation of the phase quality can still be
performed by measuring the dynamic range of the beams. Figure 9 shows the
beam plots for an active-rudder test . i shallow water. Sound from the
towship reaches the array through many paths, ab evident on the pular plot
(the forward beams are contaminated by the towship). The linear plot on the
left shows the virtual beams to be down by 45 dB. If the sidelobe rejection
of the system is 45 dB, it must have good phase match between channels.

While good sidelobe rejection is necessary it is not the only criterion by
which to judge data quality. The system must also have low self-noise.
This self-noise comes from two sources. One is the towship, whose noise is
coherent, and can be cancelled by the spatial transsient elimination
techniques described in <1,2,7,>. lThe other Is the array self-noise, which
can be of electrical or mechanical origin, and the flow noise. This type
of noise is usually incoherent from hydrophone to hydrophone and is spread
evenly among the different beams by the FFT beamformer Thus the noises
from the different channels always sum in energy; however they are delayed
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before the summation. To estimate this self-noise in the presence of noise
of acoustic origin is trivial if the virtual beams are available, and if
the sidelobe suppression of the system is sufficient. Figure 10
illustrates such a situation. The sidelobe-suppression capability of the
system is over 40 dB and the Spearman's rank correlation matrix shows no
correlation between beams. The level of the virtual beams looks reasonably
flat and is free from contaminations from the acoustic space. The energy
present on the virtual beams is the system's inicoherent noise, which is
electronic noise at that frequency. Figure 11 shows a different case. The
rank correlation matt ix shows a high level of correlation between all the
virtual beams. The beam level plots show the power average level of the
virtual beams to be 10 to 12 dB higher than the median and dB-average
levels. This was due to mechanical impulse noise occurring randomly oni the
hydrophones, probably due to lack of oil in the array and oscillations
caused by rough sea conditions.

The virtual-beam noise levels at low frequency can be used to monitor and
measure flow-noise. The array used by SACLANTCEN is electronically noisy
at low frequencies because it has prewhitening high-pass filters. At 4 kn,
the electronic noise is dominant at all frequencies, but at 8 kn, the
flow-noise component begins to be clearly apparent, as shown in Fig. 12.
The noise measurements were all conducted at 4 to 5 kn to minimize thle flow
noise. At 300 Hz, the 50 dB level is below sea-state 0 noise, and the
virtual beams permit measurement of the flow noise during ambient-noise
measurements in 20 to 25 kn winds (Force 6),

The excellent quality of the towed-array system has demonstrated a curious
artifact, as shown in Fig. 13. At 1460 Hz, during the active-rudder test,
there is always a target following the towship, 25 dB down in level at 1140
relative to the towship. This is believed to be due to part of the towship
noise being guided in the array. In tests at other nearby frequencies the
relative level stayed constant while the direction slightly rotated,
indicating it could be caused by a grating lobe for a sound speed of
940 m/s in the array, At lower frequencies no such phenomenon has been
observed, but the waveguide effect, if real, would obviously vary with the
ratio of the wavelength to the array diameter. In this array no measure
was taken to attenuate acoustic propagation in the filling liquid.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The real-time calibration and test system integrated in the ambient-noise
measurement system has proven very useful during the six major noise
measurement exercises conducted in the last 20 months. Without it, it
would have been impossible to keep the array in good working condition,
The constant monitoring also gave a very high confidence level in the data
collected during these noise measurements. A new system is being prepared,
which will expand the eight frequency measurements to 256 frequencies on a
frequency/wavenumber display, with automatic tests in the system to give
warnings when the data have anomalies. Users of towed-array systems might
wish to integrate similar tests in their systems in order to monitor the
quality of their data.

SACLANTCEN CP-32 11-7
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NOTES ON THE INTERPRETATION OF AMBIENT NOISE STATISTICS

by

Raymond C. Cdvanaqh
1,ianining Systens Incorporated

McLedn, VA 22.02, USA

ABSTRACT

Inteepretation of statements about the character of ambient sea noise,
as well as schemes to measure or model noise, are sensitive to the con-
text or anderlying view of what is essentially a stochastio process.
A framework is proposed to aid in establishing and articulating a non-
trivial context or view. For low to mid frequencies, the framework
consists of individual, types of noise components (background ship noise,
wind noise, transient noises), each with rough estimates of fluctuation
rates and statistical distributions for time scales from seconds to years.
Estimates of the dependence of fluctuation properties on frequency, beam-
width, etc., are made whenever possible. Within such a framework, state-
ments about noise properties can be much more readily interpreted, as
illustrated through examples derived from ambient noise modeling and
measurement problems.

1. INTRODUCTION

This discussion was motivated by reactions to and thouqhts about the
following kindu of statements,

"The probability density function for the ambient noise level is
approximately Gaussian with a mean of 82 dB and a standard devia-
tion of 4 dB."

"What sampling strategy should bu used in measuring noise? How
long must I look? How much time between uncorrelated samples...
or independent samples?"

"Ambient noise is a stationary random process."

"Ambient noise is a non-stationary random process."

"Ambient noise is easy to predict".., or... "impossible to predict."
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CAVANAGH: Interpretation of noise statistics 1
The one thing which these statements have in common i,, that they all depend
on how one views the noise field and its characteristics. None can be
addressed or meaningfully interpreted without a dutaitled du.s(L1't1ion about
the case in questiOnl, the scales of I oterc2iL S..., ini shchrt, thu ,nt i tt, i , :k-
ground for each. They are really statumunts takuen "'out. ofT coniLt'xt."
Unfortunatuly, that context is oft.n dif[ iuL1lt to uStubl ls!h dind UIvUn more 1U
difficult to artlculatu.

.or oXalpl[u, constider tc Ii r.jt StLt:om(ont abourv . 'I'u LuIiki. i V ,it. I , wu ncud
to know more. What i t! h Hi an(iw i dt.1 Mid ) roce i :;:;ig sIW . i , t c: I I j10 l I j ()l

sampling rate for which the density ik Lu a•piy,' •l:.itui U, LbI..',' )i , ' 1 LV -,.
from measurements? Over what ensemble is the population? Time-, and how much
time? Over space or depth? Are the statistics calculated from inLensities
or dB's, histograms or moments or percentiles? And so on.

Related to the praceding is a general obnervetion that in attempting to
understand or summarize or explain or model ambient noise, we search for
trends, persistence, cyclical events, ... , i.e., for properties which are
prevailing and perhaps even piiaclictablo. How Hihat search is conducted sep~ms
to depend greatly on the investigator's particular views and beliefs about
the mechanisms which cause the noise and its variability, about the typos of
ensembling which make sense, and about the underlying stochastic nature of
noise processes,

.For both the interpretation of statements about noise propert.es and for
activities related to .iodeling and measuring noise, my point is that the
result will most often be very sensitive to the particular context or under-
lying statistical view. Noise is not unique in this respect for underwater
sound, of course. Transmission loss fluctuations (but not neconsatily rean
values) , reverberation, and scatteriny processes fall into the same category.
For noise (especially low-frequency noise) and the others menLioled, thore
is an inherent randomness induced by physical mechani.4ms which Lh:insolves
are difficult or impossible to view as &eterminlstict surface ship sources,
scattering surfaces, volume inhomogeneittos, etc. 11Qiice, the need for
statistical descriptions and careful dollneation of the -ca.les anld uie.•e•;bu].s
involved.

Instead of developincg a definitive context :,.' view whiCh eVUewr.i •l L ca:scs
(this may be feasible, but also probably deqcunurate) , I p.ro•-'•u,,, betlow a
rough framework within which a subset of the r.aýuqs canl he consiiderud. It il;
based on a model (of sorts) and incorporates the ftndhiys and y,,thccn .,
a number of investigators who have, over thu years, spent. a lot. of tiniv
thinking abouit noise. This framework is cvrtainly not A uni,suk, candldat.u,
but I hope it will serve to illustrate my poLnt and to souipesLt to you (as
you agree or disagree with my approach) ways to refinu your 1o.I ik:ular view
of ambient noise proc.ssEs.
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14 12, A FRAMEWORK

Some Details

In most practical applications, the r eceived noise pressure p is filtered
and/or qua:draturc demodulated, yielding samples of the complex pressure

envelopo aissociated with a nominal "carrier" frequency. With multiplv hydro-
plhone arrays, time-delay beamforming beforu or frequency-domalti beamforming
following the filtriny process may be performed. Tho output in any case
will be labeled E and represent the complex quadrature components (envt I ope)
ut the L .Lt-, ngle-hono or beam output. IntAogrlati()ii time to pi"oduce IE depunds
on filter bandwidth (or coherent quadrature interval), but- is typically on
the order of fractions of a second to a few minutes. The squared modulusIE12 of E is the power spectrumn estimate for the frequency band under con-
sideration. Averaging of sequential samples of tEl 2 is then usually per-
formed to yield the short-term average pressure-squared (re. the band) or
more commonly (depending on normalization) a power spectral density or spec-
trum level or intensity estimate, I will use intensity, label it I, and
presume that the averaging interval is on the order of a few seounds to a
few minutes, usually' long enough to make the time-bandwidth product large.
Finally, lut L=lOloq I, the "level" in dB's.

The quantities p, E, and I are all functions of time, and represent, in
order, successively more processing or averaging.

Noise Components

To help make our problem tractable, I limit the frequency regime of interest
from 10 or 20 Hz to a few thousand hertz. Following general agreement within
the community (Wenz (1962], and many others), the important components of
noise come in two classes: a "prevailing" background of ahip-traffic and
wind-related noise and a class of "tdansient" noises caused by nearby or
particularly loud (identifiable) ships, by biological sources, by hurricanes
or typhoons, rain atorms, or seismic prospecting and oil rigs. The contro-
versial aspect of this breakdown is the rule by which noises are classified
as tLvansionL--Lhc salle problom as Is always encountered In "cleaning" the

n •ois e or distinguti:hing "int orferen co."

The proposed framework is now built upon those components, but with
additional information about how they might be expected to behave.Ba~ckground 

Shi pp n o s_..lýPn Noise

Ovwr short periods of time (minutes) , p and E will reflect the detailed
spectral content of the field-.including tonals and detailed source insta-
bilities. In the absence of tonals and with time-bandwidth product (T*W)
small, successive samples of E will be uncorrelated, and E will usually
resemble a zero-mean Gaussian process (sen, e.g., Jobst and Adams [1977]).
When tonals dominate, samples will correlate over longer time periods and
may modify the distribution.
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CAVANAGH: Interpretation of noise statistics

-'I -

Over scales of minutes to an hour or more, the behavior of I is expected
to follow Dyer's model: tile fluctuation rate is ueterrnined by suielrimposed
frequency-dependent multipath interfarencu fields and the probability dis-
tribution will be apliroximated by that for the sum of ganmml or non-central
gamma variables;, where tH ,U i num dOjelluS 011 the n1uLMbir of 3ii['5s. As insmtu :;hils
(or ship lines) cofltribute, the flii;tributic,'i chaneges form from the ske'wed-

to-the-right gallmhd with 2 di~ res of |tiuud',m (2 df) to LA n1(2 ir1y (;iu 3diaI
tform. III decibel :1 U its, the diii;trjibut ionl; li.Comln LY it oh tL.r arid VailiII)ceS areU
re(.uced fronm 25 o.:. W(1 ,dl t I t 1-,-w cI[. TLh l1U11tij(er (JI C1,1t1 .ilsut 1 I hiti,. w.ill,
'i1" CdUI'iL, (itl 2Ut, (l (i i it 1..• r (,).Ii•o ý,I t i i' hi iP y , I 1,' (; UiLI1l t'lVi I , ' ]itt , (-t U "

(sie Ibyl;: [11/1], P)''/hzitr I'1114),

Over periods from an hour or less to days, the temporal variation of I will
show effects of ships encountering convergence zone (CZ) ranges, passing
through array beams, approaching the continental shelf, etc. Both measure-
ments arid modeli show a superposition of fluctuation components with poriods
ranging from all hour or two to days, and not pairticularly sensitive to fre-
quency or number of components. The more ships contributing, the tighter
the distribution. The stronger and more distinct the CZ's, the greater the
variance (often observed in the d,-tpth dependence of the variance as the sur-
face and critical depths are approached, e.g., ljaubin [1.9771. DLcorrelaticn
times (for I or L) of 2 to 10 hou-s are common, as are standard deviations
(for L) of 2 to 5 dB (see, e.g., Perrone and King [1975] and Bannister,
et al., f19791).

Over periods of days to weeks, the behavior of I shows tihe effects of gross
changes in shipping patterns, the transmission environment, etc. Over a
year, the seasonally averaged ship noise tends to be 5 or so dB louder ill
the winter than summer, because of more favorable transmission.

The important aspects of this view of ship ncise might be sumrnarized in a
non-physical but useful plot (Figure 1) of tI 0 modulus-squared of the
Pourier transform of L (or I, if you prefer) for a hypothetical multi-year
time series. The varianue corresponding to a set of fluctuation periods is
pioportional to the integral over that part of the spectrum plot.

Background Wind Nuise

Fur the ,-;calu aplpropWriate to I., WLind no.Lse i:, uxpuctuLd toi Lie oru-miuunil

Gaussian, and white over any small frecquency band.

Fluctuation power for L (or I) is expected to be controlled b,` that of the
local windspeed--with dominant periods from 20-40 hours and more, but little
power below 20 hours, as sFhown in Fig. 2. The corresponding decer:elaation
time is accordingly near 20 to 40 hours, and the observed level 1 is likely
to vary only a dB or two over a day or more (see Perrnie a,;d King [1975]) .
Seasonal variability is generally large, and dominated by Local wind varia-
tion9 rather thin lung-range propagation conditions. The probabi1 ity density
function for L will fol low that of the logarithm of the windspeed--and be
sensitive to the temporal or spatial enw.emble iiterval.
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Pinally, local wind noise, in the band of interest here, seems to provide
a lower limit on the noise level L. When all other contributions are weak,
even when the windspeed is small, this steady component will be observed.

Transient Noise

Turn next to a common source of transient noiset a nearby or especially
loud or otherwise identifiable ship (e.g., the only ship in the basin or
on a beam). It is a transient because it overwhelms ot.or noise components
and exhibits the structure of the transmission-loss (TL) field as the
source moves in range with time. That structure is modified by aspect,
sr.oed, entry and exit of beams, etc.

Over short time periods, E may look very much like a background component,
depending on stability of the source and relative speed and frequency. For
time intervals beyond minutes, however, E and I (or L) will show the quasi-
periodic nature of the TL--with fluctuation periods from minutes to hours
(depending again on frequency, relative speed, range, etc.) and a distribu-
tion function like that of the observed TL curve.

The occurrence of such transient events in a region can usually be summarized
statistically in terms of chances of ships coming nearby or being ioud or
whatever,

Typhoons, hurricanes, whales, seismic exploration sources, and other such
"non-prevailing" sources of noise are viewed in much the same way as the
nearby ship. Their influence may persist for long time periods; their
statistical properties are unlike those of the persistent background and
treated on an individual basis. Almost any spectral plot for L is possible,
in contrast to the structured forms of Figs. I and 2.

summary

The proposed approach is to view noise as a sum of components, some back-
ground components and others transients. For each time scale, the expected
fluctuation rates are identified and corresponding variances and distribution
functions estimated. The dependence of the rates and variances on frequency,
beamwidth, etc., is also estimated whenever possible. With such a rough
framework in mind, there is a chance that statements of the type yiven im
the Introduction can be sensibly interpreted.

J. INTERPRETATION OF STATEMENTS ABOUT NOISE STATISTICS

One-Dimensional Density Functions

In light of the expected temporal fluctuation scales of all components of
noise, the one-dimensional density function (or moments or percentiles) is
of little value without careful specification of the quantity under study
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(p or E or 1 ol. Lp With integration time) and the flurtuation components
over which the density is supposed to apply.

In the cabe of either wind or ship noiseu, the temmporal variance of I should
be very sensitive to the ensemble, 11. wIll. incruawje substantiAlty as the
observation time Increasus from miniute-s to hours to days,. Thi:s is V i denlt
frum Figs. I and 2. Sampling otratorli s foi measuring nol so should be based
on such a picture, and should vndeoover ýio y iel d notI only ti e dens 1 ty funIc:-
tions , hut the fluctuation rates as well. Al ttn all, uxpet ionut s;huw! L-hat.
"uncorrelated" samples are usually spaced 2 LU. 5U hoQus ;ApazL, deupunii~ny on
dominant source,

Model predictions of one-dimensional statistics present oven qreater inter-
pretation problems. A popular one (Jennette, et al. [19771) models ship
counts in l*xlo cells as Poisson variables, with the environment ari static:.4
The resulting density function and statistics for I are thus over an ensemble
of all possible ship distributions. No temporc~l properties aro predicted,
and it is a challenge to figure out huw to Interpret the prucliction. Over
what time period would ships move around enough to approach the Poisson
ensemble? would not the environment be subject to significant variation over
that time? The prediction is useful for predicting the noise for any single
sample--but of no use in estimating how It will vary from that value over an
hour or day or week.

Stationarity and Decorrelatlon Times

I have implicitly assumed noise to be a stationary process--broken down
in terms of F~ourier components. True stationarity is a mathematical ideal,
and any finite-length time series can be embedded in a stationary plocess.
Do the local (over limited time intervals) statistics change with timeT of
course they do. There are low-frequency (stationary) trends to be observed
in all types of ambient noise processes. Although certainly not a Complete
description, the gpectral components of I or L or 11 (c.f. I'iys. 1 and 2)
give signi ficant information about how thesu variables change, with ti~me,
about the low- and mid- anid high-frucluency t-rends, about I~lenths; Of t. ime
over which statiatics should be slowly var-ling, of-c.

As a coarse rule of thumb, the ducorrelation timev fur the (4uaiit.it~y of.
interest (time beyond which the autocorrelation function is small) i:s
approximately the lowest significant period appearinq in thaL quantity'!;
power spectrum. F'ur nearly white noiso, E'u spectrum will look flatI from
DC all the way out to the Liamp~linq frcquency (cpralof ifltC¶ rdt:1ion t itn':f
The decorrelatLin time is the integration Lime. hlowuver, if ELJ' i; ;ivorigod
for a few minutes to yield 1, a new spectrum appliuis. CumornIent!; (I I withi
periodS; of in inutesi do ducorre late in minutes , but. hayc Iitt l t flue t oat. in
power. At this sclcomp~onents uf I (or' 1) wUith t.wo-I IOU (or url u~i
eight or thirty-two, depIending( Onl dominant no ise s;Ourte0 pieriod, ocisoini nat~-.-
so that deco rro lati on times oecu ar at. the sa nllest. of I ht.'L pe jr i ds.

While level-crossing prope rties (e.g. , tediat r lot i on of' t m ini iltorva 1
lengths fr i which thu no ise relta ilna ho'low A LiJe i o eItVo 11) 'an1 ti.1wrmii
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dimensional statistics are not available from a model which specifies
only the autocorrelation function and one- or two-dimensional densities,
I emphasize the value of such a model for estimating the important '12-
of variability, for interpreting predicted and measured noise statistics,
and for designing experiments.

Predictability of Noise

The final example is a complex and important one. The statement concerns
the predictability of ambient noise. It, terms of the framework described
above, I deal with one component at a time and worry about whether it is
possible now or will ever be poisible to predict fertures viewed here as
important.

Background Wind Noise. Given wind speeds, which are pretty readily
available, wind-generated noise properties should be easy to predict, and
experience supports that conclusion. Empirical source levels and direc-
tivities, combined with simple propagation models usually suffice to yield
good estimates of the features of E and L, both omni and directional. Some
problem areas remain. There are measurements in some geographic regions
(e.g., shallow water) which challenge explanation. The source mechanism
for mid-frequency (50-1000 Hz) wind-noise is not yet known for sure, nor
is the directivity of the source modelable in detail (so that the impor-
tance of surface-ducted wind noise is not clear). Finally, the treatment
of noise caused by storms, especially distant storms, is currently the
subject of considerable attention.

Background Ship Noise. Experience has shown that when many ships
contribute and the environment in the neighborhood of the receiver is
not too complicated, then the long-term average leveJ (e.g., month) of
thw ship-noise component, as well as fluctuation scales and probability
densities for L, can be estimated within a few dB. Otherwise, our pre-
diction capability Is poor. This is consistent with our current knowledge
about ship source characteristics/locations, the details of TL, and the
fluctuation scales of L. As less and less averaging over sources and time
is performed, more uncertainty arises.

Propagation complexities tend to confound r-odictability at all scales.
For example, as the receivor approaches the bottom (mode stripping) or the
bottom approaches the receiver (topographic stripping, shallow water), the
distant ship noise is reduced--but the rate and amount of reduction is
very sensitive to the frequency and local bottom. As ship contributions
diminish, the fluctuations change, and in the limit transient sources may
dominate. Knowledge of the average levcl may give the only clue about the
fluctuations.

I also cannot pass up the opportunity to relate noise depth dependence
with vertical directionality: i.f ono is known (on average), then in many
casus the other is also. If neither is known, then the importance of
ships over slopes and shoaling channel axes is uncertain. Azimuthal direc-
tIloiality is also then not easy to estimate. Becausu of qa|is in knowledge
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about both ship and Tj, properties, these characteristics of the noise
field, at every scale, are generally unpredictable todayi models rely on
measurementR in those cases (Wagstaff [1981], Cavanagh and Renner [1979]
and [1980]).

Transient Noise. As r-flected in the framework, the transient noise
components are the most diflic'ilt to characterize, and hence to predict.
Only at the giossest statistical level can transierit ship noise be pre-
dicted. The principal deficiency here for all transient sources is tylpi-
cally the abý.enue of knowledge about sourcu location, uMiS.i(nl ,t'rpel)rtiS,
and sensitivity to the local environment.

4. FINAL REMARKS

A rough framework upon which to view statements about ambient noise proper-
ties has been ;roposed, and examples of its use discussed. The approach
uses information about noise prestnted over the years by such investigators
as Wenz, Dyer, Daubin, Perrone and King, Jobst, Adams, Bannister, et el.
Whilt neither rigorous nor complete nor unique, the view has proved useful
to me in its formative stage. I suggest that any person actively engaged
in noise R&D, be it model or data related, can benefit from a review and
regular refinement of his particular framework for thinking about noise.
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FIG. 2 SPECTRAL COMPONENTS OF WIND NOISE TIME SERIFS
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